VIDEO FOR AUDIOPHILES

A BUYER'S GUIDE:
VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS AND THEIR CAMERAS

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS:
- Advent Model 5002 Speaker System
- Omnisonix Model 801 Omnisonic Imager
- J. C. Penney Model 3125 AM/FM Receiver
- Shure M97HE Phono Cartridge
- Teac X-3 Open-reel Tape Deck

INTERVIEWS WITH
Carmen McRae and Ivan Moravec

DISC SPECIALS:
WONDER (Hotter Than July)
SPRINGSTEEN (The River) • CARTER
(New York Slick) • PRINE (Storm
Windows) • HATHAWAY (In Performance)
MICHELANGELI (Beethoven) • GIULINI
(Rigoletto) • LAREDO (Rachmaninoff)
FENNELL (a digital Vaughan Williams)
MAAZEL (a digital Sacre)
Introducing Pioneer LaserDisc.

The biggest innovation in television since television.
Imagine you could sit down in front of your TV set and see virtually any movie or concert you wanted to see when you wanted to see it.

Imagine you could actually see and hear concerts on your TV in stereo. The best stereo you've ever heard. Or cut to your favorite scene in a movie at will. Or study sports in slow motion, even one frame at a time. Imagine a machine that could teach your children at their own rate.

You now have just an idea of Pioneer LaserDisc. A remarkable innovation that puts both picture and sound on a record. And plays them both by means of a laser beam onto your TV and through your hi-fi.

(The player hooks up to your TV with just one wire. And when it's not in use, your TV plays the way it normally plays.)

The laser picture quality is exceptional. As good as the best broadcast reception you've ever seen. And laser sound is better than the best conventional audio recordings you've ever heard. And since nothing touches the disc but a laser beam, the disc never wears out. The quality is forever.

For all it does, surprisingly, the suggested retail price of the player is only $749* (just $50 more with remote control). And you can own a disc of a great movie or concert forever for the cost of taking your family to the movies.

There are a few hundred different discs to choose from right now. And more and more are coming out every day. Someday, virtually anything that entertains anyone will be on the disc.

Nothing we say here will fully prepare you for the magic of Pioneer LaserDisc. You simply have to see it.

For a personal demonstration from the dealer nearest you call us at 800-621-5199 toll free. (In Illinois 800-972-5855.)

*Laided retail price, actual price set by dealer.
Five Important Reasons To Own This New Realistic Digital Synthesized Receiver.

1. The microprocessor controlled, digital synthesized, quartz locked tuner.

Don't let the technical terms frighten you. Simply put, the tuner is computerized. Incredibly accurate. Very easy to use. Even easier to love. When you tune this new Realistic, soft-touch buttons take you to the exact center of the channel you want. Select the search mode and gain instant access to all 109 AM and 99 FM broadcast frequencies. Or choose the automatic mode and stop only at stronger stations. Either way, a triple muting system silences tuning noise, and a quartz crystal reference corrects the circuit over 11 million times each second. Two major causes of distortion — drift and tuning error — are eliminated. With the STA-2250 you get a clean, uncluttered front panel featuring a six-step LED signal strength readout and a bright LED frequency display you can easily read from across a room.

2. The programmable 16-station memory.

You can also store eight AM and eight FM stations in the computer memory for instant pushbutton recall. Adding or changing memorized stations is easy, and memory contents are protected for one hour, if AC power fails, or if you need to unplug the receiver.

3. Power and protection.

The STA-2250's audio amplifier delivers a powerful 50 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.02% total harmonic distortion. You get complete protection against overdriving, overheating and speaker wiring shorts. The sophisticated muting system even protects your speakers and ears from “thumps” and “pops” when you select sound sources.

4. The heart of a complete system.

The STA-2250 is a very versatile control center. Use the 40-step volume/balance control and 11-step bass, treble and midrange controls to adjust the response exactly the way you want it. You also get A-B-Both speaker switching, inputs and dub/monitor controls for two tape decks, hi and lo filters and more. All enclosed in a walnut veneer (not plastic or metal) cabinet.

5. We build it. We back it.

Engineering and manufacturing the STA-2250 in our own factory helps us to price it lower, and also eliminates buck passing when it comes to quality control and service. As with every Realistic stereo receiver, you get a two-year parts and labor limited warranty, honored wherever you see the Radio Shack sign. So if you are starting or upgrading a stereo system, audition the STA-2250 at one of our 7500+ locations today. Once you compare its effortless tuning and flawless musical performance with receivers costing hundreds more, you'll know why we put reason number six on a separate line . . .

The Amazing Realistic STA-2250: Only $429.95* at Radio Shack

THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND®

*Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers.
NEW PRODUCTS
Roundup of the latest audio equipment and accessories

AUDIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Hearing and Believing, Satisfactory Response, Absolute Phase

TAPE TALK
Motors, Belts, Capstans; Demagnetizing, VU vs. Peak Indicators

UNDERSTANDING AUDIO
Of Cones and Coils and Cartridges

TECHNICAL TALK
The Critic Criticized

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
Hirsch-Houck Laboratories test results on the Shure M97HE phono cartridge, Advent Model 5002 speaker system, J. C. Penney Model 3125 AM/FM stereo receiver, Omnisonix Model 801 Omnisonic Imager, and Teac open-reel tape deck

VIDEOPINION
Videodisc Software: What's the Holdup?

AN AUDIOPHILE'S GUIDE TO VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS
Choosing a VCR is at least as complicated as choosing a hi-fi system

VIDEO FOR AUDIOPHILES
Imminent: integration of audio and video stereo systems in the home

BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH
Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 1
Donny Hathaway: “In Performance”
Ron Carter: “New York Slick”

CLASSICAL MUSIC
News Briefs
Lee Luvisi: Schubert and Schumann
Maazel’s Digital Sacre

POPULAR MUSIC
News Briefs
Etta James: “Changes”
John Prine: “Storm Windows”
Bruce Springsteen: “The River”

Videodisc Review: ABBA

The Music

The Equipment

The Regulars

COVER: Design, Borys Patchowsky; photo, Bruce Pendleton. The TV image is, of course, from an actual videocassette recording.
Record Care, Part 2: A Record Life Study

How long will your phonograph records last?
How many times can you safely play records without degrading sound quality?
Using quality playback equipment, the factors of Record Longevity are twofold and closely interrelated: the record must be kept free of contamination, and the stylus must be kept clean during playback.

Scanning electron microscopy clearly shows the need and contribution of both record cleaning and stylus care.

Exhaustive research shows that with proper record/stylus care, an entire "life span" of 200 play events will not damage record surface quality or fidelity. (Most albums are played a total of 50 times or less.)

200 Plays Without Record Cleaning
- Pit from dust abrasion.
- Ground-in microdust.
- Prominent dust abrasion.
- Prominent stylus path from abrasive-coated diamond face.
- Vinyl particles welded by contaminated upper area of stylus.

200 Plays Without Stylus Care
- No wall-slurry of "lubricant" products.

200 Plays With Record and Stylus Care
- Clean central radius due to capillary attraction of D4 Fluid into D4 pad fabric.
- Microdust-free stylus path due to exclusive D4 "spiral fiber" particle holding.
- No wall-slurry of "lubricant" products.

Results of D4 Record Care:
- Reduced wall abrasion due to uncontaminated diamond face.
- Cleaned stylus leaves no welded-in particles.

Results of SC-2 Stylus Care:
- There is no substitute for the valid research you get with Discwasher products. Ask for them where better dealers take interest in a longer "life span" for you.

Discwasher, Inc., 1407 N. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65201

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
STEREO TELEVISION MOVES A BIT CLOSER:
U.S. tests are about to start on three systems capable of broadcasting stereo or bilingual sound with video signals. The systems were developed by Zenith, Telesonics, and the EIAJ (Electronic Industries Association of Japan). The tests, being conducted by Matsushita Industrial Company in Franklin Park, Illinois, are broadcast in Chicago over WTTW (Channel 11). Separate tests are being made with three noise-reduction systems (CBS, Dolby, dbx) to improve the quality of TV sound. The costs of the tests are shared by the ABC, CBS, NBC, and PBS networks, the National Association of Broadcasters, and the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters. The EIAJ system has been used successfully in Japan for the last two years.

NEW SERIES ON NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO starting this month include weekly concerts by the Indianapolis Symphony and the Los Angeles Philharmonic under their respective music directors, John Nelson and Carlo Maria Giulini. "Grand Piano" features young artists as well as keyboard stars in master classes, performances, and interviews, and "International Concert Hall" begins on January 6 with a concert of the winning compositions in the third Kennedy Center/Friedheim Awards. For dates check NPR stations.

PRO ARTE, A NEW CLASSICAL LABEL, HAS been launched with a release of twenty albums by Pickwick International. The line's analog recordings list for $8.98, and those mastered digitally are tentatively priced at $12.98 each. The 120 Pro Arte albums scheduled for release this year are drawn from the German Seon catalog and co-productions with the German Pro Arte company. The repertoire includes such things as Busoni's one-act opera Arlecchino, Donizetti's Il Campanello, concertos by Mozart, chamber music by Brahms, Dvořák, and Schubert, and early music played by Gustav Leonhardt and Frans Brüggen. Seon recordings previously available here on ABC will be deleted to reappear on Pro Arte.

JOHN DENVER MUZZLES MONTY PYTHON! The English version of the Python's new "Contractual Obligation Album" is being repressed because of legal steps taken by Denver. The album contains a seventeen-second version of his hit Annie's Song with rewritten lyrics which Denver's lawyers have described as "unacceptable parody" and which we decline to quote. That track will be replaced in the U.K. by the new Short but Perverted Message.

CLASS ACTS ON MAG VIDEO'S NEW LINE. The first release in Magnetic Video's new Video Playhouse line of cassettes is made up of fourteen plays drawn from the distinguished American Film Theatre series. Now available for the first time in home video are Chekhov's Three Sisters with Joan Plowright and Sir Laurence Olivier, Simon Gray's Butley with Alan Bates, Jean Genet's The Maids with Glenda Jackson and Susannah York, Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance with Paul Scofield and Katharine Hepburn, and ten others. Price: $80 for those on one cassette, $100 for the plays that require two. According to Magnetic Video president André Blay, "this is just the first step towards opening a new treasure house of cultural programming."

A 20-DB IMPROVEMENT IN DYNAMIC RANGE is claimed for a disc noise-reduction system developed by CBS for use with both analog and digital recording masters. CBS claims that in addition to enhancing dynamic range the process completely eliminates surface noise. An add-on adapter is expected to cost about $50. According to CBS, played without the adapter "the new disc will produce the same sonic quality as that of today's conventional recordings."

MCA BRINGS 3-D TO HOME VIDEO SCREENS! With its videocassette releases of It Came from Outer Space and Creature from the Black Lagoon, MCA claims to be the first to bring the thrills of 3-D to home video viewers. Each film is packaged with four pairs of the special glasses necessary to get the 3-D effect. In both Beta and VHS, $65.
Pianist Glenn Gould, who celebrated his
twenty-fifth anniversary as a recording star last
year, is quoted in this issue to the effect that he is baffled by rock music: "I can't understand things that are that uncomplicated." An odd way of putting it, but one knows what he means: for many listeners, there simply isn't enough content in most contemporary pop music to engage the mind, and they want their minds engaged.

Providing simple entertainment and making money at it are the prime goals of any self-respecting popular music, but they do not necessarily rule out the inclusion of a little intellectual sustenance as a bonus for those who need it—think, of Thirties jazz or Forties musical comedy. The pernicious avoidance of such content during the quarter-century of the Elvis Era, however, is proof that it can be ruled out successfully—if you happen to have at your disposal the uncritical mass market created by the introduction of the long-playing phonograph disc. All you need do to cater to (or, indeed, create) such a market is pare down the essentials—simple forms, ordinary raw materials, interchangeable parts—and rev up the engines of publicity. Once the recording industry had gotten all this squared away, they must have decided they were no longer in the business of making music, for them to began to refer to their handiwork as "product."

It is hardly surprising that this little industrial revolution required some radical changes in the working force as well as in the delivery system. Time was when the making of our vernacular music rested in a number of capable hands: a composer wrote the music, a lyricist wrote the words, and a singer performed them both. The result was often a gratifyingly hand-tooled craftsmanship (and, yes, intellectual content) of a very high order, respectfully presented to its consumers in theaters, small clubs, and on the parlor radio. These days, however, we are addressed mostly by a haughty bunch of generalists, self-appointed Renaissance Boys, jacks of all trades who compose, write, and perform with equal lack of distinction, who fill our sports arenas, roller rinks, public parks—and a perfect flood of phonograph discs with a jolly undifferentiated racket.

Given the enormous number of people who have been persuaded to consume this kind of entertainment and the enormous amount of it that must be ground out as a consequence, how could it be otherwise? As things stand now, the mass market created by the phonograph disc can be satisfied only by a lowest-common-denominator music that studiously avoids making any untoward demands on its audience.

But if technology has created this monster of mediocrity, technology can tame it too. The key is size of audience, and the home-entertainment revolution embodied in the imminent videodisc means that audiences will soon be shrinking to family size. When they do, much of our entertainment will be subject to the hypercritical scrutiny of the living room, and many Renaissance Boys will not measure up. We have had only one universal genius thus far—Leonardo da Vinci—but any number of sublimely gifted specialists. Once into the Video Age, we will want them back—composers as good as Jerome Kern, lyricists as literate as Lorenz Hart, singers with real voices and dramatic skill. In short, I am predicting the Return of the Grownups, the Rebirth of the Great American Musical. You read it here.
We build them

Introducing the new hand-crafted Astrion. How do we achieve such unparalleled musical excellence? One by one. Piece by piece. All by hand. Each and every Astrion component is hand inspected, hand selected and finally hand assembled by our most skilled craftsmen. Like you, they look beyond specifications. That’s why they personally audition every Astrion they build.

What qualities do they look for? Performance without restriction. Realism without compromise. Music. Pure and simple. We could go on. But why listen to a description when you can listen to our new Astrion. Take your most cherished recording to one of our selected Astrion dealers. What you hear will be incredible. What you don’t hear is what you never should.

Like distortion caused by conventional cantilevers. Our engineers did away with it. By eliminating the conventional metal cantilever. In its place is a laser-etched solid sapphire shaft. Its high “stiffness-to-mass” ratio solves any flexing problems.

Its exceptional purity creates a new standard for transient response.

In keeping with that high standard is Astrion’s exclusive hand polished “extended contact” elliptic diamond tip. It’s the smallest nude diamond tip we’ve ever made.

Our engineers also developed a unique pivot suspension system for the Astrion. The Orbital Pivot System. Unlike other systems there are no restrictive armature wires, adhesives or governors. Instead each armature is micro-machined to form a perfect fit with the Astrion’s S-4 suspension block. It’s that simple. It’s also that much more compliant in all signal directions.

The hand-crafted Astrion. A masterpiece built to do justice to all the masterpieces written. For the location of your closest ADC Astrion dealer write Audio Dynamics Corp., Pickett District Road, New Milford, CT 06776 or call toll-free (800) 243-9514.
Digitally mastered and audiophile recordings have added an exciting new dimension to the state of the audio art. Sonus cartridges are exceptionally well-suited to realize the full sonic potential of these new recording techniques.

This is especially true of the new Sonus Dimension 5. Its unique phase-coherent, integrated, stylus construction enhances still further the exceptional purity and integrity of reproduction found throughout the Sonus range of high compliance cartridges.

We believe upgrading your system by replacing your present cartridge with a Sonus will provide the greatest improvement in sound quality per dollar. The finer your records the greater the difference a Sonus will make.

Name Games
- "What's in a Name" (November "Audio Basics") was extremely informative. Many thanks to Robert Greene for clearing up many mysteries in the audio field.
  JOHN JESSE CARO
  San Gabriel, Calif.

- Robert Greene erred in his "What's in a Name" column when he claimed that the letters k, e, and f form a real word only in Dutch. In fact, there is an English word "kef" that refers to the odd euphoria often associated with smoking hemp—or perhaps induced by listening to music played through KEF 105 speakers!
  STUART T. BAIRD
  King of Prussia, Pa.

It's also spelled "kief" or "kif" and comes from the Arabic word "kaif," meaning pleasure and a couple of other things.

Jackson Browne
- Plaudits to Noel Coppage for his sensitive review of Jackson Browne's "Hold Out" in the November issue. The only thing he missed on completely was the interpretation of the song "Of Missing Persons" (which, by the way, hardly "rocks out"). The song is not addressed to Browne's son but to a daughter of the late (but immortal) Lowell George of Little Feat.
  MALCOLM MCGOWAN
  Baltimore, Md.

Larry Gatlin
- Noel Coppage's "Best of the Month" review of Larry Gatlin's "The Pilgrim" in November calls it "his new album." This album (every song exactly the same) was issued in 1974 by Monument as KZ 32571, and I've had it for five years. How can a reissue be a "best of the month"?
  MICHAEL J. MURPHY
  East Brunswick, N.J.

Larry Gatlin's Columbia album "The Pilgrim" is indeed a reissue of the 1974 Monument album. It slipped by in the mass of new albums we received for review in the November issue. We offer apologies for the error, although Noel Coppage still firmly believes it is the best work Gatlin has done in years. And, yes, a reissue can be "Best of Month" if that month's first-time-out competition is lacking in distinction.

Nighthawks
- I agree with Joel Vance's November review of the Nighthawks' new album, and it's good to see them get the national recognition they deserve. But why does he say that they are "the only redeeming feature of the nation's capital"? If this was intended as a criticism of the political situation, I agree with that also, but not at the expense of D.C.-area music. We have other excellent bands—the Slickey Boys, Black Pearl, Root Boy Slim—as well as the National Symphony and many other diversions.
  BRAD McDONALD
  Alexandria, Va.

Trifling Regulations
- In November "Audio Q. and A." there is a question about a manufacturer's rating an amplifier at "201 watts per channel," and Larry Klein's reply explains that this is a result of FTC rulings. Does he actually mean to say that our hard-earned tax dollars, which if saved could add to our music collections, are going to some raving lunatics to create such trifling regulations? I'm all for consumer protection, but let's be serious. A manufacturer should have the right to call his product whatever he desires!
  W. ROFFA
  Poway, Calif.

Technical Director Larry Klein replies: We couldn't agree more. If reader Roffa cares to research back issues of this magazine he'll find chronicled therein my efforts from late 1974 through 1975 to inject some technical sense into the FTC's rule making. While I won some points, I also lost a few.

(Continued on page 10)
The Tape Guide

Professional I. The one tape that stands up when you crank it up.

Professional II. The world's quietest tape puts nothing between you and your music.

Professional III. The only car tape that eliminates the car.

BASF 90 professional - I
normal (norm) position

Premium ferric oxide tapes have more headroom which allows higher maximum recording levels (MRL). Among all premium ferric oxides PRO I has the best MRL for loud recordings. Uniform magnetite particles provide increased headroom for very accurate and loud recordings with virtually no distortion. In the fundamental music range (20Hz-20kHz) PRO I can be recorded louder and driven harder than even high bias tapes. PRO I is the internationally accepted reference tape, whose bias point is specifically matched to the Type I/normal/position, and is the industry standard for today's high quality cassette decks.

BASF 90 professional - II
chrome/high (Cr02) position

High bias tapes consistently provide wider frequency response and less tape noise (his or background noise) than any other tape type. Among premium high bias tapes PRO II is in a class by itself. It is the second generation chrome dioxide tape with superb frequency response and outstanding sensitivity in the critical (10kHz-20kHz) high frequency range. It also has the lowest background noise of any other competitive tape available today. PRO II will capture the many subtle harmonics of the most demanding recordings and play them back with the reality and presence of a live performance. PRO II is the tape for the Type II/chrome/position. This high bias position that comes closest to Metal tape performance for half the price.

BASF 90 professional - III
ferri-chrome (FeCr) position

Ferrichrome tapes combine the benefits of chromium dioxide and ferric oxide tapes for superior performance in car stereos. The top layer is pure chromium dioxide for unsurpassed highs and low background noise. The bottom layer is ferric oxide for superior lows and great middle frequencies. And it also gives you higher recording levels. So, you get cleaner, louder playback without cranking up your volume control to compensate. PRO III is the ideal tape for car stereo systems and performs just as well in the home on the Type III/ferri-chrome position.

Patented "Jam-Proof" Security Mechanism (SM)...

SM - Security Mechanism. Two precision arms actually "guide" the tape to a smooth, exact and consistent track, so that winding is always even, no matter how often the cassette is played. SM puts an end to tape-jamming.

The guarantee at a kilo time.

All BASF tape cassette come with our exclusive "The guarantee of a lifetime." BASF tape cassette come with our exclusive Guarantee that covers everything. Should any BASF cassette ever fail— for any reason— simply return it to BASF for a free replacement.

GUARANTEE OF A LIFETIME

Crosby Drive, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730
CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Music and Religion

- I tend to agree with James Goodfriend ("Going on Record," October) that a person not at peace with himself is more likely to be artistically creative. However, I am disturbed that when an artist such as Bob Dylan becomes a devout Christian he is blasted by Steve Simels as "self-righteous" (reply in September "Letters"). A Christian realizes that he is saved by grace, not his own actions, and that he is just as sinful as a unbeliever. Christians aren't perfect, just forgiven.

- I feel that I speak for a countless number of audiophiles who appreciate the journalistic courage shown by Julian Hirsch in his September column, "Hi-Fi Is Getting Better." His statements that "many amplifier manufacturers have set up straw men to be knocked down by their latest creations" and that "most of the obscure or newly discovered types of distortion we have been hearing so much about, whether arising from switching anomalies in the output stage or from various slew-induced causes, fall into this category" are both frank and perspicacious.

Journalistic Courage

- Maybe you could do two favors at once. One for me. And one for your advertisers. Could you remind them that their ads are appearing in STEREO REVIEW? And not The Amazing Spider-Man? I for one am sick to death of having every sentence in an advertisement chopped up. Into little bite-size segments. That imply I can't keep a thought in my head if it's longer than two lines. Especially when the results aren't even complete sentences. Just fragments. It's annoying. As hell.

- I am more than satisfied with Joel Vance's September review of Squeeze's "Argybargy," since I have been a great fan of the group's "off-the-wall British humor" for some time now and had been quite convinced that absolutely no one else in this country was aware of their existence. After spending a year in Britain, I realized that "most of the obscure or newly discovered types of distortion we have been hearing so much about, whether arising from switching anomalies in the output stage or from various slew-induced causes, fall into this category" are both frank and perspicacious.
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- Music and Religion

- I tend to agree with James Goodfriend ("Going on Record," October) that a person not at peace with himself is more likely to be artistically creative. However, I am disturbed that when an artist such as Bob Dylan becomes a devout Christian he is blasted by Steve Simels as "self-righteous" (reply in September "Letters"). A Christian realizes that he is saved by grace, not his own actions, and that he is just as sinful as a unbeliever. Christians aren't perfect, just forgiven.

- I feel that I speak for a countless number of audiophiles who appreciate the journalistic courage shown by Julian Hirsch in his September column, "Hi-Fi Is Getting Better." His statements that "many amplifier manufacturers have set up straw men to be knocked down by their latest creations" and that "most of the obscure or newly discovered types of distortion we have been hearing so much about, whether arising from switching anomalies in the output stage or from various slew-induced causes, fall into this category" are both frank and perspicacious.

Journalistic Courage

- Maybe you could do two favors at once. One for me. And one for your advertisers. Could you remind them that their ads are appearing in STEREO REVIEW? And not The Amazing Spider-Man? I for one am sick to death of having every sentence in an advertisement chopped up. Into little bite-size segments. That imply I can't keep a thought in my head if it's longer than two lines. Especially when the results aren't even complete sentences. Just fragments. It's annoying. As hell.

- I am more than satisfied with Joel Vance's September review of Squeeze's "Argybargy," since I have been a great fan of the group's "off-the-wall British humor" for some time now and had been quite convinced that absolutely no one else in this country was aware of their existence. After spending a year in Britain, I realized that "most of the obscure or newly discovered types of distortion we have been hearing so much about, whether arising from switching anomalies in the output stage or from various slew-induced causes, fall into this category" are both frank and perspicacious.
“Curious. Now that I have the 2 acoustically optimized cylinders of a Jensen J-2000, I don’t feel the need for the 8 high compression cylinders of a Ferrari GTB-308.”

The Jensen J-2000 mini speaker system.
Sleek, bronze and beautiful, the design of the J-2000 is like no other car stereo speaker you’ve ever seen. And, more importantly, it sounds like those fine mini-speaker systems you used to hear only at home.

Housed in an acoustically optimized cylinder is a 4 1/2” long throw woofer, a 3/4” high frequency dome radiator tweeter, and a totally unique 4 1/2” passive radiator. It’s a planar sheet of compressed hollow glass spheres, so lightweight and compliant it effectively doubles the bass response of the J-2000.

With a 20 oz. Barium Ferrite magnet and Nomex® high temperature voice coil, the J-2000 can handle a substantial 55 watts of power. It has a sensitivity level of 93dB SPL, and brings in a truly accurate frequency response of 40-16kHz.

The J-2000 extruded aluminum housing is elegance with a purpose. The solid extrusion is not only durable, but guarantees a perfect acoustic seal. And the grille of injected Noryl® serves not only as a striking design element, but as protection for the high frequency driver.

And the J-2000 has a swivel mount that can rotate ± 30° to direct the sound where you want it. From the rear deck of a car, the wall of a van, or a shelf in a living room. Because the J-2000 has spring loaded connections for speaker leads and large knurled mounting knobs, you can move it quickly and easily.

Like all Jensen car speaker systems, the J-2000 was innovated with one purpose: Sound performance. So if that’s what moves you, come hear it soon.

When it’s the sound that moves you.


CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD
The continuing story of TDK sound achievement.

Part Seven.

You are looking at the moment of truth. If every other part in a TDK cassette has played its role perfectly, the tape will move between the pressure pad and the recording head with remarkable precision. There will be no fluctuation. High frequencies won't be lost. Hiss and distortion won't enter in. Music will be reproduced unfailingly.

Part Seven, the TDK dual spring pressure pad, is an innovation. Its double “Y” structure distributes pressure evenly on the total pad surface, allowing full tape-to-head contact. Total sound. In designing it, TDK engineers used a metal alloy of nickel, copper, and zinc which has a perfect balance of resiliency and strength. Then they searched for the perfect pad. They found urethane has a tendency to stick, slip and tilt in the direction of tape travel. Tape loses contact at the dead center of the head core. Sound is lost. Felt also has its problems. It often causes rough output in the high frequencies.

The TDK pad is made from a special mix of organic fiber, cut to exact dimensions. Tape contact is always at an optimum, preventing high frequency dropouts and excess friction.

Having gone to such lengths for perfection, our engineers avoided one last slip up. The anchor. The TDK dual spring pressure pad is precisely positioned in an interlocking pin system. It can spring back and forth but never move laterally. The last threat to sound at that point was stray magnetism. TDK stopped that by placing an extra-thick metal shield behind the pad assembly. Now nothing can stand in the way of perfectly recorded music. You can see Part Seven and the other TDK parts perform through the shell of the classic TDK MA-R cassette. It set new standards in reliability and metal sound.

TDK continues to set the standards with every cassette. In high, normal, and metal bias. In every type of machine. And it's all based on a simple philosophy. Perfection is the outcome of many elements interacting perfectly. TDK achieves a higher standard of musical performance for one unvarying reason. Music is the sum of its parts.
**SAE's Low-distortion "Class-A" Power Amplifier**

Scientific Audio Electronics' X25A Hypersonic "class-A" power amplifier is rated at 250 watts per channel continuous into 8-ohm loads with no more than 0.02 percent total harmonic distortion from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Special circuitry allows the amplifier to realize the low-distortion characteristics of conventional class-A designs while generating only a fraction of the heat usually resulting from such a design. Each channel of the X25A has two independent amplifiers; one handles the positive portion of the waveform, the other the negative side. The unit has separate fifteen-LED output-power level displays for each channel. They sense both voltage and current and show true power output. Finish on the rack-mountable unit is grey-anodized aluminum. Price $1,500.

**Circle 120 on reader service card**

**Denon Turntable Has Interchangeable Arm Shafts**

The Denon DP-60L direct-drive auto-lift turntable incorporates a tone arm supplied with both straight low-mass and "S"-shaped mid-mass arm shafts, plus appropriate counterweights, for use with various cartridges having differing stylus compliances. Also featured is Denon's magnetic speed-control system. It is based on a magnetic sensor that compares magnetic-pulse "markings" on the underside of the turntable platter with a quartz-derived reference; speed deviations are corrected by a servo system. Controls are solenoid activated, and the unit stands on compliant feet for acoustic-feedback isolation.

The unit's rumble is stated to be -78 dB (DIN-B weighting) with wow and flutter of 0.015 percent (wms). The DP-60L measures 19 x 7 x 16 inches and weighs 29 pounds. Price: $585.

**Circle 121 on reader service card**

**Four-way Wharfdale Speaker System From Rank Hi Fi**

The Wharfedale "Total Sound Recall" TSR-112 speaker system from Rank Hi Fi incorporates four drivers: two 10-inch paper-cone bass units, an 8-inch polypropylene upper-bass/midrange driver, and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The two bass drivers operate together in an acoustic-suspension enclosure up to 100 Hz; between 100 and 600 Hz the signal to one of the 10-inch units is attenuated. At 600 Hz there is a 12-dB-per-octave crossover to the 8-inch unit, and at 3,500 Hz there is an 18-dB-per-octave crossover to the tweeter. The hookup of the bass drivers is said to ensure a stable and uniform dispersion throughout their operating range. The sloping front baffle and the crossover design are said to guarantee phase accuracy throughout the audible range. High- and mid-frequency contour controls are available to compensate for variations in room acoustics. Stated frequency response is 30 to 25,000 Hz. Recommended power range is 12 to 190 watts, and sensitivity is 90 dB sound-pressure level at 1 meter with a 1-watt input. Dimensions are 43 x 15 x 15 1/2 inches. Price: $950.

**Circle 122 on reader service card**

**Inexpensive Nikko Tape Deck Has Metal Capability**

The Nikko ND-590 metal-tape-compatible cassette deck has large VU meters and a record-mute switch. There are separate bias and equalization switches for metal, chromium-dioxide, and ferrichrome tapes. The unit's Dolby circuits have a switchable FM-multiplex filter. There are separate record and output-level controls. A headphone output is available, as are two microphone inputs. Frequency response is given as 30 to 18,000 Hz with metal tape; signal-to-noise ratio is 63 dB (Dolby circuits on). Wow-and-flutter rating is 0.055 percent (weighted-rms). Fast-winding time for a C-60 cassette is 80 seconds. Input sensitivity is 50 millivolts for the line input and 0.25 millivolt for the microphone inputs. Dimensions are 16 1/2 x 5 1/8 x 10 3/4 inches. Price: $210.

**Circle 123 on reader service card**

**Fujitsu Ten's Car Receiver / Cassette With Preset Tuning**

The Nikko ND-590 metal-tape-compatible cassette deck has large VU meters and a record-mute switch. There are separate bias and equalization switches for metal, chromium-dioxide, and ferrichrome tapes. The unit's Dolby circuits have a switchable FM-multiplex filter. There are separate record and output-level controls. A headphone output is available, as are two microphone inputs. Frequency response is given as 30 to 18,000 Hz with metal tape; signal-to-noise ratio is 63 dB (Dolby circuits on). Wow-and-flutter rating is 0.055 percent (weighted-rms). Fast-winding time for a C-60 cassette is 80 seconds. Input sensitivity is 50 millivolts for the line input and 0.25 millivolt for the microphone inputs. Dimensions are 16 1/2 x 5 1/8 x 10 3/4 inches. Price: $210.

**Circle 124 on reader service card**

**Fujitsu Ten Has Introduced an AM/FM Stereo Receiver/Cassette Player With DIN Specifications**

Fujitsu Ten has introduced an AM/FM stereo receiver/cassette-player with DIN specifications. Features of the GP-1010 include five-pushbutton preset tuning in addition to a tuning dial mounted in the cassette door, FM interstation noise muting, local/distance and stereo/mono switches, rear-speaker fader control, and separate LED indicators for various functions. The cassette-player section has a locking fast-forward mode and pushbutton eject.

The FM section has a rated 50-dB quieting sensitivity of 23 dBf and selectivity of 50 dB. Frequency response is 30 to 10,000
Details: A Different Kind of Record Club

You can now own every record or tape that you may ever want. . . at tremendous savings and with no continuing purchase obligations. You can get valuable free dividend certificates, you can get quick service and all the 100% iron-clad guarantees you want.

Now you can stop price increases that leave you with less music for your record and tape budget. You can guarantee yourself more music for less money through membership in Discount Music Club.

Look at these benefits:

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS on every record and tape in print—no "agree-to-purchase" obligations of any kind.

DISCOUNTS OF 43% TO 73% off mtg. suggested list . . . special catalog features hundreds of titles and artists.

ALL LABELS AVAILABLE including most imports through special custom ordering service. If we don't stock it we'll get it for you.

SCHWANN CATALOG lists thousands of titles; classical, pop, jazz, ballet, opera, musical shows, folk, rock, va, vocal, instrumental, country, etc.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND CERTIFICATES Dividend Gifts—Every shipment carries a dividend gift or dividend certificate. Certificates redeemable immediately for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS happenings in the world of music, concerts, critiques, new releases . . . special super-sale listings at discounts of up to 73%.

DISCOUNT ACCESSORY GUIDE Diamond needles, cloths, tape cleaners, etc. Discount Music Club is your complete one stop music and accessory buying service.

QUICK SERVICE same day shipping on many orders . . . rarely later than the next several days. Partial shipments always made in the event unforeseen delay . . . all at no extra cost to you.

100% IRON-CLAD GUARANTEES on all products and services. Everything is guaranteed factory fresh and free of defects or damages of any sort. Your total satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed.

Discount Music Club is a no-obligation membership club that guarantees tremendous discounts on all stereo records and tapes and lets you buy what you want . . . when you want . . . or not at all if you choose.

These are just a few of the money-saving reasons to write for free details. You can't lose so why not fill out and mail the coupon below for immediate information.

Discount Music Club, Inc.
9-0181
650 Main Street, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801
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ADDRESS
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Circle 13 on reader service card

New Products
Latest audio equipment and accessories

Hz ± 3 dB, stereo separation is 35 dB, and image rejection is 60 dB. Wow-and-flutter for the tape section is rated at 0.15 per cent, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 50 dB, stereo separation of 40 dB, and frequency response of 100 to 8,000 Hz ± 3 dB. The GP-1010 can produce 5 watts per channel into 4 ohms from 30 to 20,000 Hz with harmonic distortion of 10 per cent. Dimensions are 6 1/2 x 11 1/2 x 4 3/4 inches. Price: $189.95.

Circle 124 on reader service card

The two-piece Videoscope color-projection system from Sony comes in two versions: Model KP-5020, with a 50-inch (diagonal) screen, and Model KP-7220, with a 72-inch screen. Both feature triple 5.5-inch aspherical lenses said to ensure high picture resolution. On their supplied stands, the washable picture screens are at the optimal height for viewing from a seated position. A wall-mount bracket for the screen is available as an option. The projector unit is designed to be used as a table and permits operation of the TV controls directly from the viewer's seat. It has a smoked-glass top and pecan-veneer side paneling for a "coffee table" appearance.

The TV receiver has a semi-automatic program-search system which selects from up to fourteen preset VHF or UHF TV channels or other sources such as cable TV or a VCR. The "Econoquick" quick-turn-on feature provides a picture a few seconds after the set is switched on but consumes no power when the set is off. The set's automatic fine-tuning circuitry is switchable, and a built-in test-pattern generator helps in system setup. The projector unit includes dual 4-inch speakers along with two phono-jack audio outputs.

Viewing distance is a minimum of 10 feet and a maximum of 60 feet with the KP-5020, 12 and 80 feet with the KP-7220. The optimal seating arrangement is within a 45-degree angle from the central axis of the screen. Distance between projector and screen is about 6 feet for the KP-5020, 8 feet for the KP-7220. Projector dimensions are 32 1/4 x 16 1/4 x 25 1/8 inches and projector weight is 29 pounds. Weight of the 50-inch screen is 20 pounds, of the 72-inch screen, 38 pounds. Prices: KP-5020, $2,495; KP-7220, $2,995.

Circle 125 on reader service card

Pre-preamplifiers
For Moving-coil Phono Cartridges

Marcof Electronics has introduced two pre-preamplifiers for use with moving-coil phono cartridges. Powered by a pair of 9-volt batteries with a 300- to 400-hour average life, the units' class-A non-feedback circuitry is said to produce no transient-intermodulation or slew-induced distortion. The PPA-1 (shown) has an input impedance of 26 ohms and a 32 ohm input impedance and a gain of 0.005 per cent harmonic distortion at a 100-millivolt output. Frequency response is 20 to 20,000 Hz ± 0.05 dB. Noise level is -85 dB, channel separation 95 dB. Both models measure 5 x 2 1/2 x 6 inches and weigh less than 3 pounds. Price for either model: $129.95. Marcof Electronics, Dept. SR, 7509 Big Bend Boulevard, Webster Groves, Mo. 63119

Circle 126 on reader service card
This is what Audio Pro set out to do:

Design Memorandum
Re: B2-50 Subwoofer Project.

The goal of the B2-50 project is to make a self-contained subwoofer system with genuine 20Hz low-frequency response practical for home use.

The B2-50 should be compact enough to be used in any listening room and as visually attractive as the best of contemporary furniture. In order to obtain a 20Hz low-end with a system of reasonable size, we will use Audio Pro's proprietary ACE BASS principle. The subwoofer, therefore, will require its own optimally matched, rugged and accurate power amplifier.

B2-50 must successfully integrate with the widest variety of satellite loudspeakers. This will require a continuously variable crossover to control the response of the satellites as well as of the B2-50.

In order to reproduce deep bass information at concert hall listening levels, the subwoofer's output should be substantial (100dB SPL minimum without clipping at 20Hz).

In short, despite its reasonable size and price, the B2-50 subwoofer should represent the reference standard for the subwoofer category.

The critics said we did:

"... amazing output, quite incredible for its size, and it gets right down to 20Hz, too."

"... it beats anything of the kind I have yet heard."

"... The B2-50 produces amazing levels of low, low bass — right down to 20Hz and very accurately. We teamed the B2-50 with a number of different speakers and never failed to be stunned by the extra sound we have been missing out on before. "This is the finest — indeed it might be the only subwoofer I have ever heard!""

"...greater adaptability than in any other subwoofer we've tested to date... clean and ultra deep bass, and enough of it to match just about any speaker you want to use the subwoofer with... its performance can't be bettered by any subwoofer we know of. We recommend it without reservation.""

"...The sound of the subwoofer is magnificent. It just keeps going down and down with absolutely no doubling or audible distortion. We used the subwoofer with more than ten different systems, including ones that had quite good bass response to begin with and, without exception, the sound improved. "Be warned! If you listen to this speaker you will probably buy it."

For more information and your nearest dealer worldwide
Call Toll Free: 800-638-0228.
Maryland: 0-459-3292 Collect.
Metro D.C.: 459-3292, or write:
Intersearch, 4720 G Boston Way, Lanham Md. 20801.
"When the lights were turned out we could almost have sworn we were in the presence of a real live orchestra."
Russell Rodgers, Popular Electronics.

"The effect strains credibility—had I not experienced it, I probably would not believe it...the 'miracle' is that it uses only the two normal front speakers..."
Jillian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Labs.

"...it brings the listener substantially closer to that elusive son illusion of being in the presence of a live performance."
Larry Klein, Stereo Review.

"...seems to open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical forces extending behind, between and beyond the speakers...terrific."
Hi-fi Fidelity.

They're all raving about Sonic Holography.

Sonic Holography is only the most spectacular achievement of the Carver C-4000. The others are merely extraordinary.

Consider what you actually have in the C-4000:
- A full function stereo preamplifier
- A time-delay system with controllable reverberation mix
- A built-in 50 watt (total) power amplifier for time delay speakers
- The Autocorrelator system that reduces noise up to 8 dB with any source material
- A peak unlimiter/downward expander that nearly doubles dynamic range
- And the Sonic Hologram system that aroused the quotes above.

Please write for the complete test reports, brochures and list of authorized Carver dealers. Then you can rave all you want about your own C-4000.

CARVER CORPORATION
PO Box 664, Woodinville, Washington 98072

Audio Dictionary From CAMEO

□ The CAMEO Dictionary of Creative Audio Terms is a one-hundred-page paper-bound book containing more than a thousand definitions. While primarily intended for professionals in recording and related fields, it contains much of interest to audiophiles in general. In addition to definitions, there are a number of charts and illustrations. Price: $4.95 plus $1 postage and handling charge. Creative Audio & Music Electronics Organization, Dept. SR, 10 Delmar Avenue, Framingham, Mass. 01701.

Boston Acoustics' Smallest Speaker

□ The Boston Acoustics A70 speaker system employs an 8-inch woofer having a low-mass, low-resonance, vacuum-formed cone with a smooth, uncolored, peak-free response. A 1-inch soft-dome tweeter has ferrofluid cooling and damping. The tweeter is flush-mounted on the large, smooth front panel to preserve its wide radiation angle and stereo-imaging characteristics. Crossover frequency is 2,000 Hz. Sensitivity is such that a sound-pressure level of 89 dB measured at 1 meter is achieved with a 1-watt input. System impedance is nominally 6 ohms, 4 ohms minimum. System resonance is 49 Hz. Dimensions are 24 x 14 x 73/4 inches. Weight is 26 pounds. Price: $130. Boston Acoustics, Inc., Dept SR, 130 Condor Street, Boston, Mass. 02128.

New Discwasher Stylus-cleaning Kit

□ The Discwasher SC-2 Stylus Care System consists of the separately available SC-1 stylus brush plus the new SC-2 stylus-cleaning fluid. Also included are a walnut storage case and a built-in magnifying mirror. The brush is said to be of the specific density and pliability that provide optimal cleaning; the fluid is designed to clean stylus surfaces without damage to the stylus adhesives, cantilever materials, or rubber polymers. Price: $8.50; fluid refills, $1.25 each.

Circle 128 on reader service card

NOTICE All product descriptions and specifications quoted in these columns are based on materials supplied by the manufacturers. Domestic inflation and fluctuations in the value of the dollar overseas affect the price of merchandise imported into this country. Please be aware that prices quoted in this issue are subject to change.
The Polks "At their price, they are simply a steal!"

Incredible Sound / Affordable Price "Our advice is not to buy speakers until you've heard the Polks." Musician Magazine

Polk Tri-Laminate Polymer Driver For Life-Like Clarity and Detail

Reviewers and Critics Agree
Polk speakers will give you the highest sound quality and the most listening pleasure for your money. They will deliver amazingly life-like, boxless, three dimensional sound with breathtaking clarity and detail in your listening room from your hi-fi system.

"Polk Speakers (are) so vastly superior to the competition... a remarkably well integrated and coherent sound that adapts itself ideally to all kinds of music... the kind of open, uncolored, perfectly imaged sound we thought began at twice the price... Sound quite magnificent with a good mid-powered popular brand receiver... They make the popular speakers in their price range seem dim, colored, boxy and just plain insufficient." Musician Magazine

"Exceptionally pleasing sonic balance... Polk's key design goals have definitely been realized... transient response is absolutely first rate... hemispherical dispersion is superb... Open, boxless, three dimensional quality... frequency response covers the entire audible range with commendable flatness... sensitivity is adequate for use with a 10 watt amplifier; yet it could absorb the full output of a 200 watt amplifier without damage... certainly a very fine speaker." Stereo Review

Better sound in your home
Polk Audio loudspeakers will give you more listening pleasure and greater long term satisfaction from your music, your records and your hi-fi system. They offer the best sound for the money available on the market and are affordably priced from less than $125 each to less than $400 each.

Simply use the free reader service card to receive detailed information, copies of the expert's rave reviews and the location nearest you for auditioning the incredible, affordable Polks.

Polk Audio, Inc. 1205 S. Carey St., Balto., Md. 21230

Incredible Sound / Affordable Price
CIRCLE NO. 35 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Hearing and Believing

Q I don’t understand your attitude about subjective equipment evaluation as expressed in your columns. Are you saying that subjective response is of no value and we should rely totally on instrument tests?

A Absolutely not! Instrument testing tells you what a component is “doing” in the specific areas covered by the test procedure, but there is nothing in a test procedure that necessarily relates the numbers or curves to what the human ear can hear. I’m not referring here to the accuracy of a measurement, just its relevance. For example, the optical reflectivity—the albedo—of the front panel of a component can be measured with a high degree of precision. But it’s safe to say that even the most outer-limits audiophile would agree that however precise the albedo measurement might be, it has no relevance to the sound of the equipment. What is my point? Simply that everything that can be measured in hi-fi equipment does not necessarily have audible consequences.

There are two reasons why measured phenomena can’t always be heard: (1) that which is being measured simply has no audible consequences, as in my example of front-panel reflectivity; (2) although the factor being measured is audio-related, it occurs outside the range of human hearing in respect to threshold, frequency, or both. Although there are ongoing arguments among audiophiles and manufacturers as to the precise limits of audible perception, we can all agree that there are some thresholds in human hearing, so there must be frequencies too high, distortions too low, and effects too minute to be heard. And, to repeat, their measurability has no necessary bearing on their audibility.

The other side of the coin—“I can hear it, but you don’t, and you can’t measure it either”—is a more complex matter. If some golden-eared type claims that he can regularly hear some component produce an effect or aberration that others can’t measure and can’t hear, then the scientific approach is to subject those golden ears to double-blind testing. This will determine if they can indeed consistently pick out the component with the “different” sound when they don’t know which of several components they are listening to. Numerous rigorously controlled studies have failed to reveal any mysterious differences in sonic performance that could not be accounted for using conventional measurements. And the studies have also pretty much shown that those subtle differences golden ears hear so clearly when they know which equipment is playing become impossible to detect reliably when the study is conducted according to the rules of scientific investigation.

A Satisfactory Response

Q I find that I get a more satisfactory response from my recorded tapes through headphones than when I listen to my 60-watt amplifier and AR-2a speakers. Will a larger amplifier—say, 100 watts—or an equalizer help?

A A “more satisfactory response” to my ears is a response that most closely corresponds to the sound of live music, but I’ve found that everyone—even some self-confessed audiophiles—does not share my preference. But anyway...

I’m going to go out on a limb and assume that Mr. Hsia’s headphones provide better sound because they have a “hot” high end which provides a flatter response given the high-frequency losses in his tape playback. Upgrading the amplifier will certainly do nothing to solve that problem. And from the perspective of rated power alone, the audible difference between a 60- and a 100-watt amplifier is not significant.

An equalizer will almost certainly help; I found years ago that the high-frequency response of the AR-2a and 3a becomes a lot flatter when it is operated with its tweeter control full up and with a 5- to 10-dB boost at 10,000 Hz (10 kHz) added by an equalizer. Alternatively (and preferably), the high-frequency response—and dispersion—of the AR-2a and other older acoustic-suspension designs can be up... (Continued on page 20)

Direct-to-disc. Digital. Dolby™

While record-making has made quantum jumps over the last few years, one thing has remained essentially the same: the phono cartridge. Because, however their price, all are essentially the same—a coil and magnet interacting across an air gap. With built-in electromagnetic delays that degrade musical transients. And a single damper that trades off tracking and transient ability.

The only cartridges with a brain. Unlike magnetic cartridges, which require critical matching of tonearm cable capacitance and preamp inputs—something that’s virtually impossible to achieve—MA System II cartridges are “intelligent.” A built-in microcircuit automatically matches the cartridge to the rest of the system, eliminating the transient and high-frequency response problems of magnetic cartridge designs.

Independent suspension and damping. Instead of the single damper magnetic cartridges use to achieve compliance (for tracking ability) and damping (for transient ability), System II utilizes independent suspension and damping systems. The result is performance that’s optimized—not compromised.

The ultimate answer to record warp. The laws of physics prove that the problems of playing warped records are best eliminated by dynamic damping in the cartridge. But only MA System II cartridges have a special internal warp damping system. Magnetic cartridges have no such provisions.

Optimum performance in any tonearm. With their carbon-fiber housings and lightweight transducers, MA System II cartridges are the lightest ever, for lowest cartridge/tonearm mass. And therefore, the best performance. System II’s exclusive Var-Balance™ system, with removable weights, allows a cartridge to be optimized for any tonearm.

All this, as the diagrams reveal, is just the beginning. But impressive as System II’s technology is, it only hints at the audible difference it can make in your music.

To experience that, we invite you to visit your Micro-Acoustics dealer.
Our secret to tracking these fantastic grooves makes every record you own sound better!

New AT155LC Vector-Aligned™ Stereo Cartridge

There are perhaps a dozen reasons why the new AT155LC does so well tracking even the most explosive new digital records. An advanced new line contact stylus, our exclusive Vector-Aligned™ magnetic system, and new high-efficiency coil and core designs to mention just a few.

But it's our sound, not the construction that is important. And our capability to track even the tough records which benefits you every time you listen. Because even slight mis-tracking can quickly destroy any record, shortening both disc and stylus life dramatically.

Of course it's easy to claim "good tracking"... everybody says it. Proving it is something else. We guarantee that every new AT155LC will pass an objective test which easily exceeds the limits of most commercial pressings. Specifically, at 1.2 grams the AT155LC cleanly tracks the 80-micron band of a standard DIN 45 549 or AT6607 equivalent test record. And at 1.6 grams it even tracks the severe 90-micron band without visible distortion.

Of course tracking is not the only virtue of the new AT155LC. Response is uniform from 5 to 35,000 Hz, separation is great, and efficiency is uncommonly high*. All claims we back up with specific tests any lab can duplicate.

But the most important test is a visit to your Audio-Technica dealer. Ask to hear the new AT155LC with your favorite records and with the new digital blockbusters. We promise a remarkable sonic experience. And audible proof that the new AT155LC can unlock the full potential of every other hi-fi component you own.

*Performance specifications available on request

Audio-Technica
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.,
1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224
Dept. 11F

graded significantly and relatively inexpensively by adding a pair of Micro-Acoustics MS-1 accessory tweeters. These units, which connect right across the speaker terminals of existing systems, were given a very positive review by Hirsch-Houck Labs way back in the June 1971 STEREO REVIEW. The MS-1 is still being manufactured, but if you can’t find it on sale locally, it can be ordered directly from Micro-Acoustics (8 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523) for $140 a pair, postpaid.

Absolute Phase Polarity

Q. I just bought Dave Grusin's "Discovery* ered Again" album and there is an "Audiophile Note" inside that says: "For optimum transient response and spatial clarity, we recommend that the polarity of both channels be reversed at the speaker terminals (+ output terminal on power amplifier to – terminal on speaker and vice versa); however, this procedure is not necessary for perfectly satisfactory playback." I’m sure it’s okay to do that if it says so, but why is it better? And wouldn’t it be better just to leave the channels reversed? Would that hurt anything? I don’t want to damage my $2,000 system!

KURT SHAFFER
Cleveland, Ohio

A. You won’t cause any damage by following the album’s advice, but I don’t think you’ll achieve anything either. I suspect that the album’s producers are trying for “absolute phase correctness” in response to the discovery that the human ear is sensitive to the absolute (rather than relative) phase of certain special test signals heard with headphones under laboratory conditions.

If “absolute phase” could be brought to your listening room, it would mean that the same positive and negative pressures in the acoustic wave produced during the original live performance would be reproduced by your speakers. In other words, a sound impulse that originally pushed the microphone’s diaphragm inward would cause a speaker cone to move outward in reproduction, thus “passing on” the pressure wave. But even assuming that such a situation were especially desirable (I don’t), there is no way in the world you could know the original polarity of the waveform since it will be electrically inverted almost every time it goes through an amplifying stage. At best, there’s a 50/50 chance that the signal at the output of your amplifier has the same phase as the signal that originally impinged on the recording-studio microphone. Given that situation, it seems nonsensical for a record producer to suggest that you reverse the connections to—and hence the phase of—all your speakers as though that would magically achieve correspondence with the phase of the original musical waveform.

Having said all that, I now expect a flood of letters from readers telling me that they’ve inverted the polarity of both their speakers as recommended and everything sounds better, cleaner, more open, and so forth. Or perhaps it will only work if the moon is in the proper phase.
WHAT NO HUMAN EYE HAS EVER SEEN BEFORE, THE HUMAN EAR NOW HEARS.

The new Celestion ULTRA Tweeter,™ vibrating at 3kHz in perfect piston motion. Frozen in time by Celestion’s unique laser interferometer.

Perfection.
The sight, and more important, the sound of it.
A perfect-piston tweeter, frozen in time. Developed with the help of ULTRA™—our exclusive Ultra-accurate Laser Topographic Response Analysis. Its three-dimensional 36,000-point laser-interferometry scan lets our engineers replace traditional trial-and-error speaker design techniques with the incredible advantage of seeing what changes in critical characteristics and materials will do. And observing them in the actual environment of an operating loudspeaker system.

But as different as ULTRA looks from other measurement techniques, it is only the smallest hint of the differences you will hear in our new ULTRA Tweeter.™

Greater clarity. Enhanced detail. Improved stereo imaging. And an almost-unbelievable efficiency that extracts superb performance from receivers and amplifiers of even modest output. All, waiting at your dealer in our new Ditton Models 130, 150, 200 and 300.

For your eyes and ears.
...TELE HEARD WHAT THEY'VE BEEN MISSING!

...In all of my more than 30 years as an Audio engineer...I can attest to the fact that the more than a half million dollars worth of professional and 'super' audio equipment that I designed and installed for the Conservatory of Music there, did not match the results obtained in using your '801' unit in connection with a new cassette recorder!"  
H. White, Bradenton, Fl.  
Audio Recording Engineer/Consultant

...A more lively and spacious sound which overcame the acoustical limitations of the room."

M. Conroy  
B.C., Canada

"[Would you recommend an 801 to a friend? ]Yes and no. Yes, because it is a really amazing thing that such a small piece of equipment can do to a system. The acoustics are a new dimension. No, because I get a little selfish about those people whose super-expensive systems now seem to be outdone by mine. Let 'em eat their hearts out!!"

S., Conlon  
Ames, Iowa

"...there isn't anything I've heard that improves the sound quality as much as the 801 does. Especially for such an economical cost."

J. Hagen, Milwaukee, WI

"On the basis of subjective experience, I can attest that the Omnisonic product works quite well. It seems to remove virtual sound sources from the plane of the loudspeakers and distribute them at various positions in the listening space, adding a sense of front-to-back dimension at the same time. At times, some sounds appear to come from in back of the listener, which is a startling effect, given that sound is being radiated only from the front. Another effect the device produces is a greatly increased sense of ambiance or 'spaciousness.'"

Harold A. Rodgers  
Executive Editor  
POPULAR ELECTRONICS  
July 1980

What better Holiday gift for yourself or your friend(s) than the 801 OMNISONIX IMAGER! Call or write today! (See opposite page.)

* 1980 OMNISONIX, LTD.

Tape Talk

By Craig Stark

Contributes Editor Stark goes to the source to check out VCRs made by Japan Victor (JVC).

Motors, Belts, Capstans

Q Is there any real advantage in using more than one motor in a cassette deck—"dual capstans" and "direct" instead of "belt" drive—or is it all hype?

ANTHONY CLARKE  
Lewiston, Me.

A Most top-quality cassette decks employ more than one motor; some use two, a couple use three, and at least one uses four. My ideal would be five: one for each of the dual capstans; one for the reel hubs; and one to handle the tape gate, pinch-roller, and other drives. However, let's get back to reality!

A properly engineered deck with one motor will outperform a poorly engineered deck with two or three. If both decks are well designed, the two-motor unit will handle the tape better, for when a given motor has more than one job to do, the drive system becomes more complicated, and the varying demands of the second job may interfere with the performance of the first. In theory, the motor that turns the capstan driving the tape should not be the same motor that winds up the tape on the take-up reel. The reason is that the "load" of the take-up reel changes with the amount of tape on it, and this can reflect back on the capstan motion.

A dual-capstan drive has a theoretical advantage over a single capstan, for the tape is isolated from disturbances at either reel hub during the critical period when it passes across the tape heads. On the other hand, most dual-capstan drives use capstans of similar size, so if they turn at a similar rate any imperfections may reinforce each other, thus partly defeating the advantage that dual capstans offer. Contrary to most people's instinctive impression, most dual capstans use the \textit{same} motor (belt-driven) for both.

The fact that belts age and slip (and they're never quite perfect anyway) has led to the direct-drive capstan in tape decks just as it did to the direct-drive platter in phonographs. Direct drive requires that the motor turn very slowly, however, which means complicated electronic "error-correction" circuitry—and the possibility that some of the motor-vibration frequencies that otherwise would have been damped out by an elastic belt will be transmitted directly to the tape by the motor shaft. And so, once again, good engineering, not the number of motors or the type of drive system, is likely to be the key to good performance.

Makes It Shine

Q I recently cleaned the heads on a friend's cassette deck using 91 per cent isopropyl alcohol as you have recommended. When I cleaned the see-through plastic window on the cassette well, however, a slight "haze" appeared. A little Windex cleaned the window completely, and I wonder if it wouldn't do a better job on heads and rubber pinch-rollers too?

S. Pond  
Somerset, N.J.

A Exactly what goes into Windex is a secret between its maker and his Maker, but according to a recent issue of Consumer Reports most window-cleaning fluids are a combination of alcohol, ammonia, water, and detergent. While this is fine for glass, I do not recommend it for application to tape heads and pressure rollers. Alcohol is safe, but some of the other ingredients might attack the rubber (natural or synthetic) of the pinch-roller, and a detergent, most of which are rather "slippery," might impregnate the roller, interfering with its intended function.

Demagnetizing Dilemma

Q The owner's manual for my two-head cassette deck gives instructions for cleaning the heads (every 12 hours) but doesn't mention anything about demagnetizing them. When asked, my dealer said these heads don't need it. Is he right?

RICHARD EVANS  
Ann Arbor, Mich.

A Probably, but I wouldn't take a chance on it. A low level of "permanent" (until it is removed) magnetism builds up on playback heads in normal use, and on record heads also if the bias waveform is not (Continued on page 24)
DID YOU HEAR WHAT YOU’VE BEEN MISSING?

Listen with an 801 Omnisonic Imager, a quantum leap forward in sound reproduction!

OMNISONIC IMAGERY™ IS HERE!
Our innovative state-of-the-art electronics restore the acoustical time-field characteristics and angular sonic positioning of the original recorded signal. The 801 analyzes the input signal and determines relative positions of instruments and vocals on the original source. They are then placed about the listening space creating the physiological sensation of threedimensional sound — what we call Omnisonic Imagery™ — using only two speakers!

Sound appears to come from many sources within the listening space. A common reaction is to look about for other speakers. And you don’t have to sit rigidly fixed at a focal point between the speakers to enjoy the 801! 2 or more speakers are required.

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
You get a lifetime warranty on the active circuitry and one year on all other components (case and line cord excluded) provided your 801 is used as specified.

Now that you’ve read all about our 801 Omnisonic Imager™, don’t you think it’s time to hear one? If we have stimulated your interest in seeking the finest sound reproduction in the purest sense, please ask your dealer for a live demonstration. If you have any questions, or need to know the name of the dealer nearest you, call or write to:

OMNISONIX LTD.
P.O. Box 430
Northford CT U.S.A. 06472

Call TOLL FREE
800-243-0688

In Conn. Call
(203) 239-6213

©1980 OMNISONIX LTD.

DON’T MISS:
Highway HiFi Imagery With The
801-A Auto Unit
Coming Soon!

CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD
If the sound image from your loudspeaker leaves you flat, consider this:
Dahlquist DQ-10 Phased Array™ loudspeakers reclaim the missing third dimension—DEPTH. They give music back its substance and form and let you explore its inner spaces. Subtlety, power, contrast, shading—perhaps even emotion and intent—stand revealed.

So nothing stands between you and the music. It's all made possible by our patented Phased Array™ principle: a system of mounting and aligning each driver to minimize diffraction and eliminate time delay distortion. The result is a five-way system that blends into a single coherent and musically accurate sound source.

But talking about a loudspeaker isn't as good as listening to it. Take the time to visit your Dahlquist representative soon and learn for yourself how important a good image can be.

VU vs. Peak Indicators

Q. What are the relative advantages of "VU" meters vs. the "peak-reading" indicators used in so many recent cassette machines?
Paul Sarkovsky
San Diego, Calif.

A. A peak-reading meter registers the instantaneous maximum input signals during recording, whereas a VU meter ignores brief signal peaks or transients and indicates a kind of average value. Genuine VU meters have tightly specified ballistic characteristics—that is, the speed with which the needle responds and the amount of allowable "overshoot" or "undershoot." Because of their cost, few consumer decks incorporate genuine VU meters.

Since distortion is a function of the maximum recorded level and not of its average, a peak-reading meter has an inherent advantage, particularly with cassette decks that don't have a generous margin ("headroom") between 0 dB and the onset of serious distortion. On the other hand, professionals are used to the standardized VU indicators and (should) know exactly how to interpret the meter wiggles.

Muted Praise

Q. What is the point of the "record mute" feature now found on almost all cassette decks? If you hold it down long enough to edit out FM commercials, doesn't that mean you'll have very long silent spaces between recorded selections?
Sidney Greenberg
Passaic, N.J.

A. A number of decks today have microprocessor "memories" that allow you to play the selections recorded on one side of a cassette in a different sequence than that in which they were recorded. These multiple-memory features normally operate by detecting blank spaces (usually two or three seconds long, at a minimum) between musical selections, and a record-mute button is useful in inserting the required "zero signal" pauses. When dubbing a disc, it can also be helpful in preventing a recorded "click" as the phono stylus sets down.

I agree with you that it is silly to record a long, permanent silent space you'll have to listen through each time you play the tape just to eliminate commercials or voice announcements. Better a fast finger on the pause button!
FOR $299, DBX TECHNOLOGY BRINGS YOUR HOME RECORDING SO CLOSE TO DIGITAL, IT'S ABSURD.

INTRODUCING THE DBX RECORDING TECHNOLOGY SERIES MODEL 224.

THE BEST PERFORMANCE YOU CAN BUY FOR UNDER '50,000.

Digital recording means two things. No noise, and a full dynamic range of 90dB.

But until now, only recording engineers have been able to enjoy that incredible sound using studio recording systems costing $50,000 or more.

Now, however, there's the new dbx Recording Technology Series Model 224, the state-of-the-art in home recording. It hooks right into your present tape system. And it lets you do almost everything you could do with a digital system, but for a whole lot less.

THE QUIetest SOUND ON TAPE.

As for noise reduction, nothing on the market comes close to the Model 224.

The Dolby system you've been putting up with certainly doesn't. It only reduces tape noise by 10dB at the most, and only in the high frequency range.

Compare that with the dbx Model 224, which reduces tape noise by more than 30dB across the whole frequency range. It virtually eliminates tape noise, without adding any audible distortion or changing the tonal character of the sound.

The result is a difference you can easily hear. In fact, you'll be able to record quiet music passages that would be lost in tape noise with any other system.

THE DYNAMIC RANGE APPROACHING DIGITAL.
The Model 224 also gives you something else you've never heard before from a tape recorder: full dynamic range.

Dynamic range is the difference in volume between the loudest and quietest passages in a piece of music. It's just as important to the realism of music reproduction as flat frequency response, or accurate spatial perspective.

And although live performances—and digital master tapes—go up to 90dB of dynamic range, even the best home recordings have been limited to only about 50dB. So no matter how good your recorder is, you've been missing at least one third of your music's dynamic range.

Well, the Model 224 gives you the capability to record an unprecedented 85dB on open reel and 80dB on cassette.

So for the first time, you can make live recordings that capture virtually all the dynamic range of the original music.

In addition, the Model 224 is the only system that lets you tape fine audiophile records without losing any of their dynamic range.

And you can use the extra head room provided by the 224 to dramatically extend frequency response and minimize distortion during recording.

As if all that weren't enough, you can use the 224 to play dbx Discs, the Full Dynamic Range Recordings that deliver up to 90dB of music dynamics with negligible surface noise. Because the 224 includes the decoding system that makes your present stereo compatible with these phenomenal new discs.

Dolby reduces noise by only 10dB at best, and only in the high frequency range. dbx virtually eliminates tape hiss, reducing it by more than 30dB across the entire frequency range. (Unretouched laboratory photograph. Data from "The Importance of Dynamic Range," Audio Magazine, January, 1980. For a copy of the article, write dbx.)

CONVENTIONAL tape recorders limit dynamic range. With the dbx Model 224, you can get the dynamic range approaching that of a live performance.

Visit your authorized dbx retailer today for a demonstration of the dbx Model 224.

We think you'll agree with us. For $299, you'd be crazy to pass it up.

dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195.
OF CONES AND COILS AND CARTRIDGES

Once upon a time I “reinvented” the acoustic phonograph. As many other children have undoubtedly done, I found that records could be played (after a fashion) with a straight pin stuck through the small end of a cone made of stiff typing paper (the pin was, of course, then held in the groove of a spinning record). This experiment may or may not have been the start of my interest in audio, but it did serve to illustrate how the phonograph works—and how marvelously simple it actually is. Despite a hundred-odd years of evolution, including electrification and many mechanical refinements, the basic principle of the phonograph remains unchanged. The phono cartridge, however, though it still performs essentially the same function as my pin-and-paper-cone toy, remains something of a mystery to many of those who use it.

Cartridges, like loudspeakers, are transducers, devices that convert one kind of energy into another. A speaker converts electrical energy into mechanical motion; a cartridge performs the reverse, converting the undulating motion of a stylius through a record groove into minute amounts of electricity, which are then fed to the first stage of a preamplifier, integrated amplifier, or receiver—the point where the amplification (or gain) is greatest. In old-fashioned piezoelectric cartridges, a type now relegated to only the most inexpensive phonographs, there are crystal or ceramic elements attached to the stylus that produce a voltage when they are twisted or strained by its motion. In the strain-gauge type, now uncommon, the conversion from stylus motion to electrical energy involves modifying a d.c. signal fed to the cartridge. In the electret type, small capacitive elements (called “electrets”) are stressed by the stylus motion. Other than these special cases, phono cartridges today are generally magnetic—electrically speaking they can be considered tiny generators.

A generator produces current when a conductive coil and a magnet are moved relative to one another (see December “Audio Basics”), and that’s exactly what happens in a magnetic phono cartridge. There are three basic types: moving-magnet, moving-iron, and moving-coil. All use variations in the strength of a magnetic field impinging on a coil of wire to generate the output voltage. Moving-magnet designs have a tiny magnet mounted on the cartridge shaft, or cantilever, at the other end of which is mounted the diamond stylus tip. As the stylus is moved by the record groove, its vibrations are transmitted by the cantilever to the magnet, which in turn moves between a fixed set of coils. This motion induces a voltage in the coils that is an electrical analog of the audio signal impressed in the grooves.

A variation of the moving-magnet system is the moving-iron (or variable-reluctance) cartridge type. Here the magnet(s) is (are) more powerful and fixed to the cartridge body; what the stylus moves is a piece of iron alloy (a magnetic material, but not a magnet), and that motion varies the distribution of magnetic flux among the coils, which are also fixed. An advantage of both these designs is that they almost always permit having a user-replaceable stylus assembly. Such cartridges also have a relatively high output level—generally on the order of 2.5 to 5 millivolts (thousandths of a volt)—enough to feed into a standard high-gain magnetic phono input without any preliminary amplification.

In contrast to units employing fixed coils, there is a somewhat smaller group of designs in which the coils move relative to fixed magnets. These moving-coil cartridges are generally more expensive than the other types, but many audiophiles are willing to pay the price because they believe they sound better. In such cartridges, ultra-miniature coils are attached to the stylus cantilever so that the stylus motion changes their position within the field of the cartridge’s magnet(s). To keep the effective mass of the stylus assembly as low as possible, these coils must have fewer turns of wire than fixed coils do, and in consequence only a very low output voltage is generated. This usually necessitates using a transformer or pre-preamplifier (head amplifier) between the cartridge output and the normal phono input in order to boost that low voltage to a usable level. A few moving-coil cartridges have outputs that can feed a standard phono input directly, but even these tend to be rather lower in output level than moving-magnet or moving-iron types. Furthermore, only a few moving-coil cartridges have stylus assemblies that can be replaced by the user; the entire cartridge must usually be returned to the factory (or the importing company) for this.

If you’re wondering whether these various “standard” (analog) cartridge types can play the digitally recorded discs now being released, the answer is yes. These discs differ from previous LPs only in the way the original recordings were made (a digital rather than a conventional analog tape recorder is used); the records themselves are playable on any modern phonograph (although, of course, they will produce better results with superior equipment). And despite the industry’s move into the “Digital Decade,” you can rest assured that discs playable on current equipment will be available for many years to come.
AKAI MINI-COMPONENTS.
FOR PEOPLE WITH MORE TASTE THAN SPACE.

Through the magic of LSI technology, pulsed power supplies and a unique mini circuit board design, AKAI has masterfully managed to craft a collection of audio components that rivals many systems twice its size. The new UC-5 series.

For starters, you'll find gold-plated pin jacks and input terminals standard throughout to minimize distortion and maximize durability.

And an optional infrared remote control unit that allows operation of every major function within the system.

AKAI's steadfast dedication to quality doesn't diminish with the size of the package.

Further proof. A pre-amp with a phono cartridge selector for either moving magnet or moving coil cartridge, two tape monitors, tape dubbing, tone control defeat switches and more.

Signal-to-noise is 105dB and THD is a very tidy 0.005%.

Next up, a DC power amp including fluorescent power meters, clipping indicator, subsonic filter and pulsed power supply.

On to the quartz synthesized AM/FM tuner, with five-LED signal strength indicators, digital frequency display, six-station preset capability, and both auto and manual tuning.

And our metal-capable cassette deck rounds out the package, with two DC motors, twin field super GX Head, solenoid controls, fluorescent bar meter with 2-step peak level indicator and an electronic LED tape counter. Plus timer recording, auto stop, memory, and auto play/rewind/repeat.

All in all, a pretty substantial package of components that measures a fashionably lean 10 7/8” wide. Incredible.

And for the music lover with more taste than money, AKAI offers the economically-minded UC-2 series with integrated amp. Coupled with a pair of their own specially designed two-way speakers, both the UC-5 and UC-2 aptly prove you can get giant stereo sound.

Without cramping your style.

Write to AKAI, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224.

THE UC-5 series. Both pre-amp and amp, digital tuner, metal cassette and 2-way bookshelf speakers.
If lately your favorite recordings sound like they're gradually unrecording, it could be the tape they're on.

You see the oxide particles on some tapes just aren’t bound on very well. And when the oxide particles come off, your music could come off sounding faded and weak.

Maxell, however, has developed a unique binding process that helps stop those oxide particles from taking a hike. We also polish our tape to a mirror finish to reduce friction, the major cause of oxide shedding.

So with Maxell, even if you play a tape over and over, the music won’t disappear before your very ears.

IT'S WORTH IT.
Technical Talk
By Julian D. Hirsch

The Critic Criticized

MANY years ago, I discovered that there is no place in this world for a thin-skinned critic. Any public or printed comment, whether on a product or on an aesthetic experience, makes one a target for those who hold different views, and that is as it should be (just so long as "personalities" are not injected into the exchange).

Sometimes the negative comments directed at me resemble the practice, so widespread in politics and advertising, of setting up a "straw man" which is then demolished to "prove" a point. And, all too often, the "dialogue" takes the form of two independent, unrelated monologues in which neither party pays any real attention to the statements made by the other but merely resorts to repetition of accusations on the order of "When did you stop beating your wife?"

I was not surprised to be on the receiving end of some flak following the publication of the report on the Carver M-400 amplifier in the October 1980 issue of STEREO REVIEW. In fact, I would have been disappointed if it had not materialized. One impassioned letter from a design engineer deserves to be answered in these pages, since it illustrates so nicely what I have been saying and also raises some technical points that deserve clarification and/or reiteration.

For example, my engineer correspondent asks, "Is it within STEREO REVIEW's boundaries to determine which waveform distortions are significant? And, if so, are these judgments applied even-handedly to all products reviewed?"

These are crucial questions, it seems to me. Yes, it certainly is within my province as a critic and reviewer (and, through extension, within STEREO REVIEW's province as my publisher) to determine which factors, of any nature, are significant and which are not. That is the ultimate purpose of all my test reports. My views are not capricious, and even those who do not agree with me usually concede me the right to hold them! This is especially important since there are absolutely no established standards or other criteria that tell us how much of what kind of distortion is "accept-
able.” There are measurement standards, and I have been involved in helping to formulate them for more than twenty years as a member of IEEE (IRE) and IHF technical committees. The writer of the letter (who has evidently been reading me for years) must know that I do not play favorites. I apply essentially the same criteria to evaluating products from every manufacturer, adjusting as best I can to the constant flow of new designs and features.

I do admit to inexactness of language at one point: by “any load impedance” I obviously did not mean to encompass an infinite range of complex impedances. I meant any load likely to be encountered from loudspeakers used in the home. My tests involve loads from 2 ohms to none at all (open circuit), with and without capacitance loads of 3 microfarads, over the full audio-frequency range and at all power levels up to rated maximum and beyond. This may not be “any” load, but it is surely a lot of them! I do not evaluate professional or laboratory amplifiers that may have to handle unusual non-musical signals or that will be driving louds other than loudspeakers.

By “significant distortion” I mean distortion that is likely to be heard by a careful listener, with high-quality associated equipment, playing musical material. Of course, there are different (and vehemently expressed) views as to what constitutes “significance.” Luckily, no one is compelled to select a high-fidelity component solely on the basis of my views (or anyone else’s). It is usually possible to listen for one’s self—a policy I heartily endorse. Still, I would be remiss if I did not offer my considered views on the significance and performance of the products I review. The alternative would be a mere parroting of the manufacturer’s claims, and I am not much good as an advertising copywriter.

Finally, I plead guilty to the sin of ambiguity in the wording of one passage of the report, a lapse I particularly regret since it apparently triggered a paranoid response. I described the harmonic distortion of the Carver M-400 as reaching a maximum of 0.067 per cent at 15,000 Hz but failed to state the distortion at 20,000 Hz. My letter writer felt that I was trying to conceal some damaging fact by not giving the distortion at 20,000 Hz, especially in view of the fact that the M-400 is already slightly out of spec at 15,000 Hz. Actually, what I wrote was the literal truth: maximum distortion was measured at 15,000 Hz. Unfortunately, I neglected to spell out the fact that it went down slightly at higher frequencies. Sorry about that!

Normally I would not devote so much space to a postscript on any report about a specific product, but I make an exception in this case because (1) the product in question is, in my estimation, unique and represents a genuine advance in audio technology, and (2) I feel very strongly that my role as a reviewer and critic goes far beyond a mere recital of dry specifications. If my reports—and the other material in this magazine—are to have special value, it must derive from placing “new” developments promptly in proper relation to the rest of the industry and trying, while doing so, to present as much subjective reason and common sense as possible in a field whose purpose, when all is said and done, is totally subjective in its nature.

---

**Equipment Test Reports**

By Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

---

**Shure M97HE Phono Cartridge**

The Shure M97 series of phono cartridges brings some of the unique features of the company’s top-ranking V15 Type IV to the low and middle price ranges. The five M97 models share a common body, and their replaceable stylus assemblies include an integral hinged “dynamic stabilizer” that gives them an exceptional ability to track warped records (this was one of the major innovations of the V15 Type IV). The styli of the M97 cartridges also feature Side-Guard, a safety feature that Shure originally introduced in their professional-series cartridges. The Side-Guard design causes the stylus shank and tip to withdraw into the plastic stylus housing if the pickup is scrubbed laterally across a record. Careless handling that could damage most cartridges is unlikely to harm the stylus assembly of an M97.

The Shure M97 series includes a pair of spherical- and elliptical-tip models that track at forces between 1.5 and 3 grams and another pair fitted with nude-mounted styli that track between 0.75 and 1.5 grams. Heading the line is the M97HE, featuring the “hyperelliptical” stylus shape that is used on the V15 Type IV and a few other Shure cartridges. It is rated to track at forces between 0.75 and 1.5 grams. There is also an accessory elliptical-tip stylus for playing 78-rpm records; it can be plugged into any M97 body. (Any of the lower-price M97 cartridges can be upgraded later by plugging in an appropriate new stylus.)

The hyperelliptical stylus contacts the groove wall over a larger area than the usual elliptical tip, minimizing both record and stylus wear. It also has a very small radius for tracking the high-frequency groove modulation and is claimed to result in lower distortion, especially at the higher frequencies, than either elliptical or spherical stylus tips.

The dynamic stabilizer resembles a small hinged brush that rides on the record just ahead of the stylus. Its pivots are viscous-damped, however, which dramatically smooths out the low-frequency arm- and cartridge resonance and improves the tracking of warped records. The brush is formed of some 10,000 extremely fine carbon fibers that actually fit within the grooves and drain off electrostatic charges that accumulate on the record surface during play. (The electrically conductive fibers are connected to the system ground through the cartridge connections.)

The stabilizer absorbs a force of 0.5 gram, and the vertical tracking force must be increased by that amount to compensate for its presence. The stabilizer can be locked in its “up” position if its use is not desired, and when swung fully down it serves as a stylus guard. The M97HE stylus also has a telescoped cantilever, formed of aluminum-tubing segments of different diameters, to provide high stiffness and low mass; this improves tracking at high frequencies. Price: $112.50.

(Continued on page 32)
Technics SA-616 and SA-818 (shown). Two uncommon receivers because of the two things they have in common: Technics synchro-bias circuitry and quartz-synthesized tuning. Together they give you that special something you've come to expect from Technics: sonic excellence.

Synchro-bias. What it does may seem complicated, but it sounds simply beautiful. With conventional amplifier designs, the output transistors constantly switch on and off as the input waveform goes from positive to negative. Technics synchro-bias eliminates switching distortion because it constantly sends minute amounts of current to the transistor not in use. And since the transistors don't switch on or off, distortion is eliminated.

So is FM drift because both receivers include our quartz-synthesized tuning system. With its quartz-crystal oscillator both the frequencies broadcast and those received are quartz-synthesized so tuner drift is completely eliminated. So is the hassle of tuning because both models can be preset to receive eight AM and eight FM stations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>SUGGESTED PRICE</th>
<th>RMS POWER PER CHANNEL (RATED BANDWIDTH)</th>
<th>RATED THD MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA-616</td>
<td>$5680</td>
<td>80 watts, 20 Hz - 20 kHz</td>
<td>0.005%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-818</td>
<td>$850</td>
<td>110 watts, 20 Hz - 20 kHz</td>
<td>0.005%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technics New Class A receivers. They give you so much because they give you so little. 0.00% switching distortion. 0.00% FM drift.

Technics recommended prices, but actual prices will be set by dealers.

You'll also like Technics acoustic control because its high and low range boost and filter switches can attenuate or boost two different frequency ranges.

Technics New Class A receivers. They give you more of what you want and less of what you don't.

Technics
The science of sound

CIRCLE NO. 46 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Laboratory Measurements. We tested the Shure M97HE in a tone arm having the relatively low mass of 11 grams. The recommended cartridge load is 47,000 ohms in parallel with 200 to 300 picofarads (pF). Frequency-response measurements with several values of load capacitance showed little difference between 250 and 340 pF, but a 475-pF load (which would have been ideal for older Shure cartridges such as the V15 Type III) resulted in excessive loss of output above 10,000 Hz. We used 340 pF for our other tests.

The response to a CBS STR 100 test record was smooth and peak-free, with a slight drop in output at the 20,000-Hz limit. From 40 to 20,000 Hz, the response was within $\pm 1$ dB on one channel and $\pm 2$ dB on the other. The 1,000-Hz square wave of the CBS STR 112 record was reproduced with no overshoot or ringing, a slightly rounded upper leading edge, and a flat top—about as good a square wave as one is likely to obtain from a phono cartridge. The channel outputs were approximately 4 millivolts at a 3.54-cm/sec velocity, with a relatively large unbalance of 1.4 dB (though still within the 2-dB rating).

The channel separation was well matched between channels. It was about 20 dB at middle frequencies and 25 dB or more between 10,000 and 15,000 Hz. The vertical angle of the stylus was a relatively high 26 degrees. Our tracking measurements indicated that the M97HE could play high-level records such as the ERA IV record and reproduce the potential of the 70-micrometer level of the German Hi Fi Institute test record (a total downward force of 1.5 grams was used to compensate for the force of the stabilizer brush). Tracking-distortion measurements were made with Shure's "Audio Obstacle Course" records. At 1 gram, the cartridge tracked almost everything on the ERA IV record (there was a slight rattle on the maximum level of the drum section). It was less successful with the ERA IV record, where we heard the "hardness" that signals the imminence of mistracking on the maximum levels of most bands and a definite mistracking on level 5 of the harp and harp/flute sections. However, when we increased the force to the rated maximum of 1.5 grams, the M97HE was able to play everything on both records without audible mistracking. Since the hyperelliptical stylus exerts less pressure on each unit of area of the groove wall than an elliptical stylus at the same force, we strongly recommend using 1.5 grams with this cartridge (because of the stabilizer, the tone arm's downward force should be set at 2 grams).

We also measured the low-frequency arm/cartridge resonance of the M97HE in the 1.0-gram arm, with and without the stabilizer in use. The results dramatically demonstrated the value of this deceptively simple device. When the stabilizer was raised from the record, there was a "double-humped" resonance centered at about 10 Hz, with each peak having a 3-dB amplitude and with the total effect of the two humps extending from about 4 to 25 Hz. With the stabilizer lowered there was a single resonance at 10 Hz with a barely measurable amplitude of about 1 dB. Its effect was also limited to the range below 15 Hz. For all practical purposes, the stabilizer eliminates the effects of the low-frequency arm resonance, producing a flat bass re-
Enhance the performance of your system with the addition of a full performance & feature-packed cassette deck from NIKKO AUDIO, each designed in our recognized tradition of the highest quality performance at a reasonable price.

The inexpensive ND-5901I offers metal capability and many features not usually found in its price range, plus a choice of matte black or silver front panel. The ND-790 matches metal capability with bias fine tuning for optimum performance with any tape formulation. Sendust hyperbolic record/playback head and an improved 4-section erase head (rather than a conventional 2-section) for optimum performance with metal tape. Switchable peak/VU LED readout, plus optional rack mount handles (shown).

The ND-990 matches this with complete IC logic illuminated soft-touch solenoid controls, optional remote capability, two-motor direct drive transport, optional rack mount handles (shown), plus many more features—in matte black or silver.

Step up to NIKKO AUDIO quality without stepping up in price.

For years, arguments over the causes, and even the significance, of distortion have been raging among engineers and audiophiles the world over: Is the low distortion class-A amp the only practical alternative to the class-B amp even though it is costly and woefully inefficient? Are the new crop of "non-switching" quasi-class-A amps the answer to the class struggle between A and B? Is TIM a legitimate, audible threat to musical accuracy and is this distortion as harmful as harmonic distortion? Do high-speed devices really take care of switching distortion? And on and on.

At Sansui, with one bold engineering move, we've simply made all of these arguments academic. We've virtually eliminated all distortions. Not just TIM or switching distortion (the goals of many so-called "breakthrough" designs from other companies.) The method we have used is the Sansui Super Feedforward System. And the results are truly uncanny.
Sansui's revolutionary Super Feedforward System virtually eliminates all types of distortion.

The Sansui Super Feedforward System has eradicated all types of distortion. Gone are harmonic, intermodulation, crossover, switching, TIM (Transient Intermodulation) and envelope distortions. With them are gone other, unknown and not yet quantifiable types of distortion (TIM at one time was considered to be of this type). Switching and crossover distortion generated by the in-out switching operation of the power transistors is suppressed the moment it is generated. TIM distortion is not produced since the Super Feedforward System responds faithfully to the never-repeating, rapidly changing waveforms of real music. And the Super Feedforward System totally eliminates distortion at all frequencies, not just selected frequencies as a negative feedback circuit does. It suffers no instability or oscillation. But most importantly, it eliminates all distortion of both a static and transient nature.

Super Feedforward System: How does it work?

The feedforward circuit theory is not new. In fact it predates the negative feedback circuit that is found in nearly all audio amplifiers on the market today including direct-coupled and “non-switching” types. But feedforward had never been practically applied to an audio amplifier until now.

Sansui’s Super Feedforward System is actually a hybrid of both negative feedback and feedforward, as conceptualized in Fig. 1. Distortion, generated by power amp stage $A_2$, is returned to the input through the NFB loop (b) and added, out of phase, to amp stage $A_1$. The out-of-phase distortion is amplified by $A_1$ and added to $A_2$. This effectively cancels most distortion. This is where the feedforward circuit comes into play. Like the NFB circuit, the feedforward circuit also uses out-of-phase distortion as an error-correction signal, but it bypasses power amp stage $A_2$ and sends the distortion component to error correction amp $A_3$ from which it is routed to the output of $A_2$ to cancel any distortion that may have been generated in $A_2$ and any distortion overlooked by the NFB loop.

The concept is simple but effectiveness is 100%, as Fig. 2 shows. In fact, the Super Feedforward System is so effective that it even eliminates artificially-injected distortion completely (Photo 2).

The AU-D11 and AU-D9—the most perfect amps around

When presented at the Audio Engineering Society Conventions in Los Angeles and London, the logic of Sansui’s Super Feedforward System was quickly perceived by the engineers in attendance. And now the theory has become reality. In the AU-D11 and AU-D9, Sansui has added the Super Feedforward System to Sansui’s highly acclaimed DD/DC design to create amplifiers that are virtually free of any kinds of distortion. Stated simply, whether you’re a firm believer in the advantages of “non-switching” over “high-speed” amp technology, or vice-versa, you get all the advantages of both, with Sansui’s new Super Feedforward System. You just can’t go wrong.

Sansui continues to be the industry pacesetter in advanced technology. The name to remember is Sansui and the amps to hear are the AU-D11 and the AU-D9.
**Comment.** The Shure M97-series cartridges make it possible to enjoy the most important advantages of the V15 Type IV at a fraction of its price. Although we did not test the lower-price M97 models, we would expect them to offer performance very similar to that of the M97HE, at least in respect to their ability to track record warps and in their general frequency-response characteristics. The M97HE, by any standard one might wish to apply, is a very fine cartridge. It cannot be faulted in respect to flatness of frequency response, frequency coverage, tracking ability, or low distortion, whether judged by measurement or listening. Probably the major difference between it and the V15 Type IV is the required tracking force; the Type IV will track higher levels at 0.75 gram than the M97HE will at 1.5 grams. We doubt that most people would be able to hear any difference between them; the price difference, however, is large enough to permit the M97HE to appeal to a much wider group of audiophiles.

Circle 140 on reader service card
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**Advent Model 5002 Speaker System**

Advent Corporation's new series of loudspeakers consists of four models headed by the Advent 5002. Like the company's previous models, they are all two-way acoustic-suspension systems featuring newly designed tweeters that have improved high-frequency response and dispersion.

The woofer of the 5002 resembles the one used in Advent's earlier speakers. The nominally 10-inch-diameter paper cone (which has an actual slanting diameter of just under 8 inches) is driven by a 1/2-inch voice coil whose nominal impedance is 8 ohms. The woofer operates in a sealed cabinet made of walnut-grain vinyl-clad particle board; the smoothly rounded front edges give it the appearance of a wood-veneered cabinet. The speaker can be mounted either horizontally or vertically, against a wall or on the floor. Advent encourages experimentation to find the sonically best location.

The Advent "Direct Report" tweeter is a totally new design with a 1-inch parabolic-dome radiator surrounded by a specially tapered and shaped "phase plate" that is largely responsible for its exceptional dispersion qualities. (Even the mounting screws are recessed to minimize unwanted diffraction that could affect the polar pattern of the tweeter.) The crossover between the tweeter and the woofer takes place at 1,800 Hz, with a three-pole, high-pass filter section that attenuates the signal to the tweeter at an 18-dB-per-octave rate below that frequency. According to Advent, the output of the tweeter is reduced by 21 dB at 1,800 Hz compared to the level in its flat-response region. This crossover design allows each driver to operate with full effectiveness in its frequency range with a minimum of distortion or risk of damage.

A novel feature of the Advent 5002 is a toggle switch recessed into the rear of the cabinet near the input connectors and protective-fuse holder. In the switch's normal position the speaker response is nominally "flat." Moving the switch to BACKGROUND reduces the output in the two-octave range centered at 2,000 Hz. Advent states that this response characteristic allows background music to be played with less sonic masking of conversation.

The sensitivity of the Advent 5002 is typical of acoustic-suspension systems of its size, with a rated sound-pressure level of 87 dB measured at a 1-meter distance when driven by 1 watt. The cabinet is 26 inches high, 14 1/4 inches wide, and 11 1/2 inches deep, and the speaker weighs about 40 pounds. The neutral cloth grille (which has a molded plastic frame) unsnaps readily for access to the drivers. Price: $200.

**Laboratory Measurements.** The composite frequency-response curve, derived from splicing a reverberant-field mid- and high-frequency response measurement to a close-miked low-frequency measurement, showed a flat, smooth response over most of the audio range, with a small but distinct dip centered at 1,800 Hz (the crossover frequency). The background position of the switch in the rear of the speaker accentuated this dip by about 2 dB; in either switch position the affected frequency range was from 1,000 to 4,000 Hz. The woofer output was greatest at 60 Hz. Overall, the composite response of the speaker was ±4 dB from 35 to beyond 20,000 Hz.

The dispersion of the Advent Direct Report tweeter was virtually perfect over the normal listening area, and there was no measurable difference between the response measured from the left speaker (on the microphone axis) and the right speaker (about 30 degrees off-axis) up to about 16,000 Hz. Only a slight divergence could be seen from 16,000 to 20,000 Hz. We cannot recall ever having measured a front-radiating dome whose dispersion equaled that of the new Advent design.

The woofer distortion, at a nominal 1-watt input level, was unusually low. It measured between 0.32 and 0.58 per cent from 100 down to 50 Hz and only 2.2 per cent at 100 Hz. At 40 Hz input of 10 watts resulted in 1.4 per cent distortion down to 80 Hz, 2 per cent at 50 Hz, and 6.3 per cent at 40 Hz. The speaker impedance reached about 25 ohms at the bass resonance of 46 Hz and 20 ohms at 1,250 Hz. Its minimum value was about 5 ohms between 100 and 150 Hz, and it was about 8 ohms at most frequencies above 2,000 Hz.

In the background mode, the impedance was somewhat higher—between 70 and 10,000 Hz. The speaker sensitivity was slightly higher than rated, and we measured a sound-pressure level of 89 dB at 1 meter (Continued on page 38)
Now that other tonearms are finally going straight...

It's evident that other turntable manufacturers are learning what we've been stressing for many years. Curved tonearms contribute nothing to record playback except more mass and instability. But there's more to tonearm design than the shape of the tube. Much more.

There's the pivot and bearing system. Settings for balance, tracking force and anti-skating, resonant frequencies and amplitudes. The range of cartridges to be accommodated. Total effective mass. All these affect the accuracy with which the stylus tracks the record groove.

Anyone who has ever owned a Dual turntable knows exactly what we mean, and why the totally engineered Dual tonearm system convincingly outperforms all others.

ULTRA LOW MASS SYSTEM.
When a conventional (18 grams) tonearm and cartridge combination tracks a record with a 1 mm warp (barely visible), harmonic distortion reaches 1.5 percent. Dual's exclusive ULM tonearm and cartridge system reduces harmonic distortion to only 0.012 percent. That's an incredible—and audible—reduction of 958 times!

When you consider that just about every record manufactured today is warped, ULM is not just desirable—it's essential.

TUNABLE ANTI-RESONANCE.
Another Dual exclusive. Dual's tunable anti-resonance filler matches the ULM tonearm to the mass and compliance of any conventional 4-inch cartridge. Acoustic feedback and vibration sensitivity are reduced, tracking ability improved...and the sound is audibly cleaner.

GYROSCOPIC GIMBAL SUSPENSION.
The four-point gyroscopic gimbal centers and balances the tonearm exactly where it pivots. Tracking force remains constant and perpendicular to the record even if the turntable is not level.

In sharp contrast, tonearms that apply tracking force by moving the counterbalance—or some other weight—forward are actually unbalanced during play. Under typical playback conditions, tracking force cannot be precisely maintained.

DUAL'S LEGENDARY RELIABILITY.
At a time when "planned obsolescence" is an unhappy fact of life, it may be reassuring to know that Dual turntables continue to be produced with the same dedication and manufacturing precision that has made Dual so highly respected throughout the world.

Dual turntables are made in the legendary Black Forest where meticulous craftsmanship remains a way of life. But more than tradition is responsible for Dual's leading position in a lineup of some fifty competitive brands. The performance provided by Dual's precision engineering has always exceeded the demands of either the record or cartridge.

ONE FINAL THOUGHT.
It's one thing to make a tonearm that's shaped like a Dual. But that's a long way from a tonearm that performs like a Dual.

And that's telling it as straight as we can.

Write for our brochure describing all nine Dual ULM turntables. Prices start at less than $190.

United Audio
120 So. Columbus Ave
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553
Two years ago (January 1979) we reported on the new J. C. Penney stereo receiver that marked the company's entrance into the marketing of true high-fidelity components. The Penney audio line, called the NCSS ("Modular Component Systems") series, is now headed by a more powerful receiver, the Model 3125. It closely resembles the earlier 3275 in styling and size. The most obvious specification improvement in the 3125 is its audio power rating: 125 watts per channel into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.05 per cent total harmonic distortion (the 3275 was rated at 75 watts with 0.25 per cent distortion). The integral five-band graphic equalizer, in lieu of tone controls, has been retained (with separate knobs for the two channels, making ten in all). The center frequencies of the equalizer sections are 60, 240, 1,000, 4,000, and 16,000 Hz. Each control has a nominal range of ±15 dB. Compared to the older model, the number of LEDs that show the equalizer settings has been doubled, so that each designated control setting has a corresponding and unambiguous light indication. Defeat buttons bypass the equalizer circuits. Most of the other control functions of the Penney 3125 are conventional, except that LEDs are used for all the indications once handled by meters (including audio power output). The FM-tuning indicator of the 3125 is unusual and effective. In the upper right corner of the front panel, next to the dial scale, there is a compact array of pale white indicators. Two horizontal parallel lines are marked TUNE and sig. As a station frequency is approached, a double arrow appears above the TUNE line, indicating the direction in which the dial pointer should be moved for correct tuning. As the channel center is approached, the display changes to a single arrow, and at the center the arrows disappear (they reappear in the reverse sequence, pointing in the opposite direction, if the tuning continues through the channel center). When they are extinguished, the large tuning knob is released and a moment later a bright red LOCKED light appears near the tuning knob. This shows that the receiver's AFC system has accurately tuned it to the received frequency. The AFC is automatically disabled when the tuning knob is touched for ease in acquiring a weak signal close in frequency to a stronger one that might tend to "pull" the AFC circuits. To the left of the dial scales is a large digital frequency readout that operates only during FM reception. Simultaneously with the tuning action, lighted bar segments appear below the sig line, progressively extending from left to right in proportion to signal strength. If the received signal contains a stereo pilot carrier, a small "st" appears to the right of the TUNE line. When tuning AM stations, only the sig indicator is functional. At the lower center of the panel are two parallel rows of red LEDs that show the approximate power output into 8-ohm loads over a range of more than 50 dB from 5 milliwatts to more than 125 watts.

The function (input) selector has set-

(Continued on page 40)
"...an outstanding product on any absolute scale of measurement without regard to price." - STEREO REVIEW

Read more of what Stereo Review magazine had to say about the Yamaha CR-840 receiver:

"The harmonic distortion of the CR-840 was so low that without the most advanced test instruments it would have been impossible to measure it."

When speaking of the OTS (Optimum Tuning System), an easy-to-use Yamaha feature that automatically locks in the exact center of the tuned channel—for the lowest possible distortion, Stereo Review said, "The muting and OTS systems operated flawlessly."

Among Yamaha's most significant features is the continuously variable loudness control. By using this control, the frequency balance and volume are adjusted simultaneously to compensate for the ear's insensitivity to high and low frequency sound at low volume settings. Thus, you can retain a natural-sounding balance regardless of listening level. As Stereo Review states, "...another uncommon Yamaha feature."

And there's more. Like the REC OUT/INPUT SELECT feature. These separate controls allow you to record from one program source while listening to another program source. All without disturbing the recording process. Stereo Review's comment was, "...the tape-recording functions of the CR-840 are virtually independent of its receiving functions." One could not ask for greater flexibility.

In summing up their reaction to the CR-840, Stereo Review said, "Suffice it to say that they [Yamaha] make it possible for a moderate price receiver to provide performance that would have been unimaginable only a short time ago."

And the CR-840 is only one example in Yamaha's fine line of receivers. For instance, High Fidelity magazine's comment about the Yamaha CR-640 receiver: "From what we've seen, the Yamaha CR-640 is unique in its price range."

And Audio magazine has remarks on the Yamaha CR-2040 receiver: "Without a doubt, the Yamaha CR-2040 is the most intelligently engineered receiver that the company has yet produced, and that's no small feat, since Yamaha products have, over the last few years, shown a degree of sophistication, human engineering, and audio engineering expertise which has set them apart from run-of-the-mill receivers."

Now that you've listened to what the three leading audio magazines had to say about Yamaha receivers, why not listen for yourself? Your Yamaha Audio Specialty Dealer is listed in the Yellow Pages.

To obtain the complete test report on each of these receivers, write Yamaha International Corp., Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.

Quotes excerpted from June 1979 issues of Stereo Review, High Fidelity and Audio magazines. All rights reserved.
tings for FM, AM, two phono inputs, aux, and rec level check (this replaces the audio program with a 400-Hz tone whose level is equivalent to 50 per cent FM modulation and is used to set tape-recorder gain in advance of recording FM broadcasts). The Penney 3125 has switchable FM-multiplex filtering, FM muting, and loudness compensation, plus facilities for controlling two tape decks, including monitoring from either one or cross-connecting two for dubbing from either machine to the other. Either or both of two pairs of speakers can be driven, and the front-panel headphone jack is always active. There is also a front-panel microphone jack (monaural) with a separate gain control that operates independently of the main volume control.

A display panel to the right of the graphic equalizer readout contains a vertical row of ten LEDs. They show the selected program source and which speaker outputs are being driven. If the output load impedance is too low (or is short-circuited), the outputs are cut off by a relay and a protector light comes on. The remaining light is labeled clipping, and it flashes when the output stages are driven to the clipping point. This light operates in conjunction with a front-panel impedance switch (marked with a separate gain control that operates independently of the main volume control). It is marked for 8 and 4 ohms, but the instruction manual makes no mention of its function. It does not seem to affect the amplifier operation, but merely changes the sensitivity of the clipping light to suit either 8- or 4-ohm loads.

The rear panel of the Penney 3125 contains, in addition to all the regular signal and antenna connectors, a hinged ferrite rod AM antenna and separate preout and main in jacks, normally joined by removable jumpers. A second set of input and output jacks marked dolby NR adapter operates in conjunction with a front-panel dolby NR pushbutton, which can insert an external Dolby-B decoder into the signal path for reception of Dolbyized FM transmissions. The instruction book does not indicate whether this action simultaneously changes the 75-microsecond FM de-emphasis to the 25 microseconds required with the Dolby system. Two of the three a.c. convenience outlets are switched. The Penney 3125 measures 19 3/4 inches wide, 17 1/8 inches deep, and 8 1/8 inches high and weighs 55 pounds. Price: $899.95.

- Laboratory Measurements. Preconditioning the receiver’s power amplifiers by operating them for an hour at one-third of rated power followed by 5 minutes at full power left the top and sides of the cabinet around the amplifier section quite warm, but the rest of the receiver was comfortable to the touch. The clipping power output into 8 ohms at 1,000 Hz was 145 watts per channel. Into 4- and 2-ohm loads, the clipping power was 159 and 80 watts, respectively. The clipping indicator light gave valid indications with either 4- or 2-ohm loads if the front-panel impedance switch was set appropriately. The measured IHF clipping headroom (8 ohms) was 0.6 dB.

Using the standard IHF tone-burst test signal, we measured the maximum dynamic power output of the receiver into 8-, 4-, and 2-ohm loads as 184, 151, and 79 watts. The IHF dynamic headroom (8 ohms) was 1.68 dB. The overload recovery time was too short to measure (less than 2 microseconds). The amplifier’s slew factor was greater than our measurement limit of 25, and its rise time was about 10 microseconds. The amplifier’s distortion was 0.016 per cent at 20 and 20,000 Hz. At reduced power outputs the distortion was even lower. The IHF FM distortion was measured with equal-amplitude input signals—19,000 and 20,000 Hz—whose equivalent sine-wave peak output was 125 watts. Referred to that power level, the third-order distortion at 18,000 Hz was —66 dB (0.05 per cent) and the second-order component at 1,000 Hz was —88 dB (0.004 per cent).

The FM-tuner section had a usable sensitivity of 11 dBf (2 microvolts, or µV) in mono and 17 dBf (4 µV) in stereo. The respective 50-dB quieting sensitivities for mono and stereo were 14 dBf (2.7 µV) and 38 dBf (43 µV). At 65 dBf (1,000 µV) input the distortion was 0.6 per cent in mono and 0.2 per cent in stereo, and the respective noise levels were —72 and —67.5 dB. The stereo frequency response was flat up to nearly 7,000 Hz and rose at higher frequencies to +1 dB at 10,000 Hz and

(Continued on page 42)
The micro processor controlled turntable that automatically selects and plays the tracks you want to hear.

Push the wireless remote control button and select track 1, track 3, track 6 or any other. The micro processor automatically moves the arm to play the selected track. You can repeat the same track, select another or play the entire record over again all by wireless remote control. And there's an LED readout to indicate the track being played.

Since you can select the music you want to record, making tapes from your record collection becomes easier and more convenient than ever before.

The MT6360 Linear Drive turntable is not only great for really enjoying the music you like, but it's a sophisticated audio component with some extraordinary design features.

Fisher's exclusive Linear Drive. With Linear Drive, the only moving part is the platter itself. So, there's virtually nothing to go wrong. And, no inherent turntable noise. (For you audiophiles, wow and flutter is just 0.035% and rumble is a low - 70dB).

There's a lot more. There's a servo circuit that continuously monitors and locks in record speed.

Plus a strobe light and fine speed control so you can monitor the accuracy of speed and alter pitch.

The MT6360 has a viscous-damped "floating" tonearm with a specially designed integral stereo magnetic cartridge. And there's even a muting circuit to eliminate that annoying "pop" you hear when the tonearm touches down.

It's what you'd expect from the new Fisher. We invented high fidelity over 40 years ago. And never stopped innovating. So check out the new MT6360 at your Fisher dealer. One demonstration of the automatic track selector will change, forever, the way you listen to records.

Fisher Corporation, 21314 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311

Fisher Corporation, 1980

FISHER
The first name in high fidelity.
The channel separation was very uniform at 34 dB throughout most of the audible range, and it was 9 dB at the extremes of 30 and 15,000 Hz.

The capture ratio of the FM tuner was 1.4 dB, and its AM rejection was a rather low 47 dB at 45 dBf (100 µV) input. Increasing the input-signal level made a considerable improvement in AM rejection, which measured a very good 67 dB at 65 dBf. The selectivity characteristics of the tuner were very good, particularly its 97-dB image rejection. The alternate- and adjacent-channel selectivities were 73.5 and 5.5 dB, respectively. The various operating thresholds of the FM tuner (muting, lock, and stereo switching) were all about 13.5 dBf (2.5 µV). The 19-kHz pilot carrier leakage was -66 dB. The IHF IM distortion of the tuner was measured with a modulating signal of two equal-amplitude tones—at 1,000 and 15,000 Hz—whose combined peak corresponded to 100 per cent FM modulation. The third-order IM products at 13,000 and 16,000 Hz were at -45 dB relative to the modulating tones, and the second-order distortion at 1,000 Hz was -47 dB referred to 100 per cent modulation at that frequency. The only measurement made on the AM tuner section was of its frequency response, which was extremely restricted. The response was down 6 dB at 1,700 Hz.

Comment. When we compared the results of our test of the new Penney 3125 with those from the earlier 3275, it was apparent that most of our earlier criticisms no longer apply. The Penney 3125 has an absolutely first-rate audio section, very powerful and with extremely low distortion, yet thoroughly protected (we shorted the outputs accidentally and the protective system shut the amplifier off with no damage).

The FM tuning system is very unambiguous and easy to use. Unfortunately, however, one must be directly in front of the receiver and on a level with the panel to see the tuning indications, which are deeply recessed behind the front panel. The LOCK (or AFC) system worked very well, always tuning the receiver accurately for minimum distortion. The digital frequency readout on our test sample had a systematic calibration error, reading 0.1 MHz lower than the station frequency.

The AM quality was so bad that we cannot understand the rationale for its inclusion. This is the first AM section of a high-fidelity receiver we have used whose bandwidth was so narrow that intelligibility of human voices was very seriously impaired.

In spite of these criticisms, some of which are probably due to the fact that the unit tested was a very early production unit, we continue to be favorably impressed with Penney's approach to hi-fi component design. The styling is still very different from that of most of the products one might find in a typical audio showroom, but perhaps it will have greater appeal to a mass market that associates technological sophistication with a plethora of lights and controls (the front-panel displays employ a total of 153 LEDs by our count!). Nevertheless, it is important to realize that this is a real "hi-fi" receiver whose performance is light years beyond that of mass-market "stereos.

Circle 142 on reader service card
Feast your eyes on our new Slimline™ separates. We took our high technology and gave it a sleek, low profile. This is high performance with a well developed sense of style.

HI-SPEED™

The KA-80 integrated DC amplifier features our unique Hi-Speed™ circuitry, which allows the amplifier to react faster to the musical input signal. The result is super-clean sound reproduction with superior depth, definition and stereo imaging. And an incredible frequency response of DC-450,000 Hz (-3dB).

But don't let its slim profile fool you. The KA-80 has plenty of power. 48 watts per channel minimum RMS, both channels driven, at 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than 0.02% total harmonic distortion.

Look behind its stylish tilt-down front panel and you'll find an array of sophisticated controls including a DC coupled/tone switch that provides either laboratory-flat response or subsonic filtering with complete bass and treble control.

PULSE COUNT DETECTOR

Its matched companion is the KT-80 FM Stereo Tuner, which uses Kenwood's exclusive Pulse Count Detector circuitry to digitally reproduce a linear FM signal that is virtually identical to the original broadcast signal. The KT-80 also reduces FM distortion by half, and at the same time, improves signal-to-noise ratio by 6 to 12dB.

To tune the KT-80, you use its five LED tuning indicators to determine signal strength. Then Kenwood's servo-lock takes over to tune precisely to mid-channel and eliminate signal drift.

There's even a built-in record-calibration tone for optimum taping off the air.

Kenwood Slimline separates.

High performance audio never looked better.

Visit your Kenwood dealer soon. And see and hear for yourself.

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages, or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.
monitor button that replaces the one on the amplifier. In its rear are the input and output phono jacks as well as a pair of tape inputs and outputs. A red LED on the front panel of the Model 801 glows when the HBX button is engaged, although it does not control the power to the unit (which draws only 6 watts and has no power switch). The 801 Omnisonic Imager is 10 inches wide, 6 inches deep, and 4 1/4 inches high, and it weighs about 2 pounds. The black metal case has wooden side panels.

Price: $199.

- Laboratory Measurements. Measurements on a signal-processing device such as the Model 801 Omnisonic Imager are rarely able to reveal much about how well it works, since that is usually a totally subjective matter, but they sometimes show what operating principles are employed. Since those principles are not described in the manufacturer's literature, we used our instruments for that purpose.

The test data supplied for the sample unit concerned only frequency response, distortion, and noise levels, none of which had much relation to what one hears from the unit. Frequency response is specified only for the "mono," or L + R, condition in which the Imager does little or nothing to the program. However, when the two channels are not driven by the same signal, things are very different.

Our measurements showed that, in its bypassed condition, the 801 is a unity-gain device with a flat frequency response. When it is switched on (with only one channel driven) the gain increases by 6.5 dB at mid and high frequencies, and there is a shelved boost below 1,000 Hz that gives an additional 2 dB of gain at frequencies below 300 Hz (thus boosting them by 8.5 dB relative to the bypassed condition). The signal output of the undriven channel (whose input was loaded with 1,000 ohms for this measurement) was basically at the level of the input signal for frequencies above 1,000 Hz, but the response showed a shelved boost at lower frequencies amounting to 4.5 dB at 100 Hz and below. Even more significant, the signal in the undriven channel output is out of phase with the input signal, whereas the driven channel does not invert the phase.

The maximum output level of the 801, for purposes of noise level and distortion ratings, is specified as 8.5 volts. This seems, at first, to be unreasonably high for a device meant to be driven from a tape output at a typical amplitude of a volt or less, but the 801's gain and bass boost might make the output reach several volts under "worst-case" conditions. At any rate, the distortion was entirely negligible at any audio frequency and at any level up to about 6 volts output. Depending on frequency and amplitude, the measured distortion varied from less than 0.001 per cent to slightly higher than 0.02 per cent. The output noise level, referred to 8.5 volts, was -90 dB unweighted and lower than -100 dB with A-weighting. These measurements told us little more than the audibly obvious fact that the 801 would not degrade the noise and distortion characteristics of a system. For the remainder of the test we listened to it for extended periods with a variety of amplifiers, speakers, and program material.

The installation and operation instructions supplied with the Model 801, though brief to the point of being skimpy, are accurate. The one condition in which the Imager does little or nothing to the program. However, when the two channels are not driven by the same signal, things are very different.

Omnisonix claims that the effect of the Model 801 can be enjoyed over a wide area of the room, although it improves when one is close to the center line between the speakers. Actually, listening on a single, critically determined axis is vital for a full appreciation of any image-enhancement device, including the 801. However, the most noticeable effect of inserting the 801 into the signal path is the volume increase, accompanied by a rather bass-heavy quality. The two other image-enhancement units we have tested (from Carver and Sound Concepts) also increase the gain and bass response, but their effects in that regard are slight compared with those of the 801.

Omnisonix indicates that almost any normal speaker placement is satisfactory, as long as they are not less than 30 feet apart (such as in corners, or close together). This is in sharp contrast to the Carver and Sound Concepts systems, which virtually demand that the speakers be placed well away from any walls. After having compared the systems, we can say that all the manufacturers are correct in their recommendations.

The Carver Sonic Hologram (and, to some extent, the Sound Concepts IR-2100) is capable of an almost unbelievable expansion of the sound stage, but only with suitable speakers correctly placed and with the listener located exactly on a line that bisects the line between the speakers. Any deviation from this condition can greatly diminish the spatial-enhancement effect, although some improvement can still be heard over a wide area.

In contrast, the Omnisonix 801 (at least in our tests) was never able to create the degree of enhancement we have heard from other image-enhancement units, especially when extending it under rigorous setup conditions. On the other hand, the 801 seemed to do its job with almost any speaker placement and over a wide range of listening positions.

Omnisonix also suggests a rather interesting application of the 801. A mono program driving only one input of the 801 provides a two-channel output that is distinctly different from either mono or stereo but perhaps closer to the latter in its spatial spread. We found it interesting and listenable, and it might produce some worthwhile effects with mono sources such as TV sound.

There is yet another mode of operation that seems to be unique to the Omnisonic system. Omnisonix suggests that placing the two speakers next to each other can "produce something really different" (their words). Quite true! With the speakers abutting each other and only a few feet from the listening position, the apparent sound sources were well to the right and rear of the speakers (which were about 3 feet from the wall in our test). In many ways, the sound spread was more "stereo-like" than what we heard from the speakers in a more normal listening setup. The speakers formed an angle of about 30 degrees with the listener, but the apparent sonic angle between them was at least 90 degrees.

Comment. Implicit in any discussion of these image-enhancing devices is an understanding that they are extremely dependent on outside conditions, not only speaker type and placement, listener location, and room acoustics, but also—perhaps most of all—on the program itself. The more channel (Continued on page 46)
separation in the program, the more dramatic the effect. True stereo, such as can be (but rarely is) recorded with two or three microphones, usually comes through these devices with little enhancement. When listening to the 801 Omnisonic Imager, we were sometimes aware of an "out-of-phase" sound sensation, but this occurred principally in the single-channel mono-enhancement mode or when we were very close to the speakers.

The rather remarkable effects we heard with very closely spaced speakers suggest that the 801 Omnisonic Imager can bring a new stereo dimension to very small listening rooms. With speakers no more than a foot or so apart and perhaps 2 or 3 feet from the listener, even a large closet becomes a possible listening room, and the size of the stereo stage must be heard to be believed.

In addition to its lower price, the uncritical nature of the Omnisonix 801 is one of its strongest advantages over its competitors; however, it never (in our opinion) fully matched them in the degree of its image enhancement. We were almost constantly aware of its bass boost, although that might be correctable with some tone controls. Nevertheless, the 801 does a very creditable job and is well worth hearing. When everything is set up correctly, the Omnisonix 801 can impart a sense of spaciousness to FM and recorded material that is not easily realized in a home listening environment.

Circle 143 on reader service card

THE Teac X-3 is a two-speed, quarter-track stereo open-reel deck with three motors, three heads, and a solenoid-controlled transport. Designed to operate at 7½ and 3¾ ips, it accepts reel sizes up to 7 inches in diameter and permits mic/line mixing, external timer activation, and "punch-in" recording—that is, going directly from play into record mode to replace old material with new.

The capstan of the X-3 is belt-driven by a d.c. servomotor, and a pair of induction motors are used to turn the reel hubs. Two tape lifters hold the tape away from the heads during fast winding in either direction. Spring-loaded arms on either side of the head block, each equipped with a rotating tape guide, take up the tape slack during start and stop operations, and a third rotating bearing to the left of the heads helps reduce wow and flutter.

Positive-locking (except for STOP) push-buttons with relatively long travel (½ inch) control theREWIND, FAST FORWARD, PLAY, RECORD, and PAUSE functions as well as tape-speed selection and power on/off. Other buttons select either SOURCE (input) or TAPE (playback) monitoring, a momentary-contact RECORD MUTE function, and one of two alternative settings for EQUALIZATION and BIAS. Concentric (left- and right-channel) rotary controls adjust microphone and line-level inputs and the line-level output (which also affects the volume level at the front-panel headphone jack). Front-panel phone jacks are also provided for a pair of microphones with a rated impedance of 200 ohms or higher.

The record/playback indicators are VU-type meters calibrated from -20 to +3 VU. A four-digit counter, driven by the take-up reel, indicates tape position, and the head-block cover is easily removable for access to the heads for cleaning, demagnetizing, and editing. The X-3 has mounting feet that permit either vertical or horizontal operation.

The rear panel of the X-3 contains the usual input and output phono jacks. Overall, the unit measures 16⅛ x 12¾ x 7¼ inches (width, height, depth) and weighs a little less than 31 lbs. Retail price: $550.

Laboratory Measurements. Teac did not supply us either with test data or with the specific tape types for which our sample of the X-3 was adjusted. Playback frequency response, shown in the accompanying graph, was checked with our new MRL (Magnetic Reference Laboratory) calibrated tapes, which we believe are the most accurate available. The slight high-end roll-off (3 dB at 20 kHz and 7½ ips) was not repeated in overall record-playback tests. This, together with the fact that the 0-VU (Continued on page 48)
Finally. The elusive goal, attained.

Audiocassettes of such remarkable accuracy and clarity that differences between original and recording virtually vanish.

This is the sound of the future. Tapes with the widest possible dynamic range. The flattest frequency response obtainable. And freedom from noise and distortion.

New Fuji tapes: Born of microscopic particles made smaller, more uniformly than ever before. Permanently mated to polymer film so precise, its surface is mirror smooth. The product of intensive research that unites physics, chemistry, computer technology and psychoacoustics.

The sound of the future. Hear it at your audio dealer today. In four superb tapes that share a single name.

FUJI CASSETTES
Imagination has just become reality.

© 1980 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Tape Division 350 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10118
point on the meters corresponded exactly to the Ampex operating level of 185 nanowatts/meter, leading us to suspect that Teac probably used Ampex alignment tapes (which have a slightly hotter high end) in setting up the X-3. In any event, we could discern no audible degradation in high-frequency response with prerecorded tapes.

While checking overall record-playback frequency response, we found that switching from position No. 1 to position No. 2 on the equalization selector raised the response approximately 2 dB at 20 kHz—a very slight difference. The reduction in bias current caused by changing the bias switch from position No. 1 to position No. 2 had a much more profound effect on 20-kHz response, increasing it by 3.5 dB at the 7 1/2-ips speed and by 10 dB at 3 1/4 ips. When using premium tapes, however, distortion increased severely in bias position No. 2; it is clearly intended for older or "second-line" tape formulations that require less bias.

Both TDK Audua and Memorex Quantum gave outstanding record-playback performance at both tape speeds. The Audua was marginally flatter at 7 1/2 ips and the Quantum (using equalization No. 2) slightly flatter at 3 1/4 ips, so we used these for the graph and for signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N) measurements. (The Memorex Quantum had a slightly better S/N at both speeds.)

As the graph shows, at 7 1/2 ips there was absolutely no difference in frequency response between the 0-VU and the -20-VU curves; both were flat out to 20 kHz, and at the latter level we did not reach the -3-dB point until 28 kHz, well above the upper limit of our chart paper. Response was slightly marginally flatter at 7 1/2 ips and the latter level we did not reach the -3 -dB response was again impressively flat, with Teac's specification. At the slower speed, response was again impressively flat, with 30 Hz and 20 kHz marking the -3-dB points at a -20-VU input. Interestingly, with a 0-VU input level, high-end response held up very well to slightly above 10 kHz, which is slightly better than we normally obtain when using metal-particle tape on top-quality cassette decks.

Distortion at a 0-VU input level, using a 1,000-Hz tone, measured 0.42 per cent with the TDK Audua (7 1/2 ips) and 0.2 per cent with Memorex Quantum (3 1/4 ips). To reach the customary 3 per cent third-harmonic distortion level it was necessary to raise the levels by 7.6 and 10.2 dB, respectively. Referring to the 3 per cent distortion point, the unweighted signal-to-noise ratios were 56.8 dB (7 1/2 ips, TDK Audua) and 57.6 dB (3 1/4 ips, Memorex Quantum). On an IEC A-weighted basis they registered 62.1 and 63.1 dB, respectively.

On an overall record-rewind-playback basis, the wow and flutter of the X-3 measured 0.04 and 0.07 per cent using the DIN peak-weighted standard and 0.035 and 0.06 per cent weighted rms at the higher and lower speeds, respectively. A 0-VU meter indication required a line-level input of 0.059 volt (59 millivolts) or a microphone input level of 0.22 millivolt. Microphone input overload level was 66 millivolts. The microphone input impedance is rated for 200-ohm (or higher) pickups. A 0-VU meter indication produced an output level of 0.84 volt.

Fast-forward and rewind times for a 1,800-foot reel were each 102 seconds, and the resulting tape pack was admirably smooth. VU-meter ballistics were slightly slower than the ASA standard (0-VU level pulses of 300 milliseconds read -4 VU instead of 0 VU). The headphone jacks produced more than adequate volume both with our 600-ohm and nominal 8-ohm phones.

Comment. As its excellent measurements would imply, the performance of the Teac X-3 in our listening tests was first-rate. Even when using high-level FM interstation noise—an extremely severe test—we could detect no frequency-response losses between the original and the taped copy. Using very wide-range material we could detect a very small amount of added hiss at 7 1/2 ips (and a little more at 3 1/4 ips), but for anyone to whom this is a problem an external Dolby-B processor—desirable in any case if you wish to listen to prerecorded tapes—would be a completely effective answer. Tapes were handled smoothly, and the controls and pushbuttons had a positive feel. More expensive machines might bring with them additional features of interest to the semi-professional recordist (10 1/2-inch reel capacity, a "dump-edit" mode, etc.), but for the average home user the low price and excellent performance of the Teac X-3 would be very hard to beat.

Circle 144 on reader service card
EVERYONE NEEDS A LITTLE COMFORT.

There comes a time when we all want to sit back and get comfortable. And there’s no better way than with the fine, easy taste of Southern Comfort.

Inspired in the 1800's in old New Orleans, this world famous liquor is delicious straight, on the rocks, or mixed any way you like it.

It’s one of the real comforts of life.

SOUTHERN COMFORT

Send gifts of Southern Comfort anywhere by phone. Call toll-free 800-528-6148 charge to major credit cards. Offer void in states where prohibited. Southern Comfort Corp. 80-100 Proof Liqueur. St. Louis, Mo. © 1980
Save on Sony posters when you buy Sony tapes.

Our posters are collector's items! Now they're available at a savings when you buy any Sony Metallic, FeCr, EHF, SHE HFX, LNX audio tape. Send 3 complete cassette wrappers with proof of purchase plus $2 for one poster or $5 for all three.

SONY TAPE. FULL COLOR SOUND

The Shell by Milton Glaser, 24" x 36"

SONY TAPE. FULL COLOR SOUND

Violinist by R. O. Blechman, 24" x 36"

Music Score by Milton Glaser, 24" x 36"

Videopinion

By Ken Winslow

VIDEODISC SOFTWARE: WHAT'S THE HOLDUP?

I t looks as if it is finally going to happen! This year three different (and incompatible) videodisc players are going to be available in stores across the U.S. The Philips/MCA laser optical system first introduced in December 1978 is now said to be within physical, if not financial, reach of well over 60 per cent of the U.S. population. The groove-guided capacitance system developed by RCA is firmly promised for national introduction this March. And finally, we are told to expect the VHD (video high-density) grooveless signal-guided capacitance system developed by JVC to appear about the end of this year.

Although any or all of these videodisc technologies may ultimately fail in the marketplace because of competition among themselves and with the other video technologies (videotape cassette, cable television, pay television), the disc technology they introduce will radically affect audio as well. Philips and Sony have already demonstrated a laser-read audio-only 4¼-inch diameter Compact Disc and player which they say will be available in 1982 regardless of the fortunes of the videodisc version. Management of the Philips UK Audio Blackburn plant now producing videodiscs for introduction into the United Kingdom this coming May says that their facility will handle digital audio discs in the Philips/Sony format as well. The Victor VHD videodisc too was developed with a companion AHD (audio high-density) capability in mind. Contrary to the Philips thinking, which sees separate video and audio players, Victor (with the strong encouragement of its parent-partner Matsushita) feels that future digital-disc players should be able to handle both video and digital audio discs.

In my view, the success of the video formats will strongly influence, for better or worse, the future of the audio-only digital disc system. Fulfillment of the promise of the videodisc systems—lots of high-quality, inexpensive, prerecorded programs—is essential to their individual successes, for, unlike the videotape machines, they cannot record. I have seen virtually perfect pictures and heard excellent sound quality from all three systems. At the moment, however, as the review of the videodisc debuts of Olivia Newton-John and Loretta Lynn in November 1980 STEREO REVIEW indicated, the videodisc can do no more than faithfully pass along—for better or worse—the quality of the program material encoded in it.

Just as is the case for audio tapes and discs, videodisc has been designed for recording and subsequent playback, while the videodisc has been designed for playback only. Prerecorded feature films, musical concerts, and other programming on Beta and VHS videotape cassettes cost $50 and up; the same titles on videodisc are promised at $15 to $25. One example: the list price for Saturday Night Fever on videotape from Paramount and Fotomat is about $55. However, it sells for $24.95 on an MCA DiscoVision label—when you can find it. The lack of availability for many titles is a problem which is only now being (slowly) corrected.

Early owners of a Magnavox Magnavision or a Pioneer LaserDisc optical player know that there is a dearth of videodiscs to play on them. Apparently Philips has found it difficult to manufacture flaw-free videodiscs in regular high-volume production. This quantity/quality requirement is described as "usable yield" or just simply "yield," and the early yields for the laser-optical discs were reported as being at about disaster level. There were, in other words, too many rejects in the factory for every videodisc album that reached the shops. This meant that the real manufacturing cost of each album sold during the 1979-1980 period considerably exceeded the retail selling price of the discs. Little wonder that the originally announced retail price of $15.95 for a feature movie jumped to $24.95 just six months after introduction.

Makers of the Philips/MCA optical systems feel they have now largely solved software manufacturing problems. In a recent check of retailers selling videodiscs, I found increasing stocks on hand of popular items that were once all but unobtainable. And so it may be that in the near future the top-price discs will be down to $15.95 where they should be.

The optical-disc manufacturing process followed by California-based DiscoVision Associates involves pressing heated material and then cooling it. This is also reportedly the method which will be used by both of the yet to be introduced capacitance systems. A second, "photopolymerization" (or 2P) process used by N.V. Philips at its European plants and by 3M at its St. Paul plant is described as a cold-stamping process which employs ultraviolet light to harden the material and thus avoid problematic dimensional changes when cooling is involved. Both processes produce rigid discs.

A third process, developed by Sony for its videodisc player, is compatible with the Philips/MCA/Pioneer systems but uses a clear, flexible PVC (polyvinyl chloride) material covered with vapor-deposited aluminum which is in turn protected by a layer of clear vinyl. The interesting thing about the Sony replication process is that it is the first to produce a flexible optical videodisc, something which naturally has great appeal to magazine publishers, among others. Just before you are due to open on any given day up your copy of STEREO REVIEW a find bound inside a flexible videodisc "illustrating" a performance reviewed in the issue. Suddenly, I think, we'd have to admit that it was all worth waiting over ten years for.
There's more to Full Color Sound than meets the ear.

There is the story of technical achievement and experience that has made Sony a leader in its field. Fact: Sony produces both high fidelity audio and video tape and the high quality equipment that plays it. In fact, Sony pioneered magnetic tape recording, and has been producing tape and tape equipment for over 30 years.

Because of this vast and unique experience, we believe Sony knows more about producing high quality recording tape than anyone else. Sony know-how goes beyond exclusive magnetic particles and binders, or our exceptionally smooth SP transport system, or superb MOL and frequency response.

What Sony does in its own unique way has to do with balance. The fine-tuning of all the elements that go into making a tape, so that each complements the other, and together—in balance—deliver the finest recording that is humanly and technically possible to achieve.

It is this balance that is the secret of Full Color Sound. It isn't really difficult to make one particular element extraordinarily superb. So when some tapes boast about a particular feature, we are not impressed. And neither should you be.

The true test of a tape is to balance these superb elements, some of which actually work against each other. For example, high sensitivity (so vital for MOL and S/N ratio) can produce print-through. Another example: increasing the volume of magnetic particles on the tape improves sensitivity. However, this would decrease tape durability.

Some of the factors that we consider important to tape performance are: MOL, frequency response, S/N ratio, sensitivity, uniformity of output level, print-through, erasability, and such physical attributes as runability, shedding, head wear, resistance to temperature and humidity.

This is where the genius of Sony comes in. To take all these elements and balance them so they work with, instead of against each other.

Balance. It’s why Sony audiotapes are so superb. The fact is, the more expensive your audio equipment, the more you’ll appreciate Full Color Sound. Listen to Sony SHF (normal bias), EHF (high bias), FeCr or Metallic tape yourself. Listen to the balance. It’s the secret of Full Color Sound.

SONY.
If you've been looking over the videocassette-recorder marketplace as a video neophyte you've learned at least one thing: the profusion of VCR formats, brands, and models makes for a very difficult buying decision. Choosing a VCR is, in fact, at least as complicated as choosing a hi-fi system. But, unlike the situation with hi-fi, there is seldom a videophile friend or neighbor available to provide helpful advice.

Since the capabilities of the video formats are still evolving, the features and functions vary widely from one brand and model to the next. VCRs are difficult to evaluate by spec sheets alone simply because no fund of general knowledge has been built up yet, nor is there a handy library of up-to-the-minute guides to help the beginning buyer sort out demonstrable fact from competitive fiction or tell him which features are important, which are marginal, and which are common to all. The market survey that follows, as up to date as press schedules will permit, focuses on the two principal videocassette formats—Beta and VHS—now on the market, examining their operating capabilities and their special features from a user's point of view. It covers as well the increasingly popular "accessory" of the VCR—the video color camera—for those moving out beyond TV dubbing to live taping.

—Larry Klein

A choice to be made: VHS or Beta format?
W hat do most owners of video-cassette recorders (VCRs) use their machines for? All the surveys seem to agree: the current million and a half owners use their machines mostly for unattended automatic recording of TV programs. The next most popular uses are recording of one program while watching another, recording the program being watched for later re-viewing, and playing commercially prerecorded tapes. And, according to the surveys, the least popular use for VCRs up to now has been “home movies,” probably because one of today’s video color cameras costs about as much as the recorder itself.

**Which Format?**

As a preliminary to getting into the various VCR performance options and their significances, it would be best to take a close look at the advantages and disadvantages of each of the two major U.S. consumer-video formats: Beta, invented by Sony, and VHS (Video Home System) by JVC. After you weigh them, you may decide that the choice of most buyers—VHS—is not the one for you. However, the bottom line of my experience is that you won’t go wrong with either format.

As usual, it’s easier to understand differences if you understand similarities first. Both Beta and VHS machines use cassettes that contain 1/2-inch-wide magnetic tape which is extracted and wrapped halfway around a head drum so that only one of two rotating heads is sweeping the tape at any one moment. Further, both formats get more mileage from a foot of tape in the same way—by rotating the heads at an angle to the tape path. This “helical-scan” system creates more “writing area” (recording space) on the 1/2-inch wide tape [see Figure 1(a)] than would otherwise be possible without using multiple heads or shifting them. All machines achieve the required 4-MHz or so video frequency response not by zipping the tape past a stationary head but by moving it slowly while a pair of alternating tape heads spin at high speed.

The two formats differ in the size of their cassettes and in the way the tape is extracted and wrapped around the head drum. These engineering differences have implications for the maximum record/play time as well as some of the features that can be offered. For example, in Beta’s “omega-wrap” system [Figure 1(b)] a single arm extracts the tape from the cassette and wraps it in a— you guessed it—Greek-omega-shaped path halfway around the head drum and past the audio, control, and erase heads. This circuitous path minimizes tape twist as it moves past the heads. The VHS format uses two arms to remove and position the tape. Its system is dubbed “M-load” because the tape traces an M-shaped path past the several heads [Figure 1(c)].

When a cassette is loaded into a deck, the tape is totally enclosed within the plastic cassette case. Beta machines take longer to extract and thread the tape, but they leave the tape wrapped during fast forward and rewind. VHS machines, on the other hand, take a few seconds to unload the tape before each fast forward or rewind. Of course, there are arguments between the advocates of each format as to which procedure causes more tape and/or head wear. But what you’ll notice more than possible wear is that the VHS machine’s loading and unloading process often backspaces the tape two or three counter-digits’ worth. This makes it quite difficult to cue a tape precisely and may result in several seconds’ worth of action being taped over by a subsequent recording. (I have learned to dovetail segments by monitoring the playback of the recorded portion, pressing pause at its end and then pressing record.)

There are other engineering differences between the formats. Since they use a slightly larger head drum, Beta models can achieve a faster writing speed (690 cm/sec versus 580 cm/sec) for the same 1,800-rpm head speed. And because the tape-end sensors of the Beta machines trigger an automatic-eject mechanism, Sony’s newest units can use an automatic cassette-changer accessory that holds four cassettes.

Many readers may already know that the size of the cassette and the maximum record/play time vary with the recorder’s format. Beta cassettes are slightly smaller, and their size is designated by the tape length in feet. As of this writing, Beta cassettes range from L-125 to L-830. Of course, since VCRs offer you a choice of operating speeds, the available play/recording time depends both on the speed selected and on the tape length. The first Betamax had only one speed, dubbed Beta-I, which recorded for one hour with the tape running at 4 cm/sec. For those who wanted to tape TV movies, this left something to be desired—like half a feature film, say—so the next machines slowed the tape to 2 cm/sec. This Beta-II (or X2) became the new standard speed. More recently, a third speed known as Beta-III (and also as X3 or LP) has appeared in most new machines. (Incidentally, current Sonys can play Beta-I tapes, but no new consumer machine will record at that speed.)

VHS machines and tapes use a simpler, though sometimes misleading, nomenclature. Tapes are designated by “T” for time (instead of Beta’s “L” for length), followed by the number of record/play minutes available at standard playing (SP) speed. They range from T-30 to T-120. The first VHS machines (which offered only SP) transported the tape at 3.335 cm/sec. Later, some manufacturers added Long Play (LP), half the speed of SP, and/or a Super Long Play (SLP), also known as Extended Play (EP), running at one-third the SP speed. Thus, when product literature describes a unit as a 2/4/6-hour machine, the time is based on using a T-120 cassette.

H ow do tape length and operating speed affect performance? First, to fit a longer tape into a Beta cassette case, the tape itself had to be made thinner. Longer VHS tape lengths could be accommodated simply by changing the diameters of the supply and take-up reels. And, as with any type of tape recording, the slower the speed the more critical the head-gap size. The gap was 58 microns originally on both Beta-I and VHS SP-only machines. To achieve reasonable response at slower speeds, the head gaps of both Beta and VHS machines were narrowed to 29 microns. The result has been a slight
SPEED CODES:

- Beta machines:
  - B-I = Beta-I
  - B-II = Beta-II
  - B-III = Beta-III

- VHS machines:
  - SP = standard speed
  - LP = long play
  - SLP/EP = super long play, also called extended play

- LP only
- SLP/EP only
- cue only

- a = program indexing
- b = transition editing
- c = auto rewind
- d = auto stop
- e = panel/channel lock
- f = memory back-up
- g = sleep timer
- h = takes PCM adaptor
- i = stereo with Dolby
- j = Beta-I playback
- k = mechanical tuning
- l = a.c. outlet
- m = 24-hour clock
- n = LCD clock display
- o = front-loading cassette compartment
- p = tape-remaining indicator
- q = four videotape heads
- r = a.c. adaptor included
- s = key lock
- t = one-event one-day timer available

loss of recording quality at the fastest speed because, for technical reasons, the narrower head gaps cannot put as much video information on the tape. This is the reason that JVC and, recently, other manufacturers are using separate sets of heads for the SP and SLP modes. This allows optimizing the gaps for two of the three speeds, and it is also probably responsible for a noticeable improvement of quality in the latest SLP machines.

You'll find if you test view the lineup on your VCR dealer's shelf that no machine's recording/playback picture quality will match that of the original broadcast, although SP and Beta-II tapes will come very close. There will be some deterioration in picture clarity as you step down from the fastest speed to Beta-III or LP/SLP. But I've found more variation in performance among the various VHS models I've checked (even those made by the same manufacturer) than between Beta and VHS machines per se.

That may seem like fence straddling, but it brings me back full circle to my original advice: I think you can be happy with either format. Evaluate each machine and pick the one that offers the combination of features you want at a price that suits you. For example, Model X's performance is great at its fastest speed and much poorer at its slowest speed, but it brings me back full circle to my original advice: I think you can be happy with either format.

Meanwhile, two-speed Model Y performs about the same at both speeds, not as good as X at its faster speed, but noticeably better than at its slower one; furthermore, it comes with a remote control that permits special effects and fast searches at either speed. Which one should you choose? Either choose Model Y or keep looking.

A few last words about format: don't forget that Beta and VHS tapes are incompatible. You cannot play a friend's VHS tapes on your Betamax, although you can dub from one machine to another with no problem (unless, of course, you're breaking the law by trying to duplicate a copyrighted tape). If you choose VHS, you will probably be satisfied with a 2/6-hour machine,
which offers the best compromise between optimum fidelity and economy. A 4-hour mode is really necessary only to play tapes recorded at that speed, and only a few commercially available ones are. (Incidentally, all new machines automatically adjust their playback to the speed at which the tape was recorded by reading the sync signal put on the tape during recording. This means you won't have to remember what recording speed you've used.)

Tuners and Timers

Taping television means that your VCR has to have a tuner section. Every console VCR has one built in, but for TV taping the portable battery-powered recorders must be paired with a separate tuner/timer/battery-charger module. (You'll need only the recorder module when you play roving cameraperson.) Antenna connections to either type of machine are simple and are usually well explained in the VCR manuals. The 75-ohm coaxial and/or 300-ohm flat cables leading from your normal TV antenna connect to the VHF and UHF inputs at the rear of the VCR. Other coaxial and flat cables lead from the VCR's outputs to the VHF and UHF antenna terminals of any television set (see Figure 3, page 57). All necessary cables and matching transformers are usually packaged with the VCR equipment.

In the latest-model VCRs, the old-fashioned rotary channel selectors have been replaced by twelve to fourteen electronic channel-selector pushbuttons. Each pushbutton (they can be pressed in any order) has an associated fine-tuning control hidden in a separate compartment, and you can tune the pushbuttons to correspond to any available VHF or UHF channel (see Figure 3, page 57). Besides the one or two mechanical rotary-dial tuners still out there, there's another type: Sharp's VC-6800 requires that you use its calculator-style keyboard in a complex sequence to assign a channel number to each set of fine-tuning controls initially—and to switch channels later. Every VCR has an automatic fine-tuning (AFT) circuit that locks the signal.

SELECTED VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS — PORTABLES

(Second model number is separately priced companion tuner/timer; otherwise, both units come as a package)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Speeds</th>
<th>Timer</th>
<th>Playback</th>
<th>Picture search</th>
<th>Remote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-3000</td>
<td>$1,300</td>
<td>B-II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-3000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.2 b, j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-8035</td>
<td>1.345</td>
<td>B-II, B-III</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19.8 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHS FORMAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP-7350</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>SP, SLP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>2x 4</td>
<td>15.0 a, l, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU-7350</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT-7500A</td>
<td>1,150</td>
<td>SP, LP, EP</td>
<td>3x</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.4 b, e, r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT-TU75A</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-2200U</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.4 b, e, r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU-22U</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnavox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8372</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>SP, SLP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.2 b, d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.3 e, f, t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV-3000</td>
<td>1,150</td>
<td>SP, LP, SLP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.2 b, d, r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV-A32P</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.9 e, f, t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1715</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>SP, LP, SLP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.0 b, d, r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.0 e, f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH5300SE</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>SP, LP, SLP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.5 b, d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA520SE</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.0 e, f, t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEP150</td>
<td>1,075</td>
<td>SP, LP, SLP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.0 b, d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEP1400</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VG4515</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>SP, LP, SLP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.0 b, d, r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.0 e, f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicolor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
<td>996</td>
<td>1 speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.0 d, r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in after you've fine-tuned it (sometimes activated by closing the door of the tuning compartment).

The r.f. converter built into almost all VCRs is actually a very low-powered TV transmitter that "broadcasts" the video signal from the VCR via a coaxial cable to the antenna input of your TV set. The r.f. converter can be adjusted to work on TV channels 3 or 4, whichever is unused in your locality. A few new TV sets have inputs that will accept video and audio signals directly from the VCR; this eliminates the need for the converter and gives slightly improved performance. Incidentally, all recorders have a TV/VCR switch that allows either the normal antenna signal or the VCR's r.f. output signal to be fed to the TV set's antenna terminals.

Features, Plain and Fancy

All of the features you could possibly want in a VCR are available somewhere. Trouble is, they're not all to be had in one unit. You'll have to look for the machine that offers the most of what you want, whether it's a programmable timer, high-speed picture search, special effects during playback, full-function remote control, or get-up-and-go portability. Following is a rundown on what features are available together with my views (based on extensive home and field use) on their significance and usefulness.

- **Timers.** A year and a half ago, I was happy to have a machine that could record one show in my absence. But no more—not since I bought programmable timers found their way into my home. Working in conjunction with the built-in digital clock display, they can be set to tape five to eight programs over a one- or two-week period. And most of them are easily programmed using the VCR's special set of timer-control buttons (an event can be added, held, or canceled as necessary), the start and stop times or just the start time, the recording time, and the channel for each program desired (see Figure 4). The deluxe timers will signal when two programs overlap, they have NiCad battery back-ups to protect your entries in the event of a short power failure (or need to unplug the unit), and they let you lock the channel number or control panel so your settings can't be accidentally disturbed.

Before you get carried away by the possibilities, remember that you're still limited to (at most) 5 or 6 hours of recording on a single cassette. (Sony's BetaStack cassette changer, mentioned earlier, holds four cassettes and attaches to the newer Betamaxes; it extends your unattended recording time to 20 hours.) It's been my experience that a simple one-day/one-event timer is not quite enough, but eight events over 20 hours are more than I've ever needed. As of this writing, 20 hours can be used more efficiently in my video viewing, so it's apparent that one has to learn to use the feature selectively or bear the guilty burden of a huge backlog of unviewed tapes. If you have a multi-event timer, however, you can use it as a TV-addict friend does: he programs his machine whenever he gets a new TV Guide and leaves his machine in the timer-record mode all the time just in case he forgets to watch.

- **Picture Search.** Sony certainly knew what it was doing when it introduced Betaplates, a picture search, which is analogous to the "cue and review" function of audio-cassette decks. After I once used picture search, it became a necessity. It enables me to breeze through commercials and to quickly locate a sequence I want to watch again. The original BetaScans allowed tape review at three times normal speed, but the newer Beta machines are faster. Sony's SL-5800 has a variable five to twenty times normal, while Toshiba's V-8000 offers search speeds of seventeen to forty times normal. VHS units now offer picture search too, though they are not as fast: cue-and-review of nine to fifteen times normal speed is available. Two caveats: the very-high-speed searches seem more gimmicky than useful, so I wouldn't choose a unit solely on the basis of its having one. And some of the search functions are limited to one or two of the slower recording/playback speeds or work only in the forward direction, so make sure you get one that will meet your particular requirements.

- **Indexing.** A few machines have indexing features in addition to picture searches. They're known by different names—for example, Akaï's is the Instant Program Locating Search and Sony calls its the Tab Marker. They all stop at the beginning of a recorded segment in fast forward and (sometimes) rewind. Some VCRs sense the breaks between segments, others insert—and can respond to—an electronic cue signal after each stop or pause. Sharp's VC-6800 even lets you locate a specific sequence without stopping at the start of each intervening one, provided you tell it the number of cue signals there are between where you are and where you wish to fast forward or rewind to. Like audio-cassette decks, every VCR lets you use its digital counter as a memory that stops at 0000 in rewind and sometimes in fast forward. With the Sharp, you can go directly to any spot on the tape if you know its four-digit location and program that into its microprocessor. But a little thought will tell you that this means rewinding the tape completely, so that 0000 equals the beginning, and it assumes that you've noted the desired location to start with.

- **Special Playback Effects.** Special effects are receiving more than their fair share of attention these days. It's hard to find a unit without freeze-frame, perhaps frame-by-frame advance, and some slow-motion (Slow-Mo in video jargon) capability. Some units even let you change the playback motion from freeze to one-third of normal speed. (Freeze frame is not likely to be totally frozen; it may look more like Jell-O than ice.) These features may appeal to the user who wants to review his golf swing or the final skirmish in the Super Bowl, but I'm more interested in the possibilities of
faster playback; JVC's HR-6700U, for example, lets me zip through a 2-hour tape in 1 hour with sound.

- Remote Controls. There are remote controls and then there are remote controls. Some are limited to providing pauses—handy for interrupting recording during commercials or taking a phone call during playback. On the other hand, there are full-function remotes that permit the armchair viewer to do everything but load the cassette into the machine. Every machine with a picture search or special playback effects lets you command it from afar; in fact, you cannot operate these functions of the Sony SL-5800 or the GE from the machine itself. Except for the Mitsubishi, which has a full-function infrared wireless remote, all remotes come with a thin 15- to 20-foot cable that plugs into the unit. Those remotes with channel-changing buttons (which sequence forward and perhaps in reverse through the channels you've fine-tuned the VCR to receive) will come in handy if you also want to use the VCR as a tuner for normal viewing. It does help if you can see the VCR's channel numbers from across the room (you can't with all of them) since you won't necessarily know by what's on the screen what channel you're tuned to.

- Audio Features. Although there are many like it in Japan, Akai's ActiVideo unit (shown on this month's cover) is at the moment the only VCR in the U.S. with stereo-sound-recording capability and Dolby noise reduction. As VCR fans know, all recorders permit subsequent audio dubbing of a narrative or music onto a previously recorded tape using a microphone or other program source. And most Beta machines are set up to work with a (very expensive) PCM digital-audio recording adaptor.

- Auto-stop, Auto-rewind. Video tapes, like audio ones, should be disengaged (unwrapped from the head drum) during long pauses between recordings. For this reason, many new machines have an auto-stop provision which unloads the tape after any pause exceeding 5 minutes or so. Other models revert (whether you like it or not) to the record or play mode, whichever they were in, after a long pause. And some, like the Mitsubishi, Panasonic, and Sony models, automatically rewind the tape when it reaches the end.

- Locks. There's nothing as frustrating as coming home and finding that somebody has disturbed a recording you left in progress or, worse, defeated your carefully programmed timer. Several units therefore have channel locks or panel locks that help prevent this. (The Akai is the only one that has a key lock, perhaps just in case your kids are tempted to check out your off-limits tape library.)

- Memory Back-up. A battery back-up will preserve the clock and any timer settings in the event of short power outages. Of the machines that offer this feature, all use built-in NiCad batteries except for the Sharp VG-6800, which takes several penlight cells.

- Transition Editing. Owners of older VCRs are familiar with the annoying jitters...
and glitches that show up between recorded segments during playback. The latest machines, particularly the portables, now have circuits that back up the tape so as to dovetail the start of one passage with the end of the one before it, provided only that you stop—not pause—between them. This so-called "transition editing" feature is still not perfect—some breaks will be cleaner than others and, depending on the machine, you may erase 2 to 12 seconds of the end of the last sequence. But it's a step in the right direction.

Portables

One manufacturer puts it nicely: "A portable can work at home, but a home deck isn't portable." Because today's portable recorders combine features of the 30- to 40-pound a.c.-powered stay-at-home models with the ability to record on-the-go, they are the (nearly) perfect choice for consumers who aren't willing (or able) to buy two units. Until recently portables have lagged behind in offering some of the niceties common to home decks—such as two or three speeds, programmable timers, special effects, and picture searches—but they are catching up fast.

A portable system essentially consists of two basic pieces: a battery-operated recorder and a TV tuner/timer/power-supply/charger module (see Figure 5). There is also a separate a.c. adaptor available that can serve as a power supply/recharger if the tuner/timer function isn't also required. The recorder modules are somewhat less than a foot square across the top, are about 5 inches thick, and weigh from 11 to 15 pounds including their built-in rechargeable battery packs. They come with handles or shoulder straps and have optional carrying cases. All will operate (and recharge) on household current when connected to their tuner/timer or the a.c. adaptor. And in field use, their battery packs are rated to supply a nominal 1 hour of continuous recording time. In actual practice, somewhat less time is available because of the starts and stops of real use. Most battery packs take 6 to 8 hours (or overnight) to charge, which makes it necessary to tote a spare along if you intend to do extensive taping. The third power option, a 12-volt d.c. source, usually employs an accessory cable that plugs into your car's cigarette-lighter socket.

Most, but not all, portable recorders offer the same two or three speeds that are available on console models. The transition editing and special effects may be included as well. But picture search, which I wouldn't want to do without, is missing on most of today's VHS and Beta portables. Among the exceptions to this rule are the JVC portable that cues and reviews at ten times normal (a step up from the JVC home unit) and the Hitachi and Akai models that feature three and four times normal playback. I expect that the next generation of portables from most manufacturers will be more feature-competitive with home decks and will not only provide search function but longer life batteries with shorter recharge times as well.

The companion tuner/timer modules for portables are about the same size as the recorder units and can be placed beneath or beside them on a shelf or table. In general, these timers are just as programmable as those in the console models. In case you're wondering, either the tuner/timer or the a.c. adaptor can be used to power the recorder for use with a camera and to recharge a depleted battery pack. Some a.c. adaptors can recharge two batteries at once, the one inside the VCR plus another plugged directly into the adaptor.

I don't want to overlook the new 7-pound portable recorder from Funai Electric of Japan, sold in the U.S. as the Model 212 under the Technicolor label. Using a different and incompatible format (the micro-helical system), it has one speed and records for a maximum of 30 minutes on its special small-size cassette. At present, the Model 212 must be paired with other brands of tuner/timers and cameras, although Technicolor plans to market its own this year.

The Camera Angle

Judging by the price tags one sees in the marketplace, manufacturers must have determined that the 10 or 15 percent or so of VCR owners who want a video camera are willing to pay top dollar for it. There are color cameras galore, but few black-and-white ones. Optical viewfinders are still available, of course, but most manufacturers have stepped up to electronic viewfinders on their top models, and there are usually other useful features that aren't available on less expensive models.

Video-camera technology is highly complex; only the lens system will be familiar to photo-equipment buffs. Suffice it to say that, compared with older color models, today's video cameras weigh less, require less light, and draw less power. The quality of the picture they deliver is not quite up to broadcast-TV standards, but we are talking about $1,000 cameras for home use as opposed to $30,000 studio models.

Lenses? Here's a tight shot of the major variables. Maximum apertures range from f/1.4 to f/2—one reason why today's cameras can make do with very low light intensities. Neophytes will welcome the increasing number of units with automatic irises which adjust the lens aperture for optimum exposure. It's usually possible to override an automatic iris, though in some cases this means merely opening or closing the aperture one stop in order to shoot a subject against a particularly light or dark background. A lens shutter, a practical safety feature, protects the sensitive and expensive vidicon pickup tube from damage by the sun or other overhead light source. Some cameras require that the aperture be closed manually; others do it automatically.

Every top camera comes with a 6:1 zoom lens, perfect for those who can't resist zooming in and out to add variety to home movies of less than professional quality. Most of these zooms are motor driven and are operated by pressing the switch located more or less handily on the grip or on one side of the camera. Or you can use the manual zoom ring on the lens instead; in fact, you'll have to use it to reach the "macro" (or super closeup) setting if there is one.

Except for one Toshiba model with an auto-focus option, all cameras must be focused manually by turning the lens' focusing ring while referring to the set you are using as a monitor. Or you can use the manual zoom ring on the lens instead; in fact, you'll have to use it to reach the "macro" (or super closeup) setting if there is one.

Most lenses are standard "C-mount" types that allow you to substitute other special lenses. Panasonic lenses are fixed, but an adaptor kit of add-ons provides wide angle, telephoto, and special optical effects.

Through the Looking Glass

The electronic viewfinders (EVFs) included on all top-of-the-line cameras make framing and focusing easy. At the viewing end there's a black-and-white 1/2-inch "TV" screen displaying what the lens is seeing and forwarding to the VCR. The miniature picture tube also permits viewing an instant replay of what you've shot so you don't need an external TV monitor. Every camera has some sort of exposure indicator in
Sure, they sounded great last night.

But the real test of a speaker system is the morning after.

Will your speakers sweeten your morning coffee with Vivaldi, or will they make you wish you’d never turned your stereo on?

Do your speakers make you glad you’re alive, or do they serve only to remind you of last night’s excesses?

Some speakers are impressive when played loudly. But a truly great speaker is equally, if not more, impressive at low listening levels. "Loud" is desirable at times, but a speaker to be lived with must do much more.

For years, and without fanfare, ADS has been building monitor speaker systems for some of the most demanding sound engineers in the music industry. ADS technology is uniquely able to accommodate their diverse and challenging requirements. This same technology, not surprisingly, produces some of the finest speaker systems available for home use.

The new ADS L730, for example, is a direct outgrowth of ADS’ continuing involvement in digital recording technology. An unusual combination of extended frequency range, uncanny sonic accuracy, razor-sharp stereo imaging and true-to-life dynamic range, the L730 delivers unflinching musical performance. Although the system is capable of shaking walls with clean, undistorted sound, you’ll appreciate it most on those mornings when quality counts more than quantity.

The L730 is only one of many ADS speakers, all meticulously engineered and superbly crafted. Your ADS dealer will be happy to help you select the model which best suits your purposes. For more information and the name of the ADS dealer nearest you, please write ADS, Dept. SR20, or call 1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 483.

Audio for the critically demanding
Only Custom-Tailored Sound meets your taping needs.

If tape is the only sound that's right for you, to maximize your taping requirements, an ADC Sound Shaper® Two MK III frequency equalizer is a must.

When they designed the Sound Shaper Two, they had you in mind. Because, aside from being a superb all-around equalizer, it lets you work with tape the way you want. For example, now you have two-way tape-dubbing capability, a feature many receivers don't offer. You can "custom-tailor" a record and then record it the way you would have engineered it. And that includes your golden oldies because, with the Sound Shaper Two, you can virtually eliminate the surface noise which has accumulated over the years.

The entire ADC Sound Shaper line is impressive. The basic Sound Shaper One is a great introduction to frequency equalizers. And the top-of-the-line Sound Shaper Three, the Paragraphic™ equalizer, combines the ease and control of a graphic equalizer with the precision and versatility of a parametric. And, all Sound Shaper equalizers, except the Sound Shaper One, feature LED-lit slide controls, allowing for visual plotting of the equalization curve.

With the Sound Shaper Two MK III, you can appreciate the difference custom-tailored sound makes—over and over again.

Custom-Tailored Sound
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BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, NY 10913
BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD
the viewfinder. Most only alert you to underexposure (not enough light) but some, like the Magnavox, also indicate normal exposures and overexposures—information you may want if you’re setting the iris manually. Every viewfinder will also provide some indication that the camera’s remote pause control has stopped or started the recorder. A few EVFs will also alert you to a low power level in your battery, helpful if you forget to keep an eye on the recorder’s own battery-status indicator.

The EVF/camera configuration varies from camera to camera. Fixed-mounted EVFs will be centered, with the eyepiece positioned at the rear of the camera body. A side-mounted EVF must be attached and its power cable plugged into a jack on the camera body. Some of these are designed for left or right mounting, making it possible to hold the camera in whichever hand is most comfortable; they also permit you to tilt the EVF up and down for easier viewing.

Buyers who opt for the second- or third-best model in a line can save $100 to $150 and may find the very same indicators in its optical “through-the-lens” (TTL) viewfinder. Such “reflex” viewers let you know what the lens is seeing, but they lack playback monitoring facilities. You may also have to settle for a lens with 3X or 5X zoom ratios or forgo the macro setting. On the other hand, such units will be lighter and less power-hungry in the field.

The camera’s physical configuration is not simply a matter of aesthetics. Once you’ve tried taping a friend’s 20-minute wedding ceremony with a 5-pound camera supported only by your right hand and the suborbital ridge of your right eye socket, you’ll particularly appreciate the virtues of those cameras that include a shoulder rest. Any camera can be tripod mounted, of course, but a tripod doesn’t work too well when you’re right in there with the action you’re trying to tape.

Sound Considerations

Today’s cameras come with built-in electret condenser microphones either housed directly in the camera body or handle or protruding from the camera on a short extendible boom (its extension out to 7 inches or so may or may not be useful). Judging by those I’ve sampled, there’s little difference in microphone sensitivity, but a unidirectional mike may help somewhat when there is background noise such as the clatter of dishes at a wedding reception or horns and sirens providing an inappropriate accompaniment to baby’s first steps on the lawn. Unfortunately, foam windscreens don’t eliminate outdoor wind noise entirely. Even more annoying (because it could have been avoided) is the fact that some zoom motors are especially loud and will be picked up. If the mike is housed in the handgrip, it will also capture the normally inaudible noises of your hand as it moves along the grip. For all these reasons, you’ll be happy to know that all cameras have a plug for an external microphone; using it defeats the built-in one.

Camera Controls

Every camera has an assortment of knobs, dials, meters, and switches that can make live videotaping easier, more foolproof, and even possibly more fun. The controls that adjust for color temperature are the most difficult to understand, but you must understand them (often with little or no help from the instruction manual) in order to use them. As photography buffs already know, the human eye has an uncanny ability to perceive colors accurately in different types of light. Cameras, including the video kind, don’t. Outdoor scenes may take on a bluish cast, and whites may appear orangish indoors. Most new color cameras have two or sometimes three controls to compensate for these discrepancies.

A gross adjustment is usually made first with a color-temperature-correction switch. This will have two to four labeled positions such as daylight, indoors/fluorescent, and indoors/tungsten or halogen. If a further adjustment is needed, there’s a white-balance control that adds red or blue to make whites whiter (think of adding bluing to a wash). On most cameras this control is manual: you merely rotate the knob from its detented normal position in the direction needed. But, unless the camera has a built-in check system like those in the RCA, Sanyo, or Hitachi cameras, you’ll need either a color monitor or a sixth sense to check the setting. A few cameras will correct the white balance automatically, but only when you ask them to by moving the control to its “adjust” position.

All cameras have a VCR-remote control, normally a trigger-like switch in the camera’s handgrip. It works similarly to the VCR’s own remote pause control, letting the user stop and start recording from the camera itself. Some cameras have added a standby switch, which is useful for long pauses; the VCR remains in the record-pause mode set to go, but the viewfinder picture is killed and the camera’s power consumption is reduced considerably. Some late-model cameras have fade-in/fade-out buttons that add a professional touch to scene transitions.

A few cameras also have jacks for their own remote-control accessories. When the camera is mounted on a tripod, the record mode and perhaps the zoom or fade functions can be controlled from a distance.

Camera/VCR Matching

Theoretically, any camera can be mated with any recorder, whatever its format, provided both conform to the NTSC standard. You can assume that equipment sold in the U.S. does—unless it is specified otherwise. Practically speaking, however, it is easier to team up some cameras with some recorders than with others. Naturally you’ll have no problem if you’re buying both at the same time and choose the same brand of camera as the VCR. But suppose you want a camera for your two-year-old deck? Or perhaps, as an aspiring videophile, you’ve decided to mix brands to get the combination you like best. A video camera needs a power source, of course; portable decks have these built in, but as of this writing only one table model (the JVC HR-6700U) has the telltale multi-pin jack that takes the camera’s cable. (This single cable, by the way, conducts the camera’s power, video, audio, and remote-control signals to and from the VCR. While there’s no such thing as a VHS or Beta camera per se, it happens that cables with ten-pin connectors are standard on cameras made by VHS manufacturers, while fourteen-pin connectors are found on Sony, Toshiba, and other Beta decks. If your VCR does not have a powersupply socket, you’ll need a separate a.c.-operated power-supply module for the camera (don’t confuse this with the a.c. adaptor for a portable VCR). This will be connected up between the VCR and the camera.

Fade Out

There is obviously lots of activity in the VCR marketplace, and it shows no
design of slowing down. There are almost daily new entries of competing formats despite the jitters of an unsure economy and the very real potential competition of the videodisc. Indications are that VCR manufacturers intend to produce cheaper VCRs (at, say, $695 list price) in the coming year or two to offset the competitive threat of the videodisc. They also plan to introduce more expensive—and higher-quality—units to appeal to the growing audiophile audience. It's safe to predict that the upcoming high-end VCRs will pay increased attention to audio performance, with such sonic imperatives as noise reduction and stereo becoming commonplace. Ready for export in Japan are a variety of videophile components, including some very high-resolution picture monitors, and at least two U.S. audio companies (Advent and NAD) are also hard at work on high-end video products. The picture is clear in respect to home entertainment: the Eighties will be the video decade.

Ellen Klein is a home economist who tests and writes about consumer-electronics products. She evaluates VCRs for Videoplay magazine and covered video products for Stereo Review's 1980 CES roundup.

### SELECTED VIDEO COLOR CAMERAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Zoom</th>
<th>Macro</th>
<th>Iris</th>
<th>Color temperature controls</th>
<th>Viewfinder</th>
<th>Power consumption (watts)</th>
<th>Weight (lb)</th>
<th>Shoulder rest</th>
<th>Underexposure</th>
<th>VCR start</th>
<th>Low battery</th>
<th>Special features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC-30</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>3x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC-65</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK-C750</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>2.8x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK-C770</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GX-77U</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>5x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GX-88U</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnavox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8244</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>5x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8245</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC1-2100E</td>
<td>1,395</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK-700</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK-800</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK-530</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>3x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2113</td>
<td>1,095</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK715RQ</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK7305E</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC005</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>3x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC007</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCC542P</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCC545P</td>
<td>1,340</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC-35</td>
<td>1,095</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVC-2010</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>aperture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVC-2000</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IK-1650</td>
<td>1,345</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IK-1850</td>
<td>1,045</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC1000</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC1250</td>
<td>1,395</td>
<td>6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: all data furnished by manufacturers

- a - optional electronic viewfinder (EVF)
- b - adjustable EVF
- c - optional remote control
- d - mike in grip
- e - a.c. power supply provided
- f - handle
- g - sharpness selector
- h - audio playback
- i - standby mode
- j - shutter switch
- k - auto-focus option ($350)
- l - fade feature

*through the lens, or optical
Blaupunkt Innovations in Automotive Sound

Only the new Blaupunkt 3001 has Remote Control Station Scanning and Illuminated Controls

Here is a sophisticated AM/FM Stereo Cassette that incorporates two of the latest Blaupunkt advances in car stereo.

Blaupunkt engineers have found a way to minimize the aggravation of searching out a station while you drive. The 3001 has a built-in microprocessor that, among other things, relieves you of twiddling with knobs and fine tuning dials to isolate the station you want to enjoy.

**Scan manually or by remote control**

When you want to scan the AM or FM spectrum, you simply press a knob and the microprocessor orders an automatic signal scanner to do the rest. It will lock in each station, crystal clear and with no interference, for five seconds. Then it automatically advances to the next frequency, station by station, until you hear what you like. Just press the knob once more to lock in the station of your choice.

To carry convenience a step further, Blaupunkt furnishes you with a remote control device which you can mount on your dash or your steering column. This device lets you perform the above scanning operation without even touching the radio.

**Illumination for night driving**

Convenience is not the only concern of Blaupunkt engineers. To improve the margin of safety during night driving, the essential controls on the face of the 3001 are fully illuminated. You can expect other car stereos to incorporate this feature sooner or later. At Blaupunkt we're used to that.

The essential controls are fully illuminated.

The 3001 sells for $630* and is part of a complete line of AM/FM stereo cassettes priced from $250.

Because of its compact chassis plus adjustable shafts it will fit easily into the dash of just about any car, domestic or import.

**Blaupunkt 3001 Features**

- 4 x LSW (4 separate channels)
- 12 Electronic Station Presets
- Electronic Station Scan
- Remote Control Scanner
- Illuminated Station Controls
- Digital Frequency/Clock Display
- Local/Distance Switch
- Stereo/Mono Switch
- ASU (Automatic FM Noise Suppression)
- **Dolby Noise Reduction Circuit**
- Autoreverse Cassette
- Pushbutton Locking Fast Forward and Rewind
- Sendus Head
- Separate Bass and Treble
- Separate Fader and Balance
- Tape Bias Compensation Switch
- Power OFF Eject

**Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.**

To see and hear the remarkable Blaupunkt 3001, consult the Yellow Pages under Automobile Radios for your nearest Blaupunkt Dealer. He'll be glad to give you a free demonstration.

*Suggested retail price exclusive of installation and speakers.

©1981 Robert Bosch Sales Corporation
VIDEO FOR AUDIOPHILES

By Peter Mitchell
DURING the past quarter-century the all-in-one console "hi-fi" has been replaced in many homes by a system of separate high-performance audio components with two or three musical program sources (turntable, tuner, tape deck). A similar process is beginning to occur with video: the old "television" set which existed only to receive over-the-air TV broadcasts is slowly evolving into a "video monitor" to display movies and other fare from videotapes, videodiscs, cable systems, and video games. And the manufacturers in Japan have already split up the TV set itself into separate parts optimized for greater flexibility and higher performance: a TV tuner, a preamp/control unit, and a display screen which may be either an enclosed picture tube or a projection screen.

SOME videodiscs already have wide-range stereo sound, the first videocassette recorders with stereo sound and Dolby noise-reduction circuits are now coming to market, and within a few years the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is expected to authorize stereo-sound TV broadcasting in the U.S. (as the Japanese government has already done for that country's videophiles). So, as time goes by, you'll have increasing incentive either to connect these TV-audio sources into the auxiliary input of your present stereo system or to add another stereo amplifier plus speakers on either side of your TV screen.

Video, like audio, has a specialized technical jargon and a set of specifications that describe the performance of video components. If you are interested in "high-fidelity video" you'll want to learn the language. And if you are already familiar with the jargon of hi-fi audio you've got a head start, because video is based on many of the same physical and electronic principles. To begin, let's examine how a television picture is created.

When a TV camera is pointed at a scene, its lens focuses an optical image on a thin metal plate which then emits electrons (the "photoelectric effect" that Einstein explained in 1905; he won the Nobel Prize for this in 1921). At each spot on the plate, electrons are produced at a rate proportional to the intensity of the light hitting that spot. These electrons are picked up by a detector scanning back and forth over the plate. The varying current it detects is amplified, and this "video" signal (along with a lot of other information needed to reconstruct a TV picture) is then used to modulate a very-high-frequency (VHF) or ultra-high-frequency (UHF) radio transmitter, which then broadcasts the signal.

These VHF and UHF TV signals are broadcast in channels that are 6 megahertz wide as assigned by the FCC (see Figure 1, page 67). For example, Channel 2 uses frequencies from 54 to 60 MHz and Channel 3 those from 60 to 66 MHz. To answer the obvious question: yes, there originally was a Channel 1 (from 48 to 54 MHz), but before it got much use the FCC decided to reassign those frequencies to police-radio and public-service broadcasts.

There is a break in the sequence between Channels 4 and 5, and above Channel 6 there is another break to accommodate FM-radio broadcasting (which runs from 88 to 108 MHz) and more public-service bands. The series of VHF channels resumes with Channel 7 (174 to 180 MHz) and continues to Channel 13 (210 to 216 MHz). The UHF channels are still higher in frequency, beginning with Channel 14 (470 to 476 MHz) and continuing at 6-MHz intervals to Channel 81 (872 to 878 MHz).

While the TV camera is producing the video signal, microphones pick up the audio. After suitable processing, the audio signal is broadcast via frequency modulation as a separate radio signal at a frequency 0.25 MHz below the upper edge of the specific TV channel in use. Thus the sound of TV Channel 6 is broadcast at 87.5 MHz and can be picked up by some FM tuners.

Your TV set is, first of all, a radio receiver that tunes to and amplifies the signals of the selected channel. A standard FM-radio-type circuit demodulates the sound signal, and the subsequently amplified audio is fed to the TV set's loudspeaker, while the video signal is demodulated by a wide-band amplitude-modulation detector circuit and fed to the picture tube.

At the rear end of the picture tube is a metal "cathode" which is electrically heated red-hot; it boils off electrons, which are then focused into a narrow pencil-like beam or ray (which is why the picture tube is often referred to as a "cathode-ray tube," or CRT). The front of the CRT is coated with a high-voltage source (30,000 volts or so), creating there a strong electrostatic charge which pulls the electron beam toward it at high velocity. The inner surface of the tube's face is coated with a metallic phosphor which glows when the speeding electrons hit it.

The tube is surrounded by an electromagnetic coil whose purpose is to steer the electron beam back and forth, causing it to scan from left to right across the phosphor face (as viewed from the front), step down slightly, and then scan across again until the electron beam has produced a complete "field" of horizontal lines spanning the tube from top to bottom. The beam then jumps back to the top of the tube and "paints" another set of parallel horizontal scans which are interleaved (see Figure 2, page 67) with those of the first field. These two interleaved fields make up a complete television "frame."

Finally, there is a grid of wires in the back of the picture tube near the cathode. When the voltage on this grid is varied, it varies the strength of the electron beam and thus varies the brightness of the phosphor where the beam hits. The grid voltage is controlled by the demodulated video signal received from the TV station; its voltage levels follow the levels picked up by the detector scanning back and forth in the TV camera. So, as the electron ray sweeps across the phosphor in the TV picture tube, its varying strength draws the picture as a varying pattern of brightness identical to that in the image picked up by the TV camera's lens—regardless of whether that camera is in your back yard, in Hollywood, or on the moon.

So far we've discussed only the production of a black-and-white picture. A typical color TV camera uses a system of mirrors and filters to split the incoming light three ways so that the scene is detected simultaneously in TV's three "primary" colors (red, green, and blue) by three camera tubes. The three resulting picture signals are encoded into a composite video signal for broadcast (see box on page 66). In your TV set the composite signal is unscrambled to recover these primary-color signals, which in turn control the strength of three separate electron beams aimed to strike red, green, and blue phosphors arranged in groups of narrow stripes or tiny dots on the inner face of the tube.

Now let's look at the waveform of a typical video signal. The electron beam paints a "field" of about 260 horizontal...
include, in addition to the blanking pulse, the loud "sync" buzz produced by the 1/30th of a second (525 X 30 = approximately 60-Hz vertical blanking pulse-the main thing you will hear is to the auxiliary input of your stereo system.(If you listen to the video signal-by connecting the video "line output" from a videocassette recorder to the auxiliary input of your stereo system—the main thing you will hear is the loud “sync” buzz produced by the approximately 60-Hz vertical blanking pulse plus its harmonics.)

The electron beam must scan horizontally across the screen at a rate fast enough to produce a 525-line picture in 1/30th of a second (525 X 30 = 15,750 lines per second). The video signal, in addition to the blanking pulse, includes a horizontal "sync" pulse which terminates each horizontal scan and returns the beam to the left edge of the screen to start the next line. (With some TV sets, people with sufficiently good high-frequency hearing can hear the 15,750-Hz horizontal-sync pulse as it vibrates certain parts in the set.)

If the picture were uniformly grey, the video signal would consist mainly of the vertical (60-Hz) and horizontal (15.75-kHz) synchronizing pulses plus a d.c. voltage level representing the overall brightness or darkness of the picture. But since the overall brightness of the picture varies from moment to moment and from scene to scene, there are low-frequency modulations in the video signal. And during each horizontal sweep the electron beam must be varied rapidly in intensity by high-frequency modulations in order to reproduce details in the picture. Just to paint a pattern of ten vertical bars in the picture, the electron beam must be modulated in strength at a rate of 10 X 15,750 = 157,500 Hz.

The finer the detail in the picture, the higher the frequency of the video signal's modulation. The practical upper limit is set by the fact that the video and audio signals are broadcast on carrier frequencies 4.5 MHz apart in the 6-MHz-wide TV channel. So, in order to prevent the sound from producing interference in the picture, the bandwidth of the video circuits must be less than 4.5 MHz. In fact, while the finest sets have a video-frequency response extending to a little over 4 MHz, many TV sets have a video bandwidth of 3 MHz or less.

Some TV sets have a "detail" or "sharpness" control which boosts or cuts the frequency response of the video circuits at high video frequencies (from about 1 MHz up to the set's upper limit of 3 or 4 MHz). It is exactly analogous to the treble control of an audio amplifier; boosting makes for crisper reproduction of fine details. But just as a treble boost may increase the audibility of any tape hiss or record-surface noise, boosting the video high-frequency response with a detail control also tends to increase the visibility of any video noise ("snow") or graininess in the TV picture.

THERE IS A DIRECT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF VIDEO EQUIPMENT AND THE RESOLUTION OF FINE DETAIL IN THE RESULTING PICTURE. Thus the picture produced by a videocassette recorder of the Beta or VHS type (whose response typically rolls off rapidly above 1.5 to 2 MHz) is theoretically less sharp than the picture possible from an optical videodisc player whose output remains strong to beyond 3.5 MHz. The wider the bandwidth of the circuitry in your TV set, the more visible this difference is likely to be.

**The encoding of color signals involves a multiplexing process similar to that used for stereo-FM broadcasts. As audiophiles know, in order for a single FM transmitter to broadcast the two channels of stereo sound, the left and right channels are summed together to produce a monophonic (L + R) "baseband" signal with a frequency range from 30 to 15,000 Hz. Simultaneously, a signal representing the difference between the two channels (L - R) is used to modulate a 38-kHz subcarrier that is broadcast together with the baseband signal. In your stereo-FM tuner the subcarrier is demodulated to extract the L - R component, and the circuit recovers the separate left and right channels by simple addition and subtraction: (L + R) + (L - R) = 2L; (L + R) - (L - R) = 2R.

Multiplex encoding for color TV is a little more complex, but the principle is exactly the same. The three color signals—R (red), G (green), and B (blue)—are combined and become the black-and-white "luminance" signal (designated Y) representing the instantaneous strength of a black-and-white signal. The three primary-color signals—Y - R, Y - B, and Y - G—are combined and become the color signals (designated U and V) representing the color information. The color signals are modulated on a subcarrier frequency of 3.58 MHz. The composite video signal is transmitted to the TV receiver's electron beams and thus the brightness of the picture: R + G + B = Y.

By selective addition of the color signals, two "difference" signals (Y - R) and (Y - B) are formed: G + B = Y - R; R + G = Y - B. The luminance signal Y is transmitted as the "baseband" video signal similar to the mono (L + R) signal in FM. Both the Y - R and Y - B color-difference signals modulate a 3.58-MHz subcarrier with the two modulations 90 degrees out of phase.

In your color TV set, the 3.58-MHz subcarrier (or chroma signal) is separated from the luminance signal and phase-locked circuits recover the Y - R and Y - B difference components. Finally, the three primary-color signals are obtained by addition and subtraction: Y - (Y - R) = R; Y - (Y - B) = B; Y - R - B = G. These R, G, and B signals are used to vary the brightness of the three electron beams in a color set's picture tube. The purpose of this roundabout approach is to make color broadcasting compatible with black-and-white TV sets. A black-and-white TV set ignores the color subcarrier and simply displays the luminance signal (Y).

Incidentally, in Beta- and in VHS-format videocassette recorders the video signal is recorded directly on the tape in chroma + luminance + audio form. Instead, it is internally converted to yet another encoding system, one which uses a low-frequency subcarrier for color, giving up some picture resolution in favor of excellent color stability. Audio is recorded on separate tracks just as in an audio-cassette recorder.
THE VIDEO VOCABULARY

As manufacturers introduce hi-fi video products, they will start using standard video terminology in advertisements and product descriptions. It’s best to learn them now because the following words will probably be appearing almost immediately in ads for TVs, VCRs, monitors, and projection TVs.

- **Chroma.** The encoded color signal (see accompanying box on "Multiplexing for Color"). A complete video waveform consists of luminance, chroma, and sync signals.

- **Comb filter.** Figure 1 shows the frequency spectrum of one entire color-television signal as broadcast, using Channel 3 as an example. As you can see, the highest frequencies in the luminance signal (between 3 and 4 MHz, representing the finest picture details) straddle the chroma signal at 3.58 MHz. As a result, conventional TV circuits don’t completely succeed in separating the luminance and chroma signals. (A common symptom of this is a false color shimmer superimposed on fine black-and-white stripes, such as a sport referee’s shirt.) A comb filter is a circuit element used to provide complete separation of the luminance and chroma signals, yielding more accurate reproduction of fine picture details.

- **Convergence.** A color-TV image is formed by three scanning electron beams producing images in TV’s three “primary” colors (red, green, blue); these must be precisely aligned with each other on the screen to form a sharp composite image. If the three beams don’t converge at the same spot on the screen, the result is colored fringes at the edges of objects in the scene as well as a less crisp image.

- **Copyguard, Stop-copy.** Trademarked names for processing applied to a prerecorded videotape to prevent unauthorized copying of the recording. Typically, the 60-Hz vertical-sync pulses are weakened, with the expectation that when they are further weakened in copying the tape, the image will “roll” vertically in playback.

- **DC restoration.** The overall brightness or darkness of the vision image is represented by the d.c. level of the video signal. In many older or inexpensive sets without d.c. response, the screen fades to medium grey (rather than black) between scenes and exhibits poor contrast in night scenes. Many new TV sets have special circuits that ensure accurate restoration of the d.c. levels in the video signal as it is fed to the picture tube.

As an incidental side effect, DC restoration circuits alter the behavior of the brightness and contrast controls. Back in the old days, the brightness control set the average brilliance of the picture while the contrast control quite literally adjusted the contrast between the light and dark areas of the picture. In a set with 100 per cent DC restoration, the contrast control sets the “black level” (the darkness of the black areas) while the brightness control (“picture” in many newer sets) adjusts the “white level” (“the brilliance of the highlights”).

- **Interlace.** TV frames are made up of pairs of successive 260-line fields whose scan lines are supposed to be evenly interlaced (see Figure 2a). But imperfect interlacing of the scan lines in alternate fields is a common problem in TV sets. In severe cases, the pairs of lines drift together, forming a visibly coarse picture (see Figure 2b).

- **Luminance.** That portion of the NTSC color-television signal which contains the picture’s brightness information. Black-and-white TVs use only luminance information, ignoring chroma signals.

- **NTSC.** The system of encoding color signals for broadcast, using a 3.58-MHz subcarrier for color information (see box “Multiplexing for Color”), selected as the U.S. standard in 1953 by the National Television Standards Committee. Critics of the system claim that the initials stand for “Never Twice the Same Color.” (Other techniques for color broadcasting, used in Europe and South America, are PAL and SECAM).

- **Resolution.** The resolution (the amount of distinct, fine detail) across the width of the screen is basically limited by the frequency response (bandwidth) of the video circuits and by the convergence. The resolution in the vertical direction depends on accurate interlace and also on the convergence. Sometimes the resolution is expressed numerically as the number of “lines” (alternating black and white stripes in a test pattern) that can be squeezed into a picture without their blending together into a grey video mush. A figure of 350 lines for both horizontal and vertical resolution is considered excellent for home video equipment.

- **RF modulator.** A very-low-power radio transmitter which accepts video and audio signals and transmits them via a cable to the antenna terminals of your TV, usually Channel 3 or 4. An r.f. modulator is included within videodisc players, videocassette recorders, video games, and in some home computers to permit displaying their signals on the TV set’s screen. A few TV sets are equipped with direct video and audio inputs, avoiding the need (as well as the potential signal degradation) to convert the video and audio signals to radio frequencies and subsequently demodulate them in the TV-receiver circuits.

- **Signal-to-noise ratio or S/N.** Video noise, which is analogous to tape hiss in an audio recording, appears as “snow,” colored “confetti,” or (at low noise levels) a grainy texture in the picture. A video signal-to-noise ratio of 40 dB is good; 45 dB is very good.

- **Sync, Synchronization signals.** The synchronization signals or timing pulses that lock the electron beams of the picture tube in horizontal and vertical steps with the scanning detector of the originating TV camera. The chroma signal requires a special sync signal called a “color burst.”
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli, sixty-one years old on January 5, has been "a legend in his own time" since he was half his present age. Indeed, it would almost seem that the special reverence the great Italian pianist enjoys among colleagues and connoisseurs would have to be based on legend, since he appears in public so infrequently and makes so few recordings. But his new recording of the Beethoven C Major Concerto, with the Vienna Symphony Orchestra under Carlo Maria Giulini, is very much the stuff from which legends grow.

This is, first of all, a very large-scale interpretation of a work that is often deliberately miniaturized as a cute little trumpet-and-drum concerto—and almost as often inflated to self-consciously heroic proportions which tend toward the burlesque. Michelangeli doesn't seek to inflate its dimensions: his approach has nothing of the "monumental" about it, and it is certainly not the least bit earthbound. He presents no eccentricities, no interpretive overlay, only a magnificent illumination from within. Huge technical and intellectual resources are brought to bear—one can hardly be unaware of them—and yet they seem to serve an instinctive response to the Beethoven essence. The mood is at once expansive and vigorous. Tempos are fleet but unrushed, as if pianist and conductor were aware that with this work Beethoven was eager to leave the eighteenth century behind him—but confident enough not to run from it. This music is far more forward-looking than imitative, after all: "pure Beethoven from start to finish," as Denis Matthews puts it in his brief but pointed annotation, and this performance, perhaps more successfully than any other on record, is living validation of that remark.

"Living," indeed, is a key word for this performance. Like so many other outstanding ones among Deutsche Grammophon's recent releases, it was taped live, in this case during a television concert in September 1979. One can only speculate as to whether the presence of the audience made a difference, but the advantage of the momentum that comes only with an uninterrupted "for real" presentation is beyond question. Here the momentum is set in the supple opening tutti (which also prepares us for some exquisite orchestral playing) and never falters.

In the first movement Michelangeli plays the last of Beethoven's own three cadenzas, still somewhat controversial but especially well suited, I think, to this inspired performance. The cantabile line of the slow movement is particularly affecting in the patrician simplicity with which it is set forth here, and Michelangeli's remarkable sense of proportion allows him to bring off the dramatic moments with unusual conviction by maintaining the same noble poise that distinguishes the opening section. The solo clarinet, by the way, is quite exceptionally eloquent in the lovely episodes Beethoven provided for it. The finale is as pungent and witty as one could hope, again without being the least bit labored: one might think this was Beethoven himself, but Michelangeli's high spirits show none of the "freakishness" Ferdinand Ries reported in the composer's performance of this movement.

And what a complete, exalted partnership this is! Naturally, it is no mere "accompanyment" that Giulini provides, but a superb symphonic realization, thoroughly and totally in accord with Michelangeli's own vision, ideally proportioned but essentially big. The feeling of complete mutuality, of total integration, that one senses here—rare enough in any case—may well be another benefit of the "live" recording. The sound is as good as Deutsche Grammophon's current studio standard, which is to say excellent; the balance between the piano and the orchestra is superior to many studio images, and the disc surfaces are incredibly quiet. The audience is quiet, too, its coughs and throat-clearings restricted mostly to the break between movements. But I do wish the applause could have been cut out at the end; it is a bit of an intrusion, and seems more so with repeated hearings—and this, of all recordings, is one that will be heard repeatedly. Perhaps it couldn't be done without undue abruptness; in any event, the work has not been better served in its many recordings, nor its true character more fully realized. —Richard Freed
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli
(Photo by Lauterwasser, courtesy Deutsche Grammophon)
Donny Hathaway's "In Performance": A Posthumous Addition To a Treasurable Legacy

As the opening song on the posthumously released album "In Performance" suggests, Donny Hathaway truly was young, gifted, and black. And the fact that his career was so short (ending when he either jumped or fell from a hotel window on New York's Central Park South in 1979) should make us appreciate all the more the small but choice legacy of recordings he left behind.

His performing and recording career was in eclipse at the time of his death while he struggled with his personal demons. His earliest work—his first two albums were recorded in 1970 and 1971—had perhaps been his best. Those who heard him then were immediately struck by the heavy gospel influence in his style—like so many black artists, he had started out singing and playing in church. But Hathaway stood out from others who had been similarly shaped, for he built a remarkable intensity into his music using only the quality of his voice and the originality of his piano style; he didn't have to shout or grunt to convey passionate feelings.

Several of his recordings dating from those years sound remarkable even today—among them The Ghetto, Tryin' Times, Little Girl, and He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother—and his collaboration with Roberta Flack on a 1972 album featuring the hit Where Is the Love was a highlight in both of their careers.

Since his best recordings were some years behind him when he died, and since an album released last year (featuring him on a few tracks with Flack) was hardly representative, this new album is particularly welcome. Here is the Donny Hathaway we should remember and treasure, featured in live performances at New York's Bitter End and the Troubadour in Los Angeles. (No information is supplied on the recording date, but it can be assumed that the time was about 1972 since another live Hathaway album dates from then and it, too, was recorded at the Bitter End.) Hathaway is in an easy, relaxed mood, moving with the songs as though they were natural extensions of his own psyche, transforming Leon Russell's A Song for You and Al Kooper's I Love You More Than You'll Ever Know into neo-gospel art songs. Two of the singer's own compositions, Nu-Po and We Need You Right Now, provide ample space for him to display his keyboard facility. The rapturously beautiful Sack Full of Dreams, which was written by the late Donny Hathaway: remarkable built-in intensity
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Gary McFarland and Lou Savary, is treated with the delicacy it deserves.

A special element of this recording is the audience; they are noisy, they talk back, they shout approval, but somehow, for all that, they are part of the performance too—as they are with all gospel music, even when it hides under the trappings of r- &-b. With the release of this album, the historical record can now be set a bit straighter about what this young artist contributed in his few productive years. Perhaps it is too much to hope that there might still be a little more in the vaults, but hope we will.

—Phyl Garland

DONNY HATHAWAY: In Performance. Donny Hathaway (vocals and keyboards); Phil Upchurch, Mike Howard (guitars); Fred White (drums); Willie Weeks (bass); Earl Derouen (congas); Cornell Dupree (guitar); Richard Tee (organ). To Be Young, Gifted and Black; A Song for You; Nu-Po; I Love You More Than You’ll Ever Know; We Need You Right Now; Sack Full of Dreams.

Bassist Ron Carter’s Formidable Sextet:
For Those Who Know
Real Jazz from Polyester

ASTAUNCH defender of acoustic jazz, bassist Ron Carter has pulled flutist Hubert Laws and drummer Billy Cobham away from their fusty electronic environments and given them important roles in a formidable sextet assembled for a new album called “New York Slick.” Carter himself, however, is the slick one here. Quite apart from containing some of the most delightful jazz recorded in recent years, the album proves a few points: (1) it is a fallacy to believe that one of our favorite musics has nowhere to go but into the nearest electric socket, (2) it is a frightful waste of talent for Cobham and Laws not to play within this kind of acoustic framework at least occasionally, and (3) we have not heard nearly enough of Art Farmer and J. J. Johnson since the Fifties and early Sixties when their music was as ubiquitous as it ought to be now.

The sextet, completed by the vital presence of pianist Kenny Barron, is augmented by guitarist Jay Berliner and percussionist Ralph McDonald on one selection, Tierra Española, Carter’s now almost ritual bow to Spanish music. Although the additional personnel sound fine, this sextet really needs no help. I don’t know if Ron Carter had anything in mind other than making another fine album, but I think some record companies—especially those that profess to care for jazz—might learn a lesson from his work. Carter can not only distinguish real jazz from the polyester kind, but he also knows how to utilize a vast talent resource that goes largely to waste these days. Carter himself produced “New York Slick,” and there is no reason why he could not act as producer for somebody else.

All this is to say that Ron Carter has come up with yet another outstanding album, one that differs in personnel as well as in sound from anything he has done before. I guess you’ve gotten the idea by now; I think a great deal of Mr. Carter’s ability to produce good jazz—whether it be from behind his bass or the glass of the control-room window—and I think “New York Slick” is a model from which much knowledge and enjoyment are to be gained. One of Carter’s five compositions here contains a wonderful brassy nod to early jazz. It is called Alternate Route, and I recommend that you play it for any friend who’s tired of boogying down that fusion road.

—Chris Alberison

RON CARTER: New York Slick. Ron Carter (bass); Art Farmer (flugelhorn); J. J. Johnson (trombone); Hubert Laws (flute); Kenny Barron (piano); Billy Cobham (drums); other musicians. A Slight Smile; NY Slick; Tierra Española; Aromatic; Alternate Route. MILESTONE M-9096 $7.98.

The Best Yet:
Giulini’s Somber,
Lyrical Rigoletto for
Deutsche Grammophon

WITH his new Rigoletto for Deutsche Grammophon, conductor Carlo Maria Giulini has returned to recorded opera after a self-imposed exile of ten years, and it is obvious that he has been absent too long. This is a performance that bears the imprint of his immense authority in the music of Verdi, and though it may perhaps be too austere for some, it is very convincing to me. Giulini presents the music in somber colors, and, while the tempos are deliberate, they never drag. There are many remarkable details that indicate painstaking rehearsals (the cruel laughter in the violins as the courtiers mock Monterone, or the incisive orchestral statement in “Ella mi fu rapita”), but this is an interpretation that manages to remain faithful to the printed score (Verdi’s written cadenzas are followed and virtually all interpolations are excluded) while avoiding undue rigidity. Rigoletto is a milestone in the Verdi canon; it deserves the care Giulini has lavished on it.

The entire cast benefits from this kind of leadership. Piero Capucilli has always been at his best with an inspiring conductor (for example, his Simon Boccanegra for Abbado, his Posa for Karajan), but he has never been a sensuous-toned singer. Do not, there-
fore, look for overwhelming vocal thrills in his performance; admire instead his humanity, his conscientious way with Verdi's markings, his sensitive handling of the text, and his reassuringly secure vocalization.

Ileana Cotrubas seems to have realized Giulini's view of Gilda (as set forth in the accompanying notes by Richard Osborne) as well. Since she is not, in this view, a soprano leggiero but a girl who is "matured by love," coloratura exhibitions are accordingly not stressed (there are, in fact, some precarious high B-flats in the Garden Scene), but the singing is always affecting, the portrayal always believable.

Once again, the full vocal impact of Placido Domingo has not been captured in recording; here the tone has a "pressed" quality uncharacteristic of the tenor's freely produced sound. Nonetheless, he brings elegance and true lyricism to his three arias (I would have liked an even more modulated tone in "Ella mi fu rapita"), and he is outstanding in the Quartet, in which his three colleagues also shine.

Happily, the supporting cast is solid all the way. Nicolai Ghiaurov is a real "presence" as Sparafucile; so is Elena Obraztsova as Maddalena, though her heavy vibrato spoils the vocal effect. Kurt Moll's doomsday sound underlines Monterone's significance in the plot, while the talents of Hanna Schwarz, an outstanding German mezzo, are lavished on the few phrases of Giovanna, Gilda's deceitful companion.

There are some imperfections of pitch and a few small imprecisions in

A Triumphant Final Volume: Ruth Laredo's Survey of Rachmaninoff's Music for Solo Piano

WITH her seventh (and concluding) volume of Sergei Rachmaninoff's solo piano music for CBS, Ruth Laredo has scored a resounding interpretive triumph, and for the first time—at least in my experience of the discs in this series—she has received recorded sound worthy of her efforts. Her interpretation certainly bears comparison with the unique Horowitz reading of Sonata No. 2 (also issued on CBS) as well as the formidable and superbly recorded version of the same music by Jean-Philippe Collard for Connoisseur Society (still available in the InSync cassette series, C 4024). And not the least advantage that Laredo's version enjoys vis-à-vis the competition is that of having both the sonatas on a single disc, as was the case with the 1968 RCA issue by the English pianist John Ogdon.

In any event, Miss Laredo's interpretation of the D Minor Sonata—a work contemporaneous with the Second Symphony and, like it, long and densely textured—is the first I have heard that extracts the last iota of detail, in both structure and content, from the piece and does so with a true sense of the grand line. She makes the most of the contrast between the stormy first movement and the achingly lovely slow movement, bringing the sonata to a shattering culmination in the thirteen-minute finale; her fingers are of steel, and it is finely tempered.

When it comes to comparison with Horowitz, Laredo's splendid account of the musically more complex but texturally less overloaded Second Sonata is revelatory. In the finale, like Collard, she steadfastly maintains the human dimension; Horowitz (for me, at least), almost with that amazing velocity
RUTH LAREDO: the human dimension

alone, seems to enter into the (other) world of Scriabin.

Laredo completes the disc and the series with the 1911 Polka on a Theme by V. R. (Vassili Rachmaninoff), a touching but rirtuosically challenging tribute by Rachmaninoff to his father. As already noted, the piano sound, though a bit “hot” and close-up, does these performances ample musical justice.

—David Hall


Amazing Rhythm Aces:
Never Far from the Black and White Origins of Rock

A record that really works drives all errant thoughts out of your mind and makes you listen. The Amazing Rhythm Aces’ “How the Hell Do You Spell Rythum?” does that for me. Many of the reasons are subjective, of course, but not all. The objective ones relate to how well this band—surely one of the best around now—has mastered what are, for me, the fundamentals. You might think any band good enough to be recorded several times must have the fundamentals down—but then you might think the same of any team competing in the National Football League, where the Pittsburgh Steelers, like the Green Bay Packers before them, beat up everyone for years simply by being better at the basics. In the case of “How Do You Spell . . . .,” your body notes the difference between merely good timing and excellent timing even if you don’t form conscious thoughts about it, and timing is the most fundamental of the fundamentals. Studying Van Morrison’s Wild Night, in which timing is virtually everything, will show you the Aces were on top of it during these sessions.

Their whole approach is fundamental to start with, in the sense of sticking close to the main sources of rock: basic black and basic white, commonly called blues or r- &- b and country, the two kinds of music that Elvis Presley started with. A Muscle Shoals product, this album never strays far from either and ends with a probe back into each with gospel overtones: I Got the Feeling, written by Eddie Hinton and Dan Penn, is r- & b with black-gospel feelings tugging at it, and Give Me Flowers While I’m Living, by Louise Certain, Elvin Bigger, and Gladys Stacey, is both bluegrass and white gospel.

The Aces get a soaring slide solo from Duncan Cameron on Taj Mahal’s Farther On Down the Road and some high-profile moments from sax player Al Garth, guesting from the Dirt Band, but generally they feature a modest sneakiness among the instrumentalists rather than big showy displays. If anyone is spotlighted, it is—as it should be—vocalist Russell Smith, who just keeps getting better and better. He has grown by leaps and bounds technically, but he hasn’t lost anything of the odd combination of boyish and worldly attitudes he brings to a song.

Behind him the band leaves the optimal amount of air and plays some fills that will roll your socks up and down while generally making everything seem simple and easy. It may be simple, but albums of this stature are rare enough to prove it isn’t easy.

—Noel Coppage

THE AMAZING RHYTHM ACES: How the Hell Do You Spell Rythum? The Amazing Rhythm Aces (vocals and instruments). What Kind of Love Is This?: Object of My Affection; You Left the Water Running; I Musta Died and Gone to Texas; Living on Borrowed Time; Wild Night; Big Ole Brew; Further On Down the Road; I Got the Feeling; Give Me Flowers While I’m Living. WARNER BROS. BSK 3467 $7.98, © M5 3467 $7.98, © M8 3467 $7.98.
The Russian government has decided it can do without a couple more of its first-ranking artists. Latvian-born violin virtuoso Gidon Kremer and his pianist wife Elena last August asked for permission to establish a second residence in West Germany where his parents now live—and where critics have called him the world's finest violinist. Permission was denied, and various freedoms the couple had previously enjoyed were withdrawn, so they left the Soviet Union.

An extensive fall tour of the U.S. and Europe included a Carnegie Hall recital (their third) with an unconventional program: a piece by the contemporary Estonian Arvo Part, Brahms' G Major Sonata, the Bach Chaconne, the Ravel Sonata Posthume (published only last year), Sate's only work for violin and piano, and Milhaud's "cinema fantasy" from Le Boeuf sur le Toit. Among the encores was Charlie Chaplin's Smiles. Kremer's playing on the occasion was technically astonishing, tonally beautiful, and interpretatively so imaginative as to make most other violinists seem like mere purveyors of proficiency.

"I do not understand," says Kremer, "why people refer to me as an 'intellectual violinist.' When I am standing on stage playing, I am the least intellectual being in the world." His puzzlement is unquestionably honest, but Kremer exists on a level of musical sophistication that is almost awesome, and he generously tends to believe that other people operate there too.

Although he prefers concert performance, he has made about forty LPs and has just signed a contract with Philips for seven more. The repertoire will include Bach's Sonatas and Partitas for Unaccompanied Violin, the Schubert Fantasy, Prokofiev's Sonata for Unaccompanied Violin, the Stravinsky Duo Concertante, Chausson's Poème, Vieuxtemps' Fantasia Appassionata, a sonata by F. X. Mozart, some early Beethoven variations, and the Sate, Ravel, and Milhaud pieces the Kremers played at Carnegie. Also expected are an already recorded Tchaikovsky concerto and Vivaldi's Seasons from Deutsche Grammophon plus an EMI recital record that includes the Hindemith Sonata, Op. 11, No. 1, with pianist Andrei Gavrilov.

Kremer says that he is in the West to stay, though adjustment is far from complete. "I have that," he told me, referring to a score, "at home—no, not at home, in Riga. Some day we will have a home, but now I am never at home. I am always in between."

—J.G.

It was a great day for the Italians—Columbus Day 1980, that is—when tenor Luciano Pavarotti, suitably costumed, led the traditional parade up Fifth Avenue in New York. It was probably the only opportunity Pavarotti will ever get to play the role of Columbus, since the one opera we know of on the subject, Darius Milhaud's Christophe Colomb, calls for a baritone.

Italy's best-known cultural ambassador to the U.S. since Enrico Caruso, Pavarotti is finishing his autobiography, which is due in the spring from Doubleday, and will spend the summer starring in an MGM movie, Yes, Giorgio. But such extracurricular activities will not affect the steady flow of his records onto the market. In addition to his recital of verismo arias and the complete William Tell issued in November, London Records is holding for future release Pavarotti recordings of La Traviata and La Sonnambula, both with Dame Joan Sutherland, as well as Mefistofele and La Gioconda with Montserrat Caballé.
I took Maria Callas to displace tenor Luciano Pavarotti at the top of Record World's classical charts. "Pavarotti's Greatest Hits," a twodisc London set, held the number-one spot as best-selling classic of the week for twenty uninterrupted weeks until Angel's new complete recording of Verdi's La Traviata with Callas edged Pavarotti out in September. Since then the two albums have alternated as number one with Philips' recording of Verdi's Stiffelio and Deutsche Grammophon's digital set of Mozart's Magic Flute.

Three years after her death Callas also continues to be in the news in other ways. A new biography, Maria, Beyond the Callas Legend, by Adrianna Gobbi, has been published by Doubleday. In part, Gobbi says: "Her musical and dramatic instincts were faultless, and her dedication to her art was total. . . . She shone for all too brief a while in the world of opera, like a vivid flame attracting the attention of the whole world. I always thought she was immortal—and she is." So it would seem.

C es Masterworks recorded the Verdi Requiem with the same artists who performed it in Exxon's Live from Lincoln Center telecast last October 22: the New York Philharmonic conducted by Zubin Mehta with soloists Montserrat Caballé, Blanca Berlín, Placido Domingo, and Paul Plishka. Scheduled for release in the CBS Mastersound series in the spring, it will be the first recording of the Requiem for Mhla and for the Philharmonic as well as the first digital recording of the work.

T he past fall CBS Masterworks began marking Canadian pianist Glenn Gould's twenty-fifth anniversary on that label with monthly Gould releases. The "25th Anniversary Album," a two-record set issued in November, contains works by Scarlatti, C. P. E. Bach, and Scriabin as well as Strauss lieder with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Gould's satir "So You Want to Write a Fugue" (originally released on a 7-inch record bound into these pages in April 1964). Also in the album is an interview in which Gould is questioned by "illustrious music critics"—all portrayed by Gould himself.

Interviewed by Elyse Mach for her book Great Pianists Speak for Themselves (Dodd, Mead, 1980), Gould explained why he conducted his career primarily through records: "By the time I was in my late teens I had decided that there was something just a little bit degrading about giving concerts. The process was essentially distasteful. I did realize, however, that it was a most convenient way to make some money. . . . By the time I was in my early twenties, I thought I'd give concerts for a decade and by that time I'd be thirty and retire. Well, at least I came close I retired at thirty-two. Retired, that is, from giving concerts."

Gould told Ms. Mach that the only pianist who influenced him in interpreting Bach was Rosalyn Tureck. The singers who have most impressed him are Schwarzkopf and Barbra Streisand, and he thinks he is the only person who reviewed Streisand's "Classical Barbra" favorably. Other records to get high marks from Gould are Alfred Brendel's Mozart concertos and, above all, Weisssenberg's Rachmaninoff Second with Herbert von Karajan. He finds today's ubiquitous rock music offensive. "It's so simpleminded, I can't understand things that are that uncomplicated."

Gould's first recording for CBS, Bach's Goldberg Variations, has been rechanneled for stereo and is still available on disc (M 31820) and cassette (MT 31820). Over the last twenty-five years it has sold more than 150,000 copies.

A mERICAN soprano Eleanor Steber is celebrating the fortieth anniversary of her Metropolitan Opera debut (December 7, 1940) as Sophie in Der Rosenkavalier. A versatile singer with a large repertoire, Miss Steber performed thirty-three roles in her twenty-six years at the Met. She sang the first performance of Samuel Barber's Knoxville, Summer of 1915 with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1948 and recorded it for Columbia (Odyssey 32 16 0320). At the Met in 1958 she created the title role in Barber's Vanessa (RCA ARL2-2094). Among her anniversary honors is a certificate of appreciation from the mayor of New York presented to her at Town Hall on December 8 at a joint recital by the winners of this year's vocal competition sponsored by the Eleanor Steber Foundation. The four winners are sopranos Shirley Jaron and Lani Norskog and baritones Robert Galbraith and Nicholas Karousatos, young singers whom the record companies will just have to fight over.

J A N U A R Y  1 9 8 1
Pianist Lee Luvisi

We have become so accustomed by now to the convenience of encyclopedic couplings of Schumann with Schumann, Schubert with Schubert, Brahms with Brahms, and so on, as well as to dealing with only the most stellar names among the performers identified with this or that composer's music, that we are liable to pass over an extremely satisfying presentation merely because it conforms to neither of these criteria. Pianist Lee Luvisi is not a superstar. His name has been more or less familiar for several years, but I have never heard him in person and don't recall hearing any of his recordings until his new one on the Rivergate label was assigned to me for review. This album of Schumann and Schubert may not catapult Luvisi into talk-show eminence, but it is a listening experience I would regret having missed.

There are levels of music making at which comparative evaluation becomes pointless, and Luvisi seems so idiomatically attuned to the material on both sides of this realistically recorded disc that hearing it can be described only in terms of the most direct and intimate communion. To suggest that his Carnaval is "better than" Arrau's or his Schubert "better than" Brendel's would be meaningless. The point is that his performances are enormously enjoyable and fulfilling, that they convey uncommon understanding and conviction—the sort of thing that can make one look forward not only to further recordings from this pianist, but simply to further happy hours with Schumann and Schubert. In short, this release is a gem, with unusually thorough notes, too, by producer Gerhard Herz.

—Richard Freed

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 1, in C Major, Op. 15 (see Best of the Month, page 68)

BRAHMS: Concerto in A Minor for Violin, Cello, and Orchestra, Op. 102. Itzhak Perlman (violin); Misstislav Rostropovich (cello); Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, Bernard Haitink cond. ANGEL SZ-37680 $8.98, © 425-37680 $8.98. Performance: Luscious Recording: Spacious

Itzhak Perlman and Misstislav Rostropovich make an intriguing combination in this recording, particularly in view of the luxuriant expansiveness with which the Russian tackles his solo role. Perlman, for his part, gives as good as he gets in terms of sweetness and tonal intensity, while Bernard Haitink's masterly orchestra provides a singularly rich accompaniment—and with a considerably more reverberant ambiance than that in most of Philips' Concertgebouw recordings. I appreciate the apparent desire of all concerned here to minimize the sometimes gnarly aspects of this last of Brahms' concerto masterpieces—and the meltingly lovely slow movement helps do that in any performance—but I must confess a preference for the rhythmic discipline so clearly evident in the earlier Stern/Rose/Walter and Oistrakh/Rostropovich/Szell recordings. Though the new recording is marginally faster than the Oistrakh/Rostropovich/Szell, the latter actually sounds faster. I also prefer the slightly tighter ambiance of Cleveland's Severance Hall in this music, though normally it is not one of my favorite recording locales.


DVOŘÁK: Symphony No. 8, in G Major, Op. 88; Slavonic Dance in G Minor, Op. 46, No. 8. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Her- (Continued on page 80)

Explanation of symbols:

0 = digital-master recording
0 = eight-track stereo cartridge
0 = stereo cassette
0 = quadraphonic disc
0 = digital-master recording
0 = direct-to-disc

Monophonic recordings are indicated by the symbol ©

The first listing is the one reviewed; other formats, if available, follow it.
Pachelbel’s “Canon in D Major” is yours for only $1!
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CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Herbert von Karajan's second recording of the G Major is notable for the high gloss of its orchestral playing, but it lacks the vitality of his 1965 Berlin Philharmonic recording. The slow movement here seems refined to the point of blandness. On the other hand, it is rather hard to resist the ravishing sound produced in the allegretto, especially when the winds have their turn in the trio. The most popular of the Slavonic Dances serves as filler on side two (couldn't we have had something less familiar, the Scherzo Capriccioso, for example?). Compared with Kubelik or Szell, Karajan makes heavy going of it. The overall sound is rich and spacious, but the strings seem oddly far back relative to the rest of the ensemble, thereby losing the characteristic Dvořák "bite.

D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Wholehearted
Recording: Good

Two or three years ago Orion released these same performers' recording of the Walton Violin Sonata and Wielfred Josephs' Hocayon (ORS 78292), an interesting program presented with authority and conviction. The English portions of this new record seem a natural follow-up, not only because the Elgar sonata is so well matched with Walton's (improbable as that may seem, even without considering the separation of more than three decades between the two works), but because the second of Walton's Two Pieces, a scherzetto, was originally intended to serve as a movement of his sonata. That the other component of this little 1949 set, a canzonetta, bears a dedication to "Vivien and Larry," seems appropriate enough, since it is rather in the style of his Henry V film music; it is based on an old troubadour song attributed to a king of Navarre. Messiaen's brief Theme and Variations sounds very typically French, if hardly typical of its composer; it was composed in 1931, the year of Les Offrandes Oubliees, and I don't remember seeing it on a domestically issued disc before. The Elgar sonata, a sturdy, post-Edwardian work (1918), free of bombast and pointedly expressive, is the point of this release, of course, and Michael Davis and Rosemary Platt seem every bit as enthusiastic and authoritative in it as in their earlier all-British collection. This is wholehearted music making of the sort one cannot take for granted, no matter how familiar the names of the performers. A first-rate release in every way, including the sound and the quiet surfaces, and I recommend it to anyone interested in this repertoire. R.F.

FOOTE: A Night Piece (see BEACH)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


STEREO REVIEW
Get Stereo Review and Popular Electronics at whopping discounts!

Stereo Review is the music-lover’s best friend. Equipment evaluations help you select the best audio gear for your needs. Reviews of important recordings in every category of music help you select the best to build your library at the least cost. Columns by experts help you understand the music industry, the ins and outs of tapes and equipment and the technical side of audio.

Order one or both magazines. Just complete and return the postage-paid order card today!

With this special introductory offer, you can save up to 41% off the full one-year subscription price of Popular Electronics…and a big 50% off on a year of Stereo Review!

Popular Electronics is the magazine for the serious electronics buff. Its scientific tests by Hirsch-Houck Laboratories help you select audio equipment. Articles help you with electronics experimenting, DX listening, video and personal computing. And the do-it-yourself electronics projects plans are the best anywhere! It’s no wonder Popular Electronics is the world’s largest selling electronics magazine!
Spirited, neatly honed performances. The Bamberg Symphony come through with Glinka's cycle Farewell to Petersburg. In imported Soviet recordings of Anna Meichik, and another, Hebrew Song, can be found on the specialty label 0.A.S.I. For the play. One of these, Ilinsha's Song, include as well the three songs Glinka wrote for the play. One of these, Hlusha's Song, can be found on the specialty label O.A.S.I. as recorded in the Twenties by contralto Anna Meichik, and another, Hebrew Song, is included in imported Soviet recordings of Glinka's cycle Farewell to Petersburg.

On the present disc, Aldo Ceccato and the Bamberg Symphony come through with spirited, neatly honed performances. The recorded sound is bright and clean throughout, though the Arabesque mastering seems to me a mite overbright. That is of small moment, however. Do not pass this disc by if you are among those who take special pleasure in minor masterpieces.

**Recordings of Special Merit**

**Haydn: Keyboard Sonatas, Volume 1**

- Sonata in F Major (Hob. XVI:23); Sonata in C Minor (Hob. XVI:20); Sonata in A-flat Major (Hob. XVI:43); Sonata in B Minor (Hob. XVI:32).

**Haydn: Keyboard Sonatas, Volume 2**

- Sonata in A Major (Hob. XVI:26); Sonata in E Minor (Hob. XVI:34); Sonata in A-flat Major (Hob. XVI:46).

Performances: Crystalline

Now that Haydn's piano sonatas have finally come into their own, several record companies have had the good taste to present or project the entire series featuring such artists as John McCabe, Gilbert Kalish, and Martin Galling, to mention a few. The latest company to present this magnificent repertoire is Titanic, which recently issued a companion piece to the better-known Jota Aragonesa-remains a relative rarity. And even more welcome here is the music is to be found in Glinka, just as the Tchaikovsky put it, the whole of Russian work in fifteenth-century Russia was an aberration. In playing the Viennese Classical fortepiano, Iregret that the German Pro Arte company, which jazzfully colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellous. Kukolnik's drama of conspiracy and dirty work in fifteenth-century Russia was an aberration, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellously colorful and imaginative. I regret the project failure, but Glinka's music for it is marvellous. A piano and made full use of its sonorities, range, and special effects.

Bilson, too, knows his fortepiano well, and he uses it to set forth and underline the structural elements of the sonatas. His basic touch is crisp, and he favors a slight détaché for his normal playing. As in the opening of the A-flat Major Sonata (Hob. XVI:46) and the slow movement of the E Minor, Haydn's melodic line can be ornate, almost fussy. Bilson articulates the lines beautifully, combining the temporal expression of a harpsichordist with the dynamic expression of a pianist. He is equally at home in the master's more brusque, masculine style. The austerity of the B Minor and the prickliness of the E Minor are both beautifully captured, and Haydn's unquenchable wit fairly sparkles.

One of the glories of the Viennese piano was the sustenu pedale, used of which eventually made the crucial distinction between harpsichord and piano technique. In striving for clarity and crispness, Bilson almost ignored the pedal's possibilities. Many of the wide-ranging arpeggios, for example, need to be bound together by use of the pedal so that the entire instrument can resonate. Bilson rarely allows this to happen, and as a result many of Haydn's
lush textures evaporate into thin wisps. But there are so many excellent features to these performances that this relative dryness can be overlooked. I hope that Bilson's Haydn series on Titanic will be completed, for it is off to a good start.

S.L.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HAYDN: Symphony No. 101, in D Major ("Clock"); Symphony No. 102, in B-flat Major. Concertgebeuw Orchestra, Amsterdam, Colin Davis cond. PHILIPS 9500 679 $9.98, © 7300 774 $9.98.

Performance: Elegant yet full-bodied
Recording: First-rate

Colin Davis' interpretive approach and the Concertgebeuw players' glorious form here produce a wonderful amalgam of vitality and elegance. I enjoyed the somewhat faster than usual pace of the "Clock" movement of Symphony No. 101 and was delighted with the felicitous inner details brought out in the elaborate finale. In No. 102—one of the most brilliant of the London series and a great favorite of Koussevitsky and Bernstein—Davis takes a taut approach to the end movements, with the sense of a composer again benefiting from expert detail work. The lovely slow movement gets an unusually warm and expansive treatment, but without a trace of exaggeration or mannerism. As with virtually all of Davis' Concertgebeuw recordings, the sonics are a joy from start to finish, particularly the highly effective give and take between the high and low strings in the dialogue episodes.

D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JANÁČEK: The Diary of One Who Disappeared. Vilem Přibyl (tenor); Libuše Márová (mezzo-soprano); Kühn Female Chior; Josef Páleníček (piano). SUPRAPHON 1112 2414 $9.98 (from Qualiton Records, Ltd., 39-28 Crescent Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance: Very good
Recording: Good

This remarkable song cycle, composed to lyrics by an unknown poet in 1919, was first recorded at the 1954 Holland Festival with Ernst Haefliger as the admirable tenor soloist. I was commissioned to do the English translation for that recording (Epic LC 3121, long deleted), so I got to know the work well, albeit with German lyrics. Not surprisingly, the harsher, more angular sounds of the Czech language fit the music even better. Use of the original language is particularly important in the case of a composer such as Janáček, for whom musical speech patterns were all-important. With the original lyrics, moreover, the folkloric element of the work is emphasized, enhancing the persuasiveness of this romantic tale.

The music—atmospheric, folk-like, passionately romantic, and frequently haunting—is highly original, in part more operatic than song-like. Tenor Vilem Přibyl is in full command of the many changes in mood and manages the punning tessitura (with two merciless high Cs in the final measures) very well. He is briefly but memorably supported by a lusty mezzo and benefits from a topnotch piano partnership. Přibyl is a bit too closely mixed, but otherwise this is a very fine recording of a compelling and inspired creation.

G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

LISZT: Duo-Sonata for Violin and Piano; Grand Duo Concertant; Romance Oubliée; Epithalamium. Jean-Jacques Kantorow (violin); Henri Barda (piano). MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS 4211 $6.95 (plus $1.25 shipping and handling from the Musical Heritage Society, 14 Park Road, Tinton Falls, N.J. 07724).

Performance: Elegant
Recording: Very good

Jean-Jacques Kantorow has heretofore identified himself most closely with the music of Mozart, but it should probably be no more surprising to find him taking up these barely known works of Liszt than it would be for any other violinist, and in any event the surprise is an entirely happy one. Four years ago Orion issued a disc on which Endre Granat and François Regnay play all four of the works here plus Liszt's two Petites for violin and piano (ORS 76210); they brought to their performances a bit more of the Tzigane feeling many of us, rightly or wrongly, expect in this composer's music, but there were substantial cuts in the most ambitious piece, the Duo-Sonata, which is based entirely on Chopin's Mazurka in C-sharp Minor, Op. 6, No. 2. (The Grand Duo is, similarly, a series of variations on a theme by Charles-Philippe Lafont.) Kantorow and Barda are a little cooler in their approach, but their innate elegance serves the music well, calling attention to its substance rather than its arguable exoticism. Alfredo Campoli and Valerie Tryon, in their 1968 Pye recording, remain incomparably convincing in the sonata, but since that English recording has yet to make its appearance on our shores, since the Kantorow/Barda package is not only a convenient assortment but so extremely well played, and since the sound (from a European Arion recording) is so very good, the MHS disc must be warmly recommended. Joël-Marie Fauquet's notes cover three of the four works in heartening detail but, curiously, tell us nothing about the Epithalamium, which was composed for the wedding of the Hungarian violinist Eduard Reményi in 1872.

R.F.

MESSIAEN: Theme and Variations (see ELGAR)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

MOZART: The Abduction from the Seraglio (K. 384). Christiane Eda-Pierre (soprano), Konstanze; Stuart Burrows (tenor), Belmonte; Norma Burrowes (soprano), Blonde; Robert Tear (tenor), Pedrillo; Robert Lloyd (bass), Osmin; Curt Jürgens (speaker), Pasha Selim. John Alldis Choir; Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Colin Davis cond. PHILIPS 6769 026 three discs $29.94, © 7699 111 $29.94.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

For all its inherent dramatic shortcomings, The Abduction from the Seraglio is an ex-
STRAVINSKY’S Le Sacre du Printemps has long been used as a musical/audio decathlon, a grueling test of the abilities of conductors, orchestras, record producers, and engineers. It’s only natural, then, to find the work chosen to show off the still infant digital-audio technology in a new Telarc recording with the Cleveland Orchestra led by Lorin Maazel. What’s surprising is that the limited multi-track capability of the Soundstream digital system used has captured the power and complex details of Stravinsky’s large orchestra so well.

To me, this is the best-sounding commercial recording the work has ever received. The natural balances between orchestral choirs, their presentation in a consistent and unchanging sonic perspective, and the very wide dynamic range make this recording more representative of what one actually hears in a live performance than any other I’ve heard.

The minimalist microphone technique employed by producer Robert Woods and engineer Jack Renner does let a few musical nuances slip by, but they are the same details that tend to get swamped in a live performance. However, a great amount of detail is captured, and very well too, without the use of an array of spotlight microphones or a heavy hand on the mixer knobs. The bass-drum triplets starting the Dance to the Earth, the voluptuously astringent woodwind whirrings at the beginning of the first half, the desiccated harmonics of the start of the second, and conductor Maazel’s use of the first edition’s alternating pizzicato and arco string chords near the end of the Ritual Dance of the Chosen One—all make their impressions with a rare, natural clarity. This lucidity is aided by the appropriately dry ambiance of Cleveland’s Severance Hall. As is typical of Telarc recordings, the bass drum is well served by the engineering, not only in the loud (here very loud) passages but also in the soft thuds in the Ritual of the Ancestors and Spring Rounds.

I have some reservations about the musical interpretation, although, truth to tell, it is a tremendous improvement over Maazel’s earlier, lugubrious effort for London. The conductor still makes numerous attempts to turn Stravinsky’s mechanistic and fragmented music into a kind of Debussy-with-a-beat by introducing all sorts of dynamic and agogic nuances. These tend to give the music an expressivo, free-flowing feeling alien to much of the ritualistically violent score. And the portion of the work that does resemble Debussy’s music (the beginning of the second half) is here played too quickly (as seems to be customary today), too loudly, and with a misjudgment of the rhetorical function performed by the eleven heavy string-and-drum chords just before the Glorification of the Chosen One. Maazel takes these pounding at about half the marked tempo, and, though they sound impressive, one of the few—and most effective—rhythmic transitions in this crystalline music is thereby vitiated.

Still, the recording, abetted by the excellent sound and pressing, makes a tremendous effect. This disc is a must-hear for those who know this work only through earlier recordings and who have no access to live performances. It is also a worthy companion and sonic antidote to the other good but less well recorded performances by Claudio Abbado (Deutsche Grammophon), Riccardo Muti (Angel), and Colin Davis (Philips—but get a recent pressing without the two extra bars in the final dance left in the original master by a tape editor), as well as to the excellent older recordings by Michael Tilson Thomas (DG), Pierre Monteux (London), and Stravinsky himself (Columbia). What’s needed now is a videodisc production of the ballet, resurrecting the original Nijinsky choreography and the Roerich scenery and costumes used in Le Sacre’s notorious premiere.

—David Ranada
Vienna Octet, of some of the chamber-music masterworks. None of his previous conducting assignments has been happier than this one, and it was generous of Capitol/EMI to offer this 1978 recording on the economical Seraphim label instead of as a full-price Angel release. A further generosity is that the ten pieces of incidental music as Op. 26 and thus to be known as the Rosamunde Overture. Everything about these performances is delectable in the most thoroughly Schubertian vein. The great Dresden orchestra is at its best, the chorus is splendid, and the more than dependable Ileana Cotruba provides more than generous (the romance “Der Vollmond strahlt”) than any other singer I have heard in the piece. The sound is good, if a little boxy, and there is exceptional annotation by John Reed in addition to bilingual texts for the four vocal numbers.

RECORDER OF SPECIAL MERIT
SCHUMANN: Vocal Duets. Ländliches Lied; Liebesgarten; Liebhabers Ständchen; Unterm Fenster; Familien-Gemälde; Schön ist das Fest des Lenzes; So Wahr die Sonne Schien; Wenn ich ein Vöglein war; Herbstlied; Schön Blüleinlein; Intermezzo; Liedergram; In der Nacht; Tanzlied; Er und Sie; Ich Denke; Wiegenlied; Ich Bin Dein Baum; Die Tausend Gripes; In der Nacht; Maillard; Das Glück; Fröhlinglied; Die Schwaben; Ich Bin Dein Baum; Die Tausend Häuser; Besetzen Mich mit Blumen; Blaue Augen Hat das Madchen; Sommerruh; Die Tausend Griisse; Der Winter lädt mich mit Blumen; Blaue Augen hat das Madchen; Scherzo; Bin Dein Baum; Die Tausend Griisse; Beethoven's Lied; In der Nacht; Tanzlied; Er und Sie; Ich Denke; Wiegenlied, Choral etc.

Performance. Highly polished
Recording: Excellent

Virtually all of Schumann’s vocal duets are included in this generous collection, among them those contained in such diversified cycles as his Op. 79 (Liederbuch für die Jugend), Op. 74 (Spanisches Liebeslied), and Op. 34 (Spanische Liebeslieder). Schumann’s cultivation of this type of vocal chamber music, in which the homogeneous vocal blend is enriched by subtle piano intertwinings, began in his year of courtship (the famous “song year” of 1840), and we can easily imagine him and Clara immersed in such intimate music making. For the most part, the duets are brief, and their poetic content and emotional range are not nearly as diversified as in Schumann’s solo songs. In the present collection the baritone’s low voice is always present, but with three vocal colors available tonal variety is assured. Tenor and baritone are coupled in fourteen songs, soprano and baritone in thirteen.

There are some very charming songs here, ranging from nature-inspired folklike tunes to the highly sophisticated construction of Liebhabers Ständchen (adapted from Robert Burns), which is executed with breathtaking virtuosity by Julian Varady and Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. The lilting Tanzlied is irresistible, as is the touching Wiegenlied, performed in a hushed pianissimo. Varady’s purely spun tones are ideally suited for a perfect blend; Peter Schreier achieves the same result through artistic restraint. Fischer-Dieskau cannot avoid occasional overstress, but the overall ensemble is nearly always superb, and it is extremely well balanced with Christoph Eschenbach’s assertive and elegant pianism.

G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THOMSON: Ten Etudes; Nine Etudes; Cantabile; Catalan Waltz; Bugles and Birds; An Old Song; In a Bird Cage; Alternations. Arthur Tollefson (piano). FINNADAR SR 9027 $7.98.

Performance. Very good
Recording. Okay

Virgil Thomson’s piano music is a surprisingly large, little-known repertoire. Thomson, the original and still ardent advocate of simplicity in modern music, used the piano way an artist uses a sketch pad. A large portion of his piano music consists of actual musical portraits—that is, Thomson would have his subjects sit while he made his musical sketches on a pad! The six named pieces here are all portraits of friends and colleagues—most notably Bugles and Birds, which is Thomson’s neat neo-Classical/ebstist/dissonant musical likeness of Pablo Picasso, and two of the etudes also double as portraits.

The etudes and portraits alike have the qualities of terseness and wit that characterize Thomson’s music—his writing and personality as well. Most of the pieces were written between 1940 and 1951 and are scarcely a minute or two long; they are always elegant and to the point without a moment’s lingering or a bit of fat. Arthur Tollefson plays these pieces well, and they are reasonably well recorded. An enjoyable record.

E.S.

VERDI: Rigoletto (see Best of the Month, page 73).

WALTON: Two Pieces for Violin and Piano (see ELGAR).

COLLECTIONS

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

Performance. Handsome
Recording. Brilliant

This is a fascinating program of works for brass ensemble, quite naturally focused on the music of Giovanni Gabrieli and his Italian contemporaries but including intriguing compositions by the German Biber.
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Scheidt, and Speer and a rarely heard suite in the French style by Matthew Locke. The sonorities are also varied, ranging from the power of four trumpets together with four trombones to smaller groupings of two each, three and one, four of a kind, and so on. The performances are strong; the rhythm is precise, the passage work clear, the intonation excellent. The recording is good too, making this a most worthwhile release. S.L.


Performance: Delightful dinner music

Recording: Excellent

The old masters, we are told, never minded much if people ate or talked while certain music of theirs was being played. Telemann wrote what he called Table Music, and Handel wrote works to be played in the salon, in the dining room, or on the back porch. Musical wallpaper, if you will, but what wallpaper! Since 1975, the San Francisco String Quartet has been assembling under the指挥 of the Garden Court in the city's Sheraton Palace Hotel to supplement their regular concerts with music to eat by. Now they have put some of it on a record you can talk right through with a clear conscience in your own dining room. Here are familiar and so familiar miniatures, together with a sprinkling of gypsy music and six sweet minutes of Tchaikovsky's. All eleven pieces, every one of which will reward your full attention, are performed exquisitely. P.K.


Performance: Agile

Recording: Superb


Performance: Great

Recording: Fairly good

Michala Petri is first and foremost a virtuoso. She plays the recorder as though it were a modern flute and can outstrip any-one when it comes to speed. Her Philips disc is anything but Baroque, but her technique will stand your hair on end. Bernard Krainis, on the other hand, is a fine musician who plays the recorder very well and evokes a truly Baroque spirit in doing so. His ornamentation is a delight, always fresh and ingenious. His Quintessence disc is a welcome reissue of an excellent album that originally appeared on Mercury about fifteen years ago. All of the slow movements on it are enchanting, and though the fast movements might seem slow compared with Petri's, Krainis gives them a contagious bounce and lift nonetheless. The orchestral accompaniments are excellent on both records, and the balances between solo and tutti sections are effective—no mean trick when accompanying the fragile sounds of the recorder. S.L.
Two recent discs of wind-band music on Telarc and Nonesuch include several masterpieces of the genre by Ralph Vaughan Williams, Gustav Holst, and Percy Grainger, and the Telarc at least is also a masterpiece of the recording art. It is the company's third digitally mastered release featuring the Cleveland Symphonic Winds led by Frederick Fennell; like the first (Telarc 5038, reviewed here in January 1979), it consists mainly of pieces that Fennell previously recorded with the Eastman Winds for Mercury in the Fifties. The sound of those old recordings (still available as Mercury Golden Imports, though with something toned-down Philips remasterings) was tops for their day, and that of the new Telarc discs is tops for ours. The differences between them make the advances at the outer limits of recording technology most happily evident.

The sound of Fennell's newest Telarc recording is simply glorious in its richness, brilliance, and impact. The microphone setup seems a little less close-in than on his earlier record featuring the Holst band suites; in comparison, the lower transients seem a little less vulgarly emphatic, the upper partials more refined. The best performance here is of Vaughan Williams' 'Toccata Marziale—a real toughie in terms of achieving a proper balance and ensemble precision among the various wind choirs. The magnificent set of Grainger folk-song arrangements titled 'Lincolnshire Posy' is played with far greater refinement and tonal burnish than on the 1950s Eastman Winds record, but the student ensemble did bring a fierce pizzazz to some of the pieces (especially 'Lord Melbourne') that is not approached in the remake. The same comment applies to the performance of the always-delightful English Folk Song Suite by Vaughan Williams, and in general I find Fennell's endings a mite mannered in the new recordings.

The disc is filled out with three fanfares by film composer Leo Arnaud. I find them emptily virtuosic if sonically impressive; they would have gone better on Fennell's second Telarc disc, 'Macho Marches.' But that aside, I canwholeheartedly recommend the album to audiophiles, band buffs, and lovers of euphonious, folk-oriented music put together by two great masters of the idiom.

THe same Vaughan Williams pieces appear on the new Nonesuch album along with Holst's band suites and 'Hammer-smith,' which Fennell also recorded for Mercury. Quite frankly, comparing these new recordings by the London Wind Orchestra conducted by Denis Wick with either of Fennell's versions is like comparing a Volkswagen Rabbit with a Mercedes-Benz. Neither the conscientious performances nor the sonics measure up to the competition, though if Nonesuch had priced the disc at $5.98 instead of at its new $8.98 level it would have been a better bargain.

—David Hall

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Toccata Marziale; English Folk Song Suite. GRAINGER: Lincolnshire Posy; Shepherd's Hey. ARNAUD: Three Fanfares. Cleveland Symphonic Winds, Frederick Fennell cond. Telarc DG-10050 $17.98.

Ivan Moravec:
a pianist who prepares every note

The Czech pianist Ivan Moravec, who has gradually come to be regarded as one of the outstanding musical artists in the world today, is one of a handful of such artists whose careers in the West were launched through the medium of recordings. The correct way for any musical career to be launched is with a simultaneous combination of recordings, concert appearances, and proper publicity—timings all—but that happens far less frequently than one might think. Moravec’s concert career in the West has not yet caught up with his recordings. His publicity is still largely word of mouth: people hear him, or hear of him, by accident and buy his records; owning the records, they learn of the concerts and go to them. This is the reverse of the normal procedure, and it has its problems.

“It is really painful,” says Moravec, “when I know that people have my records and they come to hear me in recital with a miserable piano that I don’t have the possibility of changing. When you study piano you strain your hand with five uneven fingers trying to make them even, and then you come and play a piano and every key has another weight. And that makes me really sad, because my ideal is always to play as well in concert as on records. But the experience I have had with many different pianos has taught me how to play even bad instruments. Ten years ago I was more desperate than I am today, but I still carry my own tools so I can improve the condition of the pianos I encounter on tour.”

Moravec is in New York this month to perform the Dvořák Piano Concerto, a new work for him and an addition to what some feel is a rather small repertoire. “I consider my repertoire small,” he says, “if it is compared with Claudio Arrau’s or Sviatoslav Richter’s. But I don’t consider it small if it is compared with Lipatti’s or Michelangelo’s. It takes me a tremendous amount of time before I get rid of all the technical and sound-touch problems of a piece, before I can play it with real freedom. I think that the nicest moments when I study a new piece are at the very beginning, when no one expects me to play it well and I just enjoy the piece. And often the deepest impressions come when I touch the piece as a new one. But then comes the torture of preparing every note, and only after mastering everything does the original enchantment and charm of the piece come to me again and I can start to play it with some conviction and some impact.”

Moravec is a perfectionist kind of player when it comes to the technique of a piece, “preparing,” as he says, “every note.” But, as his recordings attest, his interpretations are invariably warm and poetic, even instinctive. “I think I have a good feeling for the tension of music. The details of interpretation come through learning the piece, but the most important thing one can catch is the feeling of the piece as a whole and where it goes and how fast it goes.”

In the March 1980 issue of STEREO REVIEW, tape expert Craig Stark referred to InSync as “the purveyor of commercially recorded cassettes for the critical” because of their real-time duplication procedure, high-quality tape, and careful quality control. Truthfully, if Moravec has had difficulty in making his recital pianos sound like his records, he will have even more trouble making them sound like these cassettes. The sound is just incredibly rich and detailed, free of distortion, and on pitch, the tape hiss being occasionally there (these are, after all, not new recordings) but well below the level of mattering. The playing, of course, is still splendid: Chopin nocturnes and preludes probably still unmatched by any other recording, Beethoven even more powerful than it seemed on the records. De-
busyy with amazing dynamic and coloristic range and real backbone. Some of these are already candidates for a "great recordings of the century" designation.

The Chopin nocturnes are probably as good a place as any to begin to understand the kind of musical mind at work here. There are two primary characteristics of these performances: first, a feeling for the overall arch of each piece; and second, incredible richness of detail. The whole of each work is taken seriously (not just parts of it), certain relative values are assigned, and nothing is thrown away. The performances are at once analytic and dramatic/lyrical, large-scale and many-faceted, minutely controlled and improvisatory in feeling. They are complex performances rather than simple and direct ones because the music is complex rather than simple and direct.

And what you hear is not merely the skeletal outline of the piece, fleshed out here and there with an attractive detail, but the living musical organism and all its wealth of function and interrelationship.

MORAVEC, however, has his own view of his recordings. "I like the Barcarolle and Op. 90, and I like some of the nocturnes," he says. "I don't like the D-flat Major Nocturne. Very sensitive performance, but it's too slow. If I recorded it again now I could achieve a similar expression with better timing. In general I find in my records occasional excessive rubatos, not enough simple line, and perhaps a few too-sudden accents. I would like to give my playing a smoother line while maintaining a similar intensity." Such self-critical analysis is rare in our time. So also is such piano playing.

—James Goodfriend


CHOPIN: Barcarolle; Ballade No. 1, in G Minor; Etude, Op. 25, No. 7; Five Mazurkas. Ivan Moravec (piano). INSYNC © C 4007.


DEBUSSY: Children's Corner Suite; Clair de Lune; Five Preludes. Ivan Moravec (piano). INSYNC © C 4049.

DEBUSSY: Pour le Piano; Jardins sous la Pluie; La Puerta del Vino; Ondine; Feuilles Mortes. RAVEL: Sonatine. Ivan Moravec (piano). INSYNC © C 4013.

All INSYNC cassettes are $14.98 each. Available in stores or from INSYNC Laboratories. 2211 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10024. Shipping charge $1 for one cassette; 10¢ for each additional cassette.
Looks like Anne Murray needn't worry about ever having to teach gym again. Her recent stint at Toronto's O'Keefe Centre sold out faster than any shows in the theater's history, and on opening night she was presented with the Female Artist of the Decade award by the Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (the organization that gives out the Juno, Canada's equivalent of the Grammy—she's already got a ton of those). Anne's newest release is "Anne Murray's Greatest Hits" (Capitol SOO-12110).

A theatrically released concert film by the Grateful Dead has joined the Rolling Stones' 1969 documentary film Gimme Shelter as one of the items available on RCA's new SelectaVision videodiscs. The fly in the ointment for fans of both groups: the sound is mono only for the immediate future, a bit of a letdown for anyone who has already seen the films in theaters. The Dead recently played New York's less than cavernous Radio City Music Hall, but the concert was sent over closed-circuit television to the twenty-thousand-seat Nassau Coliseum, just like a championship fight. You can bet that the show was preserved with an eye to possible disc and tape release.

MCA's new Loretta Lynn videodisc, reviewed in our November issue, has been remastered. Seems MCA discovered that the disc, billed as stereo, was (as we pointed out in our review) quite clearly mono. MCA expects to have the stereo version in stores as we go to press. Country fans curious about the package's audio/visual contents can check out snippets of the performance in an ad for "Hey Loretta," a greatest-hits audio-only disc currently being hawked on late-night television.

The Cars are the first New Wave band to appear on an "audiophile" disc, Nautilus Recordings having released the band's double-platinum 1978 debut "The Cars" as a sonic showpiece in its half-speed-mastered Superdisc series. List price is $14.98. Traditionalists and rockabilly fans will be pleased to hear that Creedence Clearwater Revival's 1970 classic "Cosmo's Factory" has been reissued in a similar format in Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs' Original Master Recordings series.

Canadians Kate and Anna McGarrigle, the sister act with three critically acclaimed albums on Warner Brothers in the late Seventies (one of them won a Stereo Review Record of the Year award in 1977) are no longer "between labels." The pair's newest effort, "French Record," will be part of the initial release by the new independent label Hannibal Records (distributed in this country by island), the brainchild of English producer Joe Boyd, whose work includes albums by Fairport Convention and Maria Muldaur (Midnight at the Oasis), among others. The McGarrigles, who contributed "Heart Like a Wheel" to Linda Ronstadt's repertoire, have up to now been considered, like the rest of their new labelmates, something of a cult item. The first Hannibal release includes: "Purity of Essence" by the Rumour (Graham Parker's back-up band, with new songs by Nick Lowe and Elvis Costello); "I Ain't Drunk" by Geoff Muldaur and the Nitebles (bluesman Muldaur is, of course, Maria's ex); the debut of "Joe 'King' Carrasco," the Tex-Mex sensation who wants to make the world safe for Sam the Sham; "Defunkt," by the New York punk/jazz fusion band of the same name and featuring avant-garde trombonist Lester Bowie; and "James Booker," the first major release in several years by the New Orleans piano man who is one of the last remaining exponents of the style originated by the late Professor Longhair. Both the Rumour and Carrasco albums have been previously released in Europe (on Stiff); the rest are brand new.

Folk-rocker Willie Nile, back from his nation-wide tour with the Who (Pete Townshend is a BIG Willie Nile fan), recently played an unannounced midnight set at Kenny's Castaways, the Greenwich Village club where he was discovered by Arist's Clive Davis. At the conclusion of the show, his reception was so enthusiastic that Davis and his label, Arista Records, offered Nile a contract. At the Greenwich Village club where he was discovered by Arist's Clive Davis, the show's conclusion, he was joined for a medley of moldy classics (including Them's "Gloria") by Dire Straits' guitar
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The Association, a squeaky-

clean pop group in the Six-

ties whose hits included Along

Comes Mary, Windy, and the
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ish, have gotten together again

per eight-year hiatus. Six of

the original members have
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A little better, and today she is no longer

awful but actually capable. Well, we all

have to earn a living as best we can. J.V.

DAVID BOWIE: Scary Monsters. David

Bowie (vocals); other musicians It's No

Game (Part I); Up the Hill Backwards;

David Bowie (vocals); other musicians.

ustrated his debut album, the 1973

ogram ("Remnants," issued in 1973

on Vertigo) . . . Gien Matlock,

the original bass player and

songwriter for the infamous Sex

Pistols (and allegedly booted

from the band for liking the

Beatles), and Danny Kustow,

the guitarist who powered

the Tom Robinson Band, popped

up at a Halloween gig in New

York City in a band aptly named

the Spectres. . . . Bruce Lang-

home, who for a while seemed to be

the only electric guitarist

on the early Sixties folk scene

(he appeared on albums by

Bob Dylan, Judy Collins, and

Tom Rush, among others),

composed the score for Mel-

vin and Howard, Jonathan

Demme's movie about the Las

 Vegas gas-station attendant

who may (or may not) have

received top billing in Howard

Huges' will after picking him up

in the Nevada desert. Former Kiss drummer Peter

Crisis decided to go out on his

own after receiving moral sup-

port from Kiss guitarist Gene

Simmons' girl friend. Diana

Rose told Crisis in a phone con-

versation: "When I got ready to

leave the Supremes, I began to
doubt my abilities and won-

der if I could make it on my

own without the Supremes for

support. Could I sing? Was I

any good? I had to decide for

myself and follow what was in

my heart." . . . Gary Numan,

the English pop star whose syn-
hesizer laments have given

new meaning to the words "Ex-

cedrin headache," has an-

nounced his positive retirement

from live performance. Positive-
lly. Just like Frank Sinatra, Elton
John, David Bowie. •

Singer Dusty Springfield, who enlivened the Sixties

British invasion with such memo-

}
even offers here an update on Major Tom (the hero of Space Oddity, his 1969 Moody Blues in Outer Space laugh riot), as if anybody over the age of twelve actually cared. If you're getting the impression that "Scary Monsters" strikes me as one of the less consequential artifacts of the new decade, you're getting close. S.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

BUSH BOYS: Minimum Wage Rock & Roll

Bus Boys (vocals and instrumentalists). Dr. Doctor; Minimum Wage: Did You See Me?: There Goes the Neighborhood; Johnny Soul'd Out: K.K.; Angie; and four others. ARISTA AB 4280 $7.98, © ACT 4280 $7.98, © A8T 4280 $7.98.

Performance: Sharp
Recording: Good

The Bush Boys are a bright, funny little rock band on the fringes of the New Wave all but one of whose members just happen to be black. The irony of this situation is not lost on them, and their songs have a wise-guy edge that is particularly winning. They sing about whites moving into their neighborhood, about soul singers who've abandoned the calling for rock, about wanting to join the KKK, and they do it all with verve, lyricism, and tongues pressed firmly into cheeks. Whether this particular stance can sustain a career I have no idea. I do know, though, that "Minimum Wage Rock & Roll" is as likable and intelligent a debut album as has crossed my desk this year. As they say on almost every street corner these days, check it out.

S.S.

THE CARS: Panorama.

The Cars (vocals and instrumentalists). Panorama; Touch and Go; Gimme Some Slack; Don't Tell Me No; Getting Through; Misfit Kid; and four others. ELEKTRA 5E-514 $7.98, © TCL-514 $7.98, © ET8-514 $7.98.

Performance: Running on empty
Recording: Well engineered

The Cars' first album suggested they actually had something—maybe not anything earth-shaking, but at least a tough new approach to bubblegum. They've been coasting ever since, though, and this third album can't make it over the next hill. Here the Cars sound as stiff and flat and lifeless as you're getting close. S.S.

Cheap Trick. I should confess, is a band I admire all out of proportion to their actual aesthetic accomplishments. Maybe it's their look, maybe it's their leader Rick Neilsen's obvious smarts, maybe it's the two or three really wonderful dumb singles they've come up with. I don't know. But I'm invariably disappointed in their albums, and "All Shook Up" is no exception. Despite George Martin's production, it's no more Beatles-influenced than any of their earlier work, for which I suppose we should be grateful. It's not much more than warmed-over arena rock either, and I hear nothing as memorable here as Surrnder, which I'm beginning to suspect will remain their finest moment. As a teenybop ensemble, they're undoubtedly better than they need to be, but by normal criteria this remains an average heavy-metal band trapped by a concept only slightly less limiting than that of Kiss. I'll take another dumb single, please. S.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


The Clash (vocals and instrumentalists). Capital Records. ELEFTRA 3244 $7.98.

Performance: Interesting oddities
Recording: Likewise

The Clash are a metal band trapped by a concept only evidently better than they need to be, but by normal criteria this remaining an average heavy-metal band trapped by a concept only slightly less limiting than that of Kiss. I'd take another dumb single, please. S.S.

Cheap Trick: All Shook Up.
Cheap Trick (vocals and instrumentalists). Stop This Game; Just Got Back; Baby Loves To Rock; Can't Stop It but I'm Gonna Try; World's Greatest Lover; and five others. Epic FE 36498 $8.98, © FET 36498 $8.98.

Performance: Good of its type
Recording: Likewise

Cheap Trick, I should confess, is a band I admire all out of proportion to their actual aesthetic accomplishments. Maybe it's their look, maybe it's their leader Rick Neilsen's obvious smarts, maybe it's the two or three really wonderful dumb singles they've come up with. I don't know. But I'm invariably disappointed in their albums, and "All Shook Up" is no exception. Despite George Martin's production, it's no more Beatles-influenced than any of their earlier work, for which I suppose we should be grateful. It's not much more than warmed-over arena rock either, and I hear nothing as memorable here as Surrnder, which I'm beginning to suspect will remain their finest moment. As a teenybop ensemble, they're undoubtedly better than they need to be, but by normal criteria this remains an average heavy-metal band trapped by a concept only slightly less limiting than that of Kiss. I'll take another dumb single, please. S.S.

Etta James

Singer Etta James is almost a cult figure. She scored in the Fifties with some hit singles on the old Chess label in Chicago (At Last was one), then ran into some personal problems. In the early Seventies she again recorded for Chess, but by then the company was having troubles and her album didn't move. She did a fine album, "Deep in the Night," for Warner Bros. two years ago, but that didn't bring her into the pop mainstream either. Now Allen Toussaint has produced and done the basic arrangements for her latest "comeback" album, "Changces," which is on MCA's T-Electric label. I sincerely hope that this one makes the breakthrough for her, because Etta James is a knockout.

Admirers of Millie Jackson's rasping, sexy vocals should listen to Ms. James, who mastered that style some time ago; she renews her grasp of it here with Mean Mother. Carole King should be impressed by James' cover of her Changes, for its anemic sentiments get a transfusion of hot and healthy blood. Willie Hutch provided most of the tough-cookie numbers here, but Toussaint has also contributed from his bulging portfolio. James' sly reading of Toussaint's Night People mines all the humor in the song, especially in the wonderful line "If everybody went to sleep at the same time the whole world would die." James demonstrates her versatility and experience on Toussaint's ballad With You in Mind and his spartely Don't Stop; evidently this tough cookie can also be a softie. In any case, she's absolutely wonderful and deserves to be much more widely heard.

—Joel Vance

ETTA JAMES: Changes.
Etta James (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Mean Mother; Donkey; Changes; Don't Stop; Who's Getting Your Love; Night by Night; It Takes Love to Keep a Woman: Wheel of Fire: Night People; With You in Mind. MCA/T-Electric MCA-3244 $7.98, © MCAT-3244 $7.98, © MCAC-3244 $7.98.

Radio One: The Prisoner: Pressure Drop; and six others. Epic 4E 36846 $4.98.

Performance: Interesting oddities
Recording: Okay

This latest entry in Epic's Nu Disk series is quite a bargain, being a collection of various English B-sides and oddities from different periods of the Clash's still brief career; they would cost considerably more than $4.98 if one chased them down individually. None of them is earth-shaking aesthetically, but they hang together with remarkable cohesiveness given the varying musical and production styles, which range from low-budget punk (Capital Radio One) to metallic r- & b (the instrumental Time Is Tight). What the package really demonstrates, though, is the Clash's maturation as a band. It may be critical heresy to say it, but they have grown by leaps and bounds. They play better now, and if their early efforts remain compelling in an anarcho way, their newer stuff is clearly more impressive and assured. Especially recommended here: the atmospheric white-boy reggae on side two. Kudos to Epic. Now, how about raiding the vaults for a little historical material? Out-of-print Yardbirds stuff, for example?

S.S.

JOHN COUGAR: Nothin' Matters and What If It Did.
John Cougar (vocals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. *Hot Night in a Cold Town; This Time; Cheap Shot; Wild Angel; To M.G. (Wherever She May Be)*, and six others. Rivn RVL 7403 $7.98, © RVC4 7403 $7.98, © RV8 7403 $7.98.

Performance Good Recording Good

This is the third U.S. release from John "Cougar" Mellencamp, whose vocals are reminiscent of Alex Chilton's when Chilton was with the Box Tops, a white group of the late Sixties. Cougar's lyrics are better than average, but he's young and still being a tough guy, and we've all heard hardboiled stories like these before. The two best cuts are *Hot Night in a Cold Town*, a vignette about dope addicts (which he didn't write) and *Cheap Shot* (which he did). Cougar has too much affected swagger, but his energy—and some of his sentiments—are genuine. An okay album.

J.V.

STEVE FORBERT: Little Stevie Orbit. Steve Forbert (vocals, guitar, harmonica); instrumental accompaniment. *Get Well Soon; Cellophane City; Song for Carmelita; Laughter Lou (Who Needs You?); Song for Katrina; One More Glass of Beer; Rain;* and five others. NEMPEROR JZ 36595 $7.98, JZT 36595 $7.98, ® JZA 36595 $7.98.

Performance Snazzy surface Recording Very good

This is catchy and pleasant and I appreciate its tunefulness, but it seems to me Steve Forbert has set us up to expect a little more depth. I suppose it's tough, coming up now with no particular cause to get behind, which Bob Dylan had, ready-made, at a similar stage—although The Bomb is still there, isn't it, and the politicians in charge of it are still as crazy as ever, aren't they? Not that Forbert has to be political in that narrow sense, but we do have reason to expect more of his talent than "You sure look fine/And you blow my mind" and a little skittering, badly played harmonica and a hardly disguised yen to get back on the radio as soon as possible.

Well, two songs in the album, *One More Glass of Beer* and *A Visitor*, do suggest that, in his mind, Forbert has cruised the universe as well as the local drive-in. The former, which builds in volume and instrumentation to a full-blown orchestral takeover, hints at reincarnation, and both songs glance at what Fritzjof Capra called the "Tao of physics" (in his book of that title), as in these lines from *A Visitor*: "All I am is energy/And now I have this form/I came shooting down the universe at birth." The backing, generally a little fuller than in Forbert's second album, "Jackrabbit Slim," is fairly sympathetic and often inventive—especially Hugh McDonald's bass, which is alternately spectacular and laconic and generally surprising. In other sets of hands, these songs could have turned out cute and cuddly; Forbert and his backers manage to make them more than that, but I wish he hadn't let his mind alone so much. N.C.

CRYSTAL GAYLE: These Days. Crystal Gayle (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. *Too Many Lovers; If You Ever Change Your Mind; Ain't No Love in the...*

©KLH 1980
CAR STEREO

SHURE M95ED
We also stick Audio Technica.

COLUMBIA 36512 $7.98, JCT 36512 $7.98, JCA 36512 $7.98.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Very good

Well, maybe the album gets a bit carried away with the Thirties and Forties at the end, but Crystal Gayle still has the touch. Not much of this is terribly important music, you understand, but many of the pieces are neat or quirky little things that suit her program, and as she borrows time from one note to extend another, squeezing out pathos (it's the sense of what's still in her, behind all that, that gets you), she makes them seem fresher than they are. The engineering is almost as clear as her name, although Charles Cochran's piano—just about the most sympathetic instrument behind her this time—sours as if its mike placement is a little funky. Gayle is now singing with enormous confidence, which is justified, and she takes some new chances in such tunes as Delbert McClinton's Take It Easy and a couple of near-cabaret things by Joe Sample and Will Jennings. This new power does not seem to do much for Lover Man and What A Little Moonlight Can Do, however; maybe she's too respectful of these standards. Anyway, most of this disc suggests Gayle's on a growth spurt, and she and Allen Reynolds continue to uncover evidence that there is still some intelligent songwriting on this planet.

DONNY HATHAWAY: In Performance (see Best of the Month, page 70)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HIGH INERGY: Hold On. High Inergy (vocals); instrumental accompaniment.

I Just Can't Help Myself. Make Me Yours; Boomerang Love; It Was You Babe; and four others.

GORDY G-996 KC $8.98, G-996 KC $8.98, G-996 KT $8.98.

Performance: Lot of fun
Recording: Excellent

If you want to guarantee the spice of life in an LP, get some good producers, arrangers, and engineers who know how to let a song develop according to its own dictates, then get three good female vocalists and give each of them a turn at singing lead. That seems, anyway, to be how High Inergy made their new "Hold On" such an uncommonly delightful pop record. From the fruity, romantic sound of Narada Michael Waldon's pop ballad I'm a Believer to the slow reggae shuffle of Hold On to My Love to a dismaying Supremes-like Make Me Yours, the album delivers cheerful, varied, and very musical pop. Best is all Sweet Man, a happy dance cut that cries out for release to discos hungry for material.

JIMMY HALL: Touch You. Jimmy Hall (vocals, harmonica, saxophones, percussion); vocal and instrumental accompaniment.

I'll Be Standing There; I've Been Loving You Too Long; My Way; and three others.

GOLD G-9506 $7.98, GC 9506 $7.98.

Performance: Remarkably versatile
Recording: Satisfactory

Loleatta Holloway is known mainly as a dance-oriented R&B singer. She has also recorded as Loleatta and as Loleatta Holloway. Her recordings have been heralded as a new soul diva, and two or three decades ago her albums had sold with the lead of Dinah Washington, combining blues, r- &-b, jazz, and pop. It would have been quite a feat, but Holloway's talent is broad enough to encompass these genres.

Loleatta Holloway is known mainly as a high-energy disco singer, but each succeeding album has illuminated her often overlooked versatility. She was previously pegged in disco simply because that was the dominant style when she emerged from the underbrush where talented but unrecognized singers scratch out a living. Had she begun her ascent ten years ago, she might have been heralded as a new soul diva, and two or three decades ago her albums had sold with the lead of Dinah Washington, combining blues, r- &-b, jazz, and pop. It would have been quite a feat, but Holloway's talent is broad enough to encompass these genres.

Loleatta Holloway's new set should live up to the (Continued on page 98)
OUTSIDE my window a bird once flew," John Prine says. "Now I don't even care what kind of gum I chew." John Prine writes great throwaway lines, and in the last couple of years he has tended to write an increasing number of throwaway songs. (For him, that is. You have to keep this in perspective, what's a throwaway way for Prine could be a monumental, brain-boiling effort for some other songwriters.) This tendency culminated a year ago in a throwaway album called "Pink Cadillac." Now Prine is back with "Storm Windows," in which we catch him trying to find some center between the part of him that wants to boogy and the part that wants to contemplate.

Prine boogies well, and he has a good sense of the beat and a gruff, whiskeyed voice that's well suited to spewing out rap-fire one-liners over a raucous backing. But of course it's a loss when a reasonable amount of contemplation isn't included, as he is one of our most alert observers and has a gift for making a few seemingly simple words express a lot. Conceptualizing is obviously more difficult than boogying, and so a couple of the songs here—one written in 1978, about the time of "Brusied Orange," when his stepped-up throwaway activity started, and one written in 1980—use the imagery of a well drying up. Indeed, two of the main reasons why this album contemplates nearly as well as it boogies—and two of the main reasons why it is a decent album—are songs written, or at least started, in 1978: Living in the Future and Sleepy Eyed Boy. The former is a vignette of the actual sleaze of present-day life, the chorus obliquely reminding us of the clean, gleaming 1980 the futurists predicted back in 1965. Sleepy Eyed Boy is a marvel of economy, has an incredible ratio of poignancy to number of words, and has a tune that further defines its mood. It uses the refrain, "Where, oh where is the sleepy-eyed boy" to mean, "Where is my innocence? Where is my optimism? Where is my youth?"

But the most impressive song in the new album, a centerpiece smartly placed as the second cut on the second side, is Storm Windows, and it's a new one. It too is about feeling old and alone, but it's also about battling oneself and—such is Prine's way with ambiguous words—even more. It has a lovely, two-tiered melody and leaves little doubt that the writer is there.

On the other hand, It's Happening to You, although a "songy" song with an understanding of professional distance written into it, is a very pleasant example of that kind of thing. Most of the rest is given over to boogying and one-liners. Prine can still express some pretty subtle things even at this speed, and he can still be tantalizingly ambiguous. I suppose these cuts may be aiming at Dadaism, but part of Prine wants to make sense of the world even as another part of him wants to make nonsense of it.

So compared with Prine's last outing, this one shows he's centering. The sound behind him is too, being sometimes rocking and sometimes akin to the country-folk strains of his early album. To record "Pink Cadillac" he went to Sam Phillips' studio in Memphis, apparently not for rockabilly overtones but for simplicity. He hired a bare-bones rock combo and a great piano player, Howard Levy, and got a muddy sound. For "Storm Windows" he went to Muscle Shoals, apparently not for rockabilly overtones but for simplicity. He hired a bare-bones rock combo and a great piano player, Howard Levy, and got a muddy sound. For "Storm Windows" he went to Muscle Shoals, apparently not for rockabilly overtones but for simplicity. He hired a bare-bones rock combo and a great piano player, Howard Levy, and got a muddy sound.

Choreography is better. The sound pretty well obliquely reminding us of the clean, gleaming 1980 the futurists predicted back in 1965. Sleepy Eyed Boy is a marvel of economy, has an incredible ratio of poignancy to number of words, and has a tune that further defines its mood. It uses the refrain, "Where, oh where is the sleepy-eyed boy" to mean, "Where is my innocence? Where is my optimism? Where is my youth?"

But the most impressive song in the new

Performance: A letdown
Recording: Good

As with life, there’s more than one way of looking at Joe Jackson’s new album. If you’re feeling charitable, for example, you might decide that Joe’s discography and energy have for some reason deserved him this time out and then adopt a wait-till-next-year stance. If you’re even more charitable, you might easily assume that Joe has had his ears opened by some of the more experimental stuff happening in England, and so chalk up “Beat Crazy” as an interesting but failed attempt at something a little different. And if you’re really cynical, you might even argue that Joe, who is a fairly canny businessman, is aware that in critical circles nothing is less hip these days than an actual tune and therefore figure this new album as an attempt to maintain his status by aping the dour, jaggedly rhythmic neo-psychedelic approach of the new-psychedelic bands.

My own, admittedly prejudiced view is that all of the above is true, at least in part. Joe’s not really an opportunist, but he’s been known for being one in the press, and my gut feeling is that to some degree “Beat Crazy” is his reaction to unfair accusations that he’s just a lightweight tunesmith with fake social conscience. And so, instead of the marvelously venomous, genuinely felt rousers and pop confessions that made up the bulk of his first two albums, what we get here are perceptible, slightly more explicit political lyrics coupled with music that derives from reggae in all the wrong, trendy ways. It is all unnaturally monochromatic, static, and in general very little fun. Which seems to be the point. But Joe (not to mention Elvis and the Clash, among others) has already proved that brains and melodic charm are not mutually exclusive, and I can’t figure out why someone as thick-skinned as he is would care what his friends from the old neighborhood think. S.S.
Opinion: No more than 0% thd 58wette rms at 8 ohms.

GM 120
GM 40
KP 8500
KE 3000
KE 5000
CD Pioneer

Sony: STR v55

KP 5500
KE 2100
KPX 9500
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"THe RIVER" comes at a crucial juncture in Bruce Springsteen's career. Now indisputably—in terms of both public perception and critical acclaim—the pre-eminent American musician of his generation, Springsteen carries the weight of five years of dreams and history on his skinny shoulders, and the question is, will he stumble? And so "The River" is an Event, in the media sense, and the pressure for it to be a masterpiece is heightened almost beyond any reasonable possibility. On the one hand, it has to be a significant stylistic breakthrough or its author trivializes all he's accomplished up to now; on the other, it has to be nothing less than the summation of everything vital and important rock itself has ever meant or represented.

This is clearly an impossible task, and it therefore takes nothing away from Springsteen's considerable accomplishment to say that "The River" falls short in some areas. In its claustrophobic, obsessive way, it is a remarkable album, light years beyond the reach of all but a handful of mainstream rockers. But it is certainly not the definitive statement it sets out to be, and it is not, overall, even its creator's best work, although its finest moments, at least, are worthy of comparison with his earlier peaks. In a purely technical sense the album can hardly be faulted. While the basic instrumental approach remains the same (overfamiliar or not, the sound of the E Street Band, with its echoes of middle Dylan, Van Morrison, and urban r- &-b, is still one of the most compelling noises in rock-and-roll), there is a pronounced Sixties English flavor to the arrangements and production here, and the combination works. The Ties That Bind, for example, is a vast trebly roar of jangly guitars, and the hard rockers in particular have a metallic punch that none of Springsteen's earlier efforts have really approached. What does it not is the Spectorish Wall of Sound of the guitar songs on "Born to Run" but something a bit more down to earth: gloriously raucous frat-party music out of a roadhouse Texas Far-fisa band. Overall, the instrumental layering and the extremely compressed dynamic range here remind me more than a little of Nick Lowe's revisionist work on Elvis Costello's "Armed Forces." There's an edgy drive to the sound of the album that serves the tunes and the performances well and also gives the proceedings an ambiance that is both timeless and modern.

Of course, as Noel Coppage is rightly fond of pointing out, production is not music, and when we get to the songs on "The River" there are some inexcusable, unpleasant conclusions to be drawn. The biggest should have been obvious after "Darkness": on records, at least, the element of surprise has gone out of Springsteen's music. On stage this has yet to happen (it's one of the reasons his live show remains the most thrilling in rock history), but in his records he's now dealing strictly in secondhand goods. One can't explain this any more by saying that he's a genre writer; fact is, there's not a melody here that isn't in some way recycled, and the stories, for the most part, are not so much overfamiliar as uninteresting. It's a question of focus: Springsteen has narrowed his vision to the point that all the larger-than-life quality has gone out of his work. The song Jungleland from "Born to Run," for example, dealt with a particular urban landscape, but the treatment had an idealized, generalized romanticism that was cinematic, literary, or operatic, depending on how you wanted to look at it. The new songs on "The River," with their detailed depictions of coming of age on the street, are more like journalism, and Springsteen is simply not a good enough reporter to give us the fresh insight that might make the songs and characters come alive, that would make us care about them.

There has been a similar decline musicaly. What made Springsteen's early songs hit so hard was his flair for melody and structural surprise, his uncanny ear for the sound and spirit of our collective jukebox past. His tunes were wildly unpredictable, crammed to overflowing with glorious hooks and half-remembered fragments of sublime old songs, a dazzling patchwork of rock, soul, folk, jazz, and honky tonk that was tender, vulgar, majestic, and sleazy all at once. A Springsteen album used to be a daring tightrope act. For "The River," however, he used a net: many of the songs are deliberately monochromatic and predictable; two verses into them and you've heard all you need to hear—there's no sense of urgency, they don't go anywhere.

In the end, the odd thing is that "The River" still packs quite a wallop. There are, of course, some unfettered delights strewn among the twenty songs in the package; Springsteen may be playing down his pop gifts, but he hasn't deserted them altogether. The single, Hungry Heart, for example, is an addictive, affectionate tribute to Jackson Browne (if you can imitate me, Bruce seems to be saying, I can return the favor), and several of the rockers, which don't aspire to be more than funny, good-natured swaggers, are simply wonderful. It's hard to resist the energy and humor in Sherry Darling, Cadillac Ranch, Two Hearts, and, especially, I'm a Rocker. Then there are a few songs with grander ambitions that rise above the various weaknesses I've detailed. Independence Day is as moving an account of a father-son relationship as you're ever likely to encounter, and Point Blank and the title song are both, in their rather different ways, top-drawer Springsteen: taut, insinuating, compassionate.

But the best things here, the album's centerpieces, together have a cumulative effect all out of proportion to their merits as individual songs, and the reason is that, whatever his failures of imagination in writing them, Springsteen still believes every single word he sings. In the end, the sincerity and heart he projects disarm criticism. In anyone else's hands a song like Drive All Night would be a disaster: mawkish, bloated, even faintly ridiculous. Here, however, it gets the kind of performance that makes one forgive Springsteen almost anything, such a tour de force of passion and drama and love that it seems superhuman. When people who've seen him perform talk about his being a "soul singer" in the old sense, this is the kind of thing they mean, and it's good finally to have it on record. If for nothing more than this one transcendent moment, "The River" has to be judged at least a qualified success. The question, of course, is how long Springsteen can continue his Poet of the Lower Classes act without degenerating into overripe self-parody. If his working habits remain constant, the answer should be forthcoming sometime around September 1982. I, for one, am willing to wait.

—Steve Simels

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The River. Bruce Springsteen (vocals, guitar); the E Street Band (vocals and instruments); Alan Koenig, Steve Van Zandt, Peter Yanowitz, Garry Tallent (guitars); Roy Bittan, Max Weinberg, Patti Scialfa, on keyboards, drums, and vocals; Randy Ste酌 and Steven Van Zandt, on vocals; James "Chocolate Thunder" Weir, on drums; Garry Walz, on bass; Garry Smith, on guitar and piano; snacks. The Ties That Bind; Sherry Darling; Jackson Cage; Two Hearts; Independence Day; Hungry Heart; Out in the Street; Crush on You; You Can Look (But You Better Not Touch); I Wanna Marry You; The River; Point Blank; Cadillac Ranch; I'm a Rocker; Fade Away; Stolen Car; Ramrod; The Price You Pay; Drive All Night; Wreck on the Highway. COLUMBIA PC2 36854 two discs $15.96, © P2T 36854 $15.96, © PZA 36854 $15.96. 
JACK JONES: Don't Stop Now. Jack Jones (vocals): vocal and instrumental accompaniment. This Is It; Don't Stop Now; Love Is a Game; Don't Wish Too Hard; Here to Love You, and five others. MGM MG-1-5024 $7.98, © 8T-1-5024 $7.98, © CT-1-5024 $7.98.

Performance Super-pro
Recording Good

Dropping Jack Jones' name in or around any of the trendier pop/rock enclaves would probably elicit the same looks of disbelief that Mick Jagger is a closet celibate. He's in top form here, particularly on his own terms, for years. P.R.

LAUGHING DOGS: The Laughing Dogs Meet Their Makers. Laughing Dogs (vocals and instrumentals). Zombies; Don't Bring Me Down; Not What I Used to Be, Don't Push It; Formal Letter; Take My Chances, and six others. COLUMBIA NJC 36429 $5.98, © NCT 36429 $5.98.

Performance Good
Recording Very good

The Laughing Dogs have been around a while, performing mostly in the New York area, and it shows to their advantage. On "Meet Their Makers," their second Columbia album, the vocals are strong, the arrangements are interesting and lively, the ensemble sound is very tight, and the lyrics make you listen. Still, the group has some more growing to do, they need to escape the influences of Billy Joel on their lyrics and Steely Dan on chord structure, or at least translate those influences into their own terms. The Laughing Dogs got their experience as a bar/club/touring band, and they have yet to shake off the effects of that. But a few more albums from now they just might do it. Good luck, boys.

J.V.


Performance Upbeat
Recording Good

Although L.T.D. has been around for a while, the group seems to have gotten lost in the soul swirls of the last twenty years. Most of what L.T.D. does is derivative of such better-known predecessors as the Temptations and the Spinners, but they perform with a precision and controlled funkiness that grab at the spirit. The songs here are mainly lighthearted stormers, but Where Did We Go Wrong is a skillfully wrought ballad that ingratiatingly addresses matters of the heart.

P.G.

MELISSA MANCHESTER: For the Working Girl. Melissa Manchester (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. If This Is Love, Any Kind of Fool, Working Girl; Without You, You and Me, and six others. ARISTA AL 9533 $7.98.

Performance No laughs
Recording Excellent

Melissa Manchester has her own gutsy charm, some of which can't help but remind you of Bette Midler, whose back-up warbler she used to be. But one of Midler's qualities that never rubbed off on Manchester was her low-down sense of humor. This is a three-handkerchief album involving a good many tears and no laughs at all. "Guess I'm feelin' too happy to smile/And just have to cry for a while" is the message of Tears Of

Lightweight, thin headphones for every taste—from the company known for the best in sound.

For further information write to: Pickering & Co., Inc. 101 Sunnyside Blvd. Plainview, N.Y. 11803

"For those who can hear the difference"
Wonder

STEVIE WONDER’S new release, “Hotter Than July,” should reassure those who were puzzled by his daringly innovative “Journey Through the Secret Life of Plants” last year. When that soundtrack for a still-unreleased Paramount movie appeared, there was considerable squirming in critical circles; many thought we had forever lost the composer of such catchy chart climbers as Sunshine of My Life. “Hotter Than July” proves that the fear was groundless. Four or five cuts from it are already getting frequent air play, and the album has the kind of delicate balance between energetic, up-tempo tunes and soul-stroking ballads that we had come to expect from Stevie Wonder.

“Did I Hear You Say You Love Me,” the opener, is a sassy nugget of funky melody that seems to glide smoothly into the beautiful ballad All I Do that the second seems a continuation of and answer to the first. All I Do is in the best tradition of Stevie Wonder hits. His alternately growing and pleading vocals dominate this bouncy, playful track in which he sets aside his sometimes overbearing style and brings off vocals that have been recorded like a commercial, with some convenient pigeonhole. Master Blaster isn’t altogether reggae, and it isn’t exactly r-&b;—it is a little bit of both, displaying Wonder’s sense of where their common ground lies.

Three of the tunes on side two come close to . . . well . . . mediocrity. Do Like You is merely cute, a family-scrapbook kind of song with little notes about the kids’ progress in school (Aisha and Kieta can be heard playing the background) and glimpses of the Wonders at home. The album opens well with the driving, jagged reggae rhythms of Master Blaster, the other “new territory” cut on the album. It’s something of a wink at Wonder’s friend Bob Marley, but it’s also another of his attempts to break down the barriers between musical traditions and to confound those who want to force him into some convenient pigeonhole. Master Blaster isn’t altogether reggae, and it isn’t exactly r-&b;—it is a little bit of both, displaying Wonder’s sense of where their common ground lies.

“Hotter Than July” is really the first Wonder album entirely of the Eighties. It is, typically, a prodigious (almost) one-man show, with Steve composing, arranging, and performing all the songs (with a little help from his friends). We’ll have to wait to see whether Wonder will dominate the Grammy awards in this decade as he did in the last, but this rewarding release should at last satisfy those doubting Thomases who were afraid Stevie Wonder had lost his touch. With “Hotter Than July,” the wonder is definitely back.

Zita Allen

STEVIE WONDER: Hotter Than July. Stevie Wonder (vocals, keyboards, synthesizers, guitar, percussion, harmonica); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Did I Hear You Say You Love Me; All I Do; Rocket Love; I Ain’t Gonna Stand for It; As If You Read My Mind; Master Blaster (Jamin’s); Do Like You; Cash In Your Face; Lately; Happy Birthday. TAMLA T8-373M1 $7.98, © T75-373H $7.98, © T8-373H $7.98.

Stereophonics

ROGER McGUINN AND CHRIS HILLMAN: McGuinn/Hillman. Roger McGuinn (vocals, guitar); Chris Hillman (vocals, guitar, mandolin); instrumental accompaniment. Mean Streets; Entertainment: Soul Shoes; Between You and Me; Angel; Ain’t No Money; and four others. CAPITOL SOO-12108 $8.98, © 4X00-12108 $8.98, © 8X00-12108 $8.98.

Performance: Robust Recording: Good

It’s Byrds/Buffalo Springfield nostalgia if you want to find some of its songs, but it hasn’t been recorded like a commercial, with the dynamic range so compressed that just about everything seems loud. But it works pretty well anyway, since some of the songs (especially Graham Parker’s Soul Shoes) really know how to get up and move under all the weight, and others (notably Robbie Seidman’s Love Me Tonight) know how to make all the machinery cook. Crock some, of course, get buried, and some couldn’t hack it with any arrangement. Still, this is a pretty good platter blaster.

N.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

MONTY PYTHON: Monty Python’s Contractual Obligation Album. Monty Python (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Farewell to John Denver; String; Never Be Rude to an Arab; I Like Chinese; Henry Kissinger; Medical Love Song; I’m So Sorry; I Bet You Won’t Play This Song on the Radio; Decomposing Composers; Here Comes Another One; and fourteen others. ARISTA AL 9536 $8.98, © ACT 9536 $8.98, © A8T 9536 $8.98.

Performance: Sick, thank God Recording: Excellent

The Pythons, taking a break between movie projects, have come up with a new album every bit as tasteless and funny as its predecessors. The emphasis this time is on songs, and a couple here are absolute classics, especially a 19-second John Denver parody and a rousing, Nelson Eddy-ish Mountie song with little notes about the kids’ progress in school (Aisha and Kieta can be heard playing the background) and glimpses of the Wonders at home. The album opens well with the driving, jagged reggae rhythms of Master Blaster, the other “new territory” cut on the album. It’s something of a wink at Wonder’s friend Bob Marley, but it’s also another of his attempts to break down the barriers between musical traditions and to confound those who want to force him into some convenient pigeonhole. Master Blaster isn’t altogether reggae, and it isn’t exactly r-&b;—it is a little bit of both, displaying Wonder’s sense of where their common ground lies.
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thone's famous dead-parrot routine for sustained lunacy. By way of a finale, there's a children's choir singing the inspirational hymn All Things Doll and Ugly, which should be required listening for all card-carrying members of the Moral Majority. So, come to think of it, should the entire album. This is wonderfully sick stuff, and I heartily recommend it.

S.S

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

RAY, GOODMAN & BROWN: II. Ray, Goodman & Brown (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Happy Anniversary; I'll Remember You with Love; Each Time Is Like the First Time; Me, Sweet Sexy Woman; and four others. Polydor PD-1-6299 $8.98, © CT-1-6299 $8.98, © STF-1-6299 $8.98.

Performance: Tending earthward
Recording: Excellent

The sheet of vocal sound created by Harry Ray, Al Goodman, and Billy Brown is so utterly gorgeous that it transcends considerations of artistic originality. Rather than seeking startling new ways of doing things, this trio, once known as the Moments, continues to exemplify the old values that gave male soul groups a certain specialness, setting them apart from all else in the popular music spectrum. Ray, Goodman & Brown are devout practitioners of an old and dignified art, emphasizing sweetness of sound and an unabashed sentimentality in lyrics. This is most apparent here in their rendition of My Prayer, which was a million-seller for the Platters back in the Sixties and, before that, a hit in the Thirties. Filtered through RG&B's carefully cultivated style, it sounds both up to date and nostalgic.

But my favorite here is Happy Anniversary, the opener. In this one the trio simply plays with their voices and wallows in the lushness of their a cappella vocal blend. Their contrived asides attract more than mere amusement; they give the Van Ryn brothers and their audience a luscious feminine smile. That's why Happy Anniversary is so satisfying, why it's a hit in a million.


Performance: Tending earthward
Recording: Very good

Personnel changes are forcing Yes as annoying as Elmer Fudd. In this one the trio simply plays with their voices and wallows in the lushness of their a cappella vocal blend. Their contrived asides attract more than mere amusement; they give the Van Ryn brothers and their audience a luscious feminine smile. That's why Happy Anniversary is so satisfying, why it's a hit in a million.
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Carmen McRae: pure and simple

TIME: Elevenish on a warm fall night. Place: Marty's, a glossy Upper East Side spot with a window-wall facing an illuminated fountain and an entertainment policy that's bringing some of the greatest names in jazz to the New York public. The decor is an uneasy cross between Provisional French and Department Store Model Room. Not your usual jazz joint; there's scarcely a scoobey-doo turtleneck, a pair of onyx-glass shades or Wilson running shoes in sight. Instead, a lot of men in Swiss banker suits with the requisite display of cuffs, and women who look as if they can tell the difference between Gucci, Pucci, and Hermès at a hundred paces even in this dimmer-manufactured twilight. Event: Second show by Carmen McRae on her opening night.
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in *As Thousands Cheer*, where she sang *Suppertime*. I never forgot that.* A brief pause, and then, surprisingly rather shyly, "I remember thinking about Johnny Carson in 1955." She mentions some other greats in her personal pantheon: Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Erroll Garner, Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan ("I've always been close to Sarah."). Zoot Sims, and Billy Eckstine.

"You have a crush on Billy?"

A fine, relaxed peal of laughter. "Oh, no! Oh, no! I knew him too well. And you can quote me on that!"

The temperature dropped again (and the air conditioner wasn't connected) when I brought up the subject of playing in New York. "New York clubs are too expensive. And you get an older crowd. When I play in the West I get a lot of young people-eighteen, nineteen years old. They really know me. A lot of them grew up on my music."

How about TV's treatment of jazz artists? "Well, thank you. I'm glad you enjoyed it. You can quote me on that too. All he seemed to think about was making a buck. "I just came up to apologize," he said..."

He disappeared in some confusion down the stairs. "Thanks so much..." I heard him murmur... "...goodnight."

A BOUT "Two for the Road": "It's one of the best, easiest things I've ever done. You know, I've been recording since 1954 and I never had a hit record. So when I go into a studio now I'm not looking to have a smash. I just want to do the best and most honest work I can. And I think George and I did just that."

"Just that. —Peter Reilly"

CARMEN McRAE/GEORGE SHEARING: Two for the Road. Carmen McRae (vocals); George Shearing (vocals, piano). *I Don't Stand a Ghost of a Chance; You're All I Need, Gentleman Friend; More Than You Know; Cloudy Morning; Too Late Now; If I Should Lose You, Ghost of Yesterday; What Is There to Say, Two for the Road. CONCORD JAZZ C3-128 $7.98.*

January 1981
**JAZZ**

DAVID AMRAM: At Home/Around the World. David Amram (French horn, piano, Pakistani flutes, penny whistles, twin shawms, shanai, percussion); Pepper Adams (baritone saxophone); Jerry Dodgion (alto saxophone), Jack Elliott (vocals, guitar), Ray Mantilla, Candido (percussion); Odetta (vocals); other musicians. Traveling Blues; Splendor in the Grass; Aya Zehn; Birds of Montparnasse; and six others. FLYING FISH FT-094 $7.98.

Performance: Zesty
Recording: Very good

Whenever David Amram gets together with a group of musicians, whether on a street corner, in some Greenwich Village haunt, or in a studio, musical magic seems to happen, and the results are totally unpredictable. “At Home/Around the World” catches him in a studio. The Flying Fish label seems more in tune with Amram’s eclectic mind than his former one, RCA. Flying Fish previously reissued some of his deleted RCA recordings, but this new one is a fresh pot, a wonderful ragout of musical styles that made an impression on Amram during his travels around the world. Always fascinated by ethnic music, Amram never misses an opportunity to bring home sounds that delighted him in far corners of the globe.

Side one favors jazz, and with Pepper Adams and Jerry Dodgion—two old Amram sidemen—on hand, a high-caliber performance is guaranteed. One selection, Home on the Range, offers a particularly striking example of Amram’s wide-ranging taste and his ability to fuse disparate ingredients. It has elements ranging from Jack Elliott’s Appalachian yodeling to some Afro-Cuban sounds and Pepper Adams’ jazz-steeped baritone sax, culminating in a strangely compelling, decidedly off-beat vocal by the shamefully neglected Odetta. This is not an album for people of restricted taste; its boundaries are as wide as Amram’s spirit. C.A.

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**

JOANNE BRACKEEN: Ancient Dynasty. JoAnne Brackeen (piano); Joe Henderson (tenor saxophone); Eddie Gomez (bass); Jack DeJohnette (drums). Celebration: Beagle’s Boogie; Remembering; and two others. COLUMBIA/TAPPAN ZEE JC 36593 $7.98, © JCT 36593 $7.98, © JCA 36593 $7.98.

Performance: Vibrant
Recording: Good

I am still raving about JoAnne Brackeen’s first album ("Keyed In.") JC 36075) for Bob James’ Columbia-distributed, mass-market-oriented Tappan Zee label, but I like this follow-up release even better. That may well be in part because it adds the decisive, devilishly sympathetic tenor of Joe Henderson to an already illustrious line-up (bassist Eddie Gomez and drummer Jack DeJohnette), but I also think Brackeen has outdone herself this time around. It is encouraging to see James continue his label’s departure from the heavily synthesized fusion sound. If you know jazz, then you know the players on “Ancient Dynasty,” and all I need to add is the assurance that this album presents them in top form. C.A.

RON CARTER: New York Slick (see Best of the Month, page 73)

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**

CONCORD SUPER BAND: Concord Super Band II. Warren Vaché (cornet, flugelhorn); Scott Hamilton (tenor saxophone); Cal Collins (guitar); Dave McKenna (piano); Phil Flanigan (bass); Jake Hanna (drums); Anli Sugano (vocal). Crazy Rhythm; Summertime; Drum Boogie; Just Friends; In a Mellow Tone; Out of Nowhere; Nancy; and six others. CONCORD JAZZ CJ-120 two discs $15.98.

Performance: Super mainstream jazz
Recording: Excellent live take

This album was recorded at a Tokyo concert just last year, but there isn’t a cut on it...
that I wouldn't play for a jazz fan of my mother's generation. The band is almost the same as the fine Concord Super Band that recorded in Tokyo in 1978 (Concord Jazz CJ-80), the only changes being that Dave McKenna replaces Russ Tompkins and bassist Phil Flanigan replaces Monty Budwig. With either lineup, the Concord Super Band is a superb sextet the likes of which few of us jazzwatchers expected to experience in this decade. Given the youthfulness of its members, we can now, of course, expect to hear their mellifluous swing as we bounce into the next century. In the meantime, without knowing what kind of music *Billboard* and *Record World* will be calling "jazz" in the year 2000, look on the smooth sounds of Warren Vaché, Scott Hamilton, and the rest here as a wonderful antidote to the faceless, synthesized meanderings of the hyped-up players who dominate the alleged jazz charts and airwaves today.

Vocalist Anli Sugano must be a Tokyo local. She's not bad, but it would have been better had she understood the English lyrics to the only song she sings, *On the Sunny Side of the Street*. And Jake Hanna's extended solo on *Drug Boogie* is too long, I think. Everything else on this double album is guaranteed to send shivers of joy through all who like jazz with heaps of swing and straight-ahead melodic creativity.

*Sarah Vaughan: Duke Ellington Song Book Two*. Sarah Vaughan (vocals); Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson (vocals, alto saxophone); Mike Wofford, Jimmy Rowles,

---

**Total control for the total system.**

For those who want comprehensive control over their stereo system, MXR offers its System Preamp.

The MXR System Preamp provides the ultimate in versatile, distortion-free system control. For the first time, the home stereo enthusiast has the signal routing flexibility previously restricted to recording engineers, with exceptional sonic integrity.

The System Preamp lets you route two simultaneous signal sources independently to a monitor channel, tape output, or power amp and speakers. A Mix control blends the two signals and permits fading from one source to another, and a versatile instrument input enables electronic instruments and microphones to be amplified and blended with program material.

The MXR System Preamp is housed in an attractive, black anodized enclosure with solid walnut end pieces and 3½" (h) x 19" (l) x 6" (d) dimensions for convenient placement in any stereo set-up. Rack ears are also available.
The Time-Life collection includes some of Hines' best solo work from 1928 to 1970, selections from his big-band period (1929-1942) with the orchestra at the Grand Terrace Café in Chicago and his monumental collaborations with Louis Armstrong in 1928, some of his recordings with Jimmie Noone's combo earlier that same year, and a few odd dates from the late Forties and early Fifties. Except for Armstrong, Hines never played with a musician who was his equal in concept, daring, and imagination. The Hines/Armstrong sessions are timeless, but in most of the rest, though Hines still stands out, the work of everyone else has a period flavor. This is especially true in the big-band recordings. Although there's solid and sometimes exceptional work by the sidemen, Hines alone is truly memorable. But the selections chosen to represent Hines' work with Jimmie Noone are less interesting than they could be, all three medium-tempo and rather plodding. Noone was a first-rate clarinetist who, together with Frank Teschemacher, formed the basis for Benny Goodman's style. His combo recorded some robust performances with Hines that should have been included here, such as I Know That You Know and My Monday Date. The only word for Hines' solo recordings is eternal. The fusing of a musical machine and its operator has seldom been so successful; when you hear Hines play alone you are experiencing the stunning clarity and completeness, a whole individual world.

When Hines resigned from Armstrong's All-Stars in the Fifties, complaining that the band was playing by rote every night, Satchmo, in a rare moment of petulance, said that he didn't need "Earl Hines and his big ideas." But by then, alas, Louis was a performer instead of an innovator; he no longer presented new ideas. Hines still does. Hines still takes chances, and they work. He has never bothered much, then or now, with speculations about Art. As a full-time musician he simply wants to know what his bookings are, and he still looks to please the audience. He is a practical, professional, working musician, but what he produces can only be called the creations of genius.

Joel Vance

GIANTS OF JAZZ: EARL HINES, Earl Hines (piano), with Jimmie Noone's Apex Club Orchestra, Louis Armstrong's Hot Five, Savoy Ballroom Orchestra, Cozy Cole All-Stars, and others. Sweet Sue; Just You; Four or Five Times; Skip the Gutter; A Monday Date; Down Among the Sheltering Palms; Blues for Tatum; and seventeen others. Time-Life ST-L11 three discs $19.95, © ST-L11 $21.95, © ST-L11 $21.95 (plus $1.25 postage and handling from Time-Life Records, 541 North Fairbanks Court, Chicago, Ill. 60611).

Lloyd Glenn (piano); Joe Pass, Bucky Pizzarelli, Pee Wee Crayton (guitar); other musicians. I Ain't Got Nothin' but the Blues; Black Butterfly; Chelsea Bridge; What Am I Here For; Tonight I Shall Sleep; Mood Indigo; and five others. Pablo Today 2312-116 $8.98, © K12-116 $8.98.

Performance: Enthusiastic
Recording: Good

Sarah Vaughan is in good to fine vocal form running through these eleven classic songs by Duke Ellington. It might seem that all of them have been sung so well and/or so often in the past by practically everyone who has had access to a microphone that it would be impossible for Vaughan to bring anything new to them; it's hard to believe that she could strike any fresh, enthusiastic notes in Mood Indigo, for instance, or I Got It Bad and That Ain't Good. But she can, and she does. They don't call her "Sassy" Vaughan for nothing, y'know.

Collection

Tenors Anyone? Stan Getz: Skull Buster; Ante Room; Pennies from Heaven; Poop Deck. Wardell Gray: It's the Talk of the Town; In a Pinch. Paul Quinichette: These Foolish Things; Along About This Time of the Year. Zoot Sims: Blues for the Month of May; I Should Care. Biograph © BLP-12066 $7.98.

Performance: High level
Recording: Good mono

Tenors, anyone? Sure. Turning down an offer to hear any of the four tenors who share this album, on separate but fairly equal tracks, would be irrational to say the least. What they all have in common is the formative influence of Lester Young, but each took that influence in a different direction. The four selections with Stan Getz, taken from a 1949 Seeco-Dawn session under the leadership of pianist Al Haig, are good samples of the ultra-cool Getz style that emerged from the smooth Ralph Burns arrangements for the Woody Herman band and earlier. Also from an Al Haig date, but about a year earlier, are two selections featuring Wardell Gray, who played in a less frosty, more Lester-ish style and at the age of thirty-three was well on his way to a seat in the bop hierarchy when he was found murdered. These six Haig sides, which take up sides one, also feature the superb guitar of Jimmy Raney.

Paul Quinichette stayed the closest to Lester Young, as we can hear on These Foolish Things and Along About This Time of the Year, two 1956 Dawn cuts that, while certainly worthwhile, are less interesting than any of the Quinichette album that Biograph released last year ("The Kid from Denver," BLP-12066). Then there are two sides featuring Zoot Sims leading adequate but not very distinguished quartets. If Sims is the lure that makes this album of interest to you, there are better examples of his work available. But if you are into Sims, chances are that you are into tenors, in which case you ought not to pass up this collection. Here's hoping Biograph will keep the Dawn sessions coming, but more carefully programmed; the ten tracks of this tenor set seem thrown together at random.

C.A.
CARNY (Robbie Robertson-Alex North). Original-soundtrack recording. Robbie Robertson (vocals, guitar); Gary Busey (drums); Mac Rebennack (organ); other musicians. WARNER BROS. HS 3455 $8.98, © W5 3455 $8.98.

Performance: That's entertainment? Recording: Good

Carny is Robbie Robertson's first public exposure since the Band shuffled off to that great Progressive Rock Market in the Sky, but you'd have to love the movie even more irrationally than I loved McCabe and Mrs. Miller or Bad Company before you'd voluntarily play the album. The stuff here also is all but unlistenable, though maybe if you could have somebody chew on a cigar and distorts its essential wistful simplicity, and in I Can Cook Too she is unspeakably cute.

EVELYN LEAR: Sings Sondheim and Bernstein. Evelyn Lear (soprano); Martin Katz (piano). Who Am I; I Can Cook Too; Lonely Town; Green Finch and Linnet Bird; Could I Leave You; Send In the Clowns; and four others. MERCURY SRI 75136 $9.98, © MRI 75136 $9.98.

Performance: Inappropriate Recording: Excellent

The idea of an opera singer undertaking a program of popular ballads usually makes me cringe; it conjures up chiling memories of Rosa Ponselle singing The Dark Town Strutter's Ball or Grace Moore, of blessed memory, trying to sound low-down and hoohy-coo. Evelyn Lear does not escape the traditional curse here, though she manages to fould things up, when she does, in a somewhat less predictable way. For example, her attempt to bring a torchy quality to Lonely Town from Leonard Bernstein's landmark musical On the Town slows that lovely ballad to a halt and distorts its essential wistful simplicity, and in I Can Cook Too she is unspeakably cute.

Lear fares better with two charming numbers Bernstein wrote in 1950 for a revival of Peter Pan (preceding the much bet-

ter-known Jule Styne score) and far, far better with several songs by Stephen Sondheim. Her flair for dramatic interpretation is given full rein, and in Could I Leave You? from Follies, one of the cruelest, most searing musical monologues Sondheim has yet devised, she shows a down-to-earth power you have to hear to believe. In Losing My Mind, another item from Follies, and Green Finch and Linnet Bird, that ornate arietta sung by the ingenue in Sweeney Todd, Lear is able to make good use of her considerable vocal skill. But she ends, alas, by overdosing Send In the Clowns in the most shamelessly self-indulgent fashion. The trouble with this album stems from a basic misunderstanding. Bernstein can write art songs, all right, and so, no doubt, can Sondheim, but they have not written any for their Broadway musicals, and neither a florid nor a reverential treatment can turn these songs into the kind Evelyn Lear sings best.

P.K.

THE ROGUE SONG (Clifford Gray-Franz Lehár-Herbert Stothart-Dimitri Tiomkin). Original-soundtrack recording. Lawrence Tibbett, Catherine Dale Owen, others (vo-

cals); MGM Orchestra. PELICAN LP 1979 $7.98.

Performance: Interesting Recording: Opaque

Here is a release to gladden the hearts of film-music buffs around the world. The

Cleaning your records is only half the battle. The best record cleaner in the world can't preserve a record. It can only clean it. A good record cleaner can remove dust, oily fingerprints and deep-seated dirt from the grooves. But, it can't protect the record from wear and friction.

The diamond is the hardest natural substance known. At the tip of a stylus, it is the spearhead of over 15 tons per square inch of destructive pressure that shears away microscopic chips of vinyl while traveling along the delicately thin grooves.

The finest high fidelity system can't restore the subtle high frequency and midrange tones that are unavoidably lost.

Sound Guard Record Preservative is a scientifically designed, ultra-thin, dry formulation that practically eliminates record wear. Your records treated with Sound Guard Record Preservative will sound just as good after 100 plays. No hiss. No pops. No clicks.

Give your records 100% protection with two simple steps. First, clean them with Sound Guard Record Cleaner; then preserve them with Sound Guard Preservative. Buy them separately or get them both in the Sound Guard Total Record Care System. And stop record wear in its tracks.

Sound Guard Corp. 348 S. W. 13th Ave., Pompano Beach, Fla. 33060
Facilities: Cincinnati, Ohio; Tokyo, Japan; Brussels, Belgium.
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### LET'S COMPARE APPLES with APPLES:

#### Mura RED SET III vs. Sony MDR-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MURA RED SET III</th>
<th>SONY MDR-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENCY RESPONSE (Hz)</td>
<td>20 - 20,000</td>
<td>20 - 20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENSITIVITY (dB/mW)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT w/O CORD (grams)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see, they're virtually identical.

Now look at the RED SET specs—real specs with limits: No peak or valley of more than 2dB from 1,000 Hz reference over the frequency range of 150 Hz to 19,000 Hz. Total distortion 0.3% at 100dB output from 100 to 20,000 Hz.

The RED SET's superior performance is the result of Mura's uncompromising selection of materials regardless of cost: Samarium cobalt (rare earth) magnets for maximum flux density; 63 micron anoxic copper plated aluminum wire for light weight with high efficiency coupling; tapered, formed mylar diaphragms for full frequency response—the dome shaped center tapered, formed mylar diaphragms prevent low frequency breakup and keep the speakers operating as air pistons down to 20 Hz. When you consider that you can buy the Mura Booth No. 1903-Winter CES...
STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word, 15 Word Minimum.
COMMERCIAL: $3.20. EXPAND-AD*: $4.80.
PERSO NOAL RATE: $1.80. DISPLAY: 1" x 2½", $390.00.
2" x 2¼", $780.00. 3" x 2 ¼", $1,710.00.
GENERAL INFORMATION: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts available. Payment must accompany order except credit card — Am. Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include exp. date) — or accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to publisher’s approval; may be typewritten or printed.

WHOLESALE PRICES on stereo/esoteric components, cartridges, tonearms, tapes. Free Catalog. Audio Unlimited. 1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122 1-6 M-Th.

Get with the Audio Pros!

- Warranty
- Highest Quality
- Service
- Franchised
- Same Day
- Dealer
- Shipment

Audio Concepts
1127 W. Huntington, Arcadia, CA 91006
(800) 423-4170 (213) 445-3663
Toll-free California

Call for best price!


PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at good prices with competent service. Macsound Speaker Components, 431 West Goeham, Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711. (608) 256-7337.

WISCONSIN HAS Audionics, Denon, Dac/Masters, Harman, Audio Control, NAD, Polk, Gryffy, Acclon, STAX, Gold, Luxman and many others. We move audio equipment. The Sound Seller, 1706 Main Street, Mamaroneck, NY 10543. (715) 735-9002.

HORN-S-TONE-MIDS-TWEETERS at tremendous OEM savings. Altac, Electro-Voice, Philips, Peerless, Polydax and many others. Dozens of hard-to-find items used in major manufacturers’ most extensive systems. Huge selection of cross-over network components, automobile systems and musical instrument loudspeakers. Send $2.00 for catalog refundable with purchase. SRC Audio, Dept. SR1, 3238 Towerwood Dr., Dallas, TX 75234.

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS AND KITS. Send $1.00. Speaker Warehouse, 809 North Route 441, Hollywood, FL 33021.

LOWEST PRICES BOSE, SAE, HAFLER, and MORE. Dynamic Sound, Box 169A, Staxville, MS 38778. (601) 323-0750. 1 P.M. - 9 P.M.


USED HI-Fi Buy, Sell, Trade. Broker, Bob Heessen, Box 782, Brookville, Village 07017. (817) 969-2777. Wanted McIntosh, Marantz. Western Electric Tube Equipment.

TOP-NAME AUDIO AT LOW LOW PRICES! Advent, Avant, AR, Bose, dbx, Denon, Dual, ESS, Harman, Kardon, Infinity, JBL, Magnat, Nakamichi, NAD, Nixo, Onkyo, Phase, SAE, Sonics, Soundcraftsmen, Tandberg, Thorens and many many more we can’t even mention by name — all at the lowest possible prices. All, of course, are factory fresh and include the full manufacturer’s warranty. Compare prices, selection and service and we’re the best in the business. Our representa- tives are available for phone quotes and additional information Monday thru Saturday from 10AM to 7PM (EST) at 212-254-3125 or send $2.00 for our informative brochure to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD, P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 10276. For your convenience we accept MC and VISA over the phone and DON’T charge sales tax to out-of-state cus- tomers.

ATTENTION FOREIGN: AUDIOPHILES AND DEALERS! Western World Audio Exporters can supply virtually all brands of hi-fi components, speakers, cartridges, etc. (including esoteric lines) of attractive prices. Quotes and available information on request. Write to WESTERN WORLD, 373 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1556, New York, NY 10016.

TELEX 428826 SAKI 74210.

VIDEO RECORDERS TAFES: Panasonic, RCA, Quasar, etc. Best pricing anywhere. MC VISA. B&J, Box 248-5, Howard Beach, NY 11414. (212) 845-2861, M-F, 11-8 EST.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS and CONVERTERS. Build or Buy. Plans and parts. For information send $2.00. C&D Com- pany, P.O. Box 26 Hudsonville, MI 49420.

TOP-RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF! We offer Acu- tive, ADC, Dynacord, Grado, Nagatani, Ortofon, Gull Cheung. Sonus, and many more at the lowest possible prices. Just Call 212-254-3125 for more information, or write to DIRECT DIS- COUNTS LTD, P.O. Box 841, New York, NY 10276.


SPEAKERS SAVE 50%. Build your own speaker system. Write: McGee Raco Electronics, 1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108.
CUT HIGH SPEAKER COSTS.
Speaker Factory Mail Order has ten sound ways to save you money on speakers. Our sound just as good, but save you up to 50% compared to other brands. Why? Because you get them direct from the Factory! Cut the coupon and we'll rush you our new catalog absolutely free!

Free Catalog

| 1 | I can hardly wait! | I'm enclosing $1.00 for 1st class postage and special handling. |
| 2 | I'm anxious to find out more, but regular mail is O.K. |

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Mail to: Speaker Factory Mail Order, Inc., Dept. SC1
1101 N. Northlakes Way, Seattle, WA 98103

ABATE HIGH ESOTERIC PRICES - closeouts Audio Research, GMR, QKI, Luxman, Super, Sony, Advent & others. For list write: STEREOPHONIC, 107 Third Ave. S.E., Cedar Rapids, IA 52401. (919) 365-3387.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS from schematics, your artwork or ours. FREE Drilling and quoting. Assembly services also available. Write: Production Development, 1320 Water Street, Browndale, PA 15417.

QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS, MULTI-TRACK EQUIPMENT, PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS, ACCESSORIES, Competitive Pricing! Prompt Delivery! Knowledgeable Staff Service Facility! Credit Cards Accepted. FREE CATALOG. SOUND IDEAS, Dept. 5P, Box 340, Cary, N.C. 27511. 1-800-334-2487, (NC - 919-467-8462).


LAST CHANCE FOR KODAK QUADS. Attention Quad System owners. Here's your chance to buy KODAK Quad products normally $59.95, now only $32.79. KODAK KQ7400 normally $55.00, now only $39.00. Phase 2 - 2 usually $155.00, now only $59.00. Original K/ 3 normally $29.00, now only $41.72 and the PRO-Q normally $75.00 for only $41.15. Remember these quad photos work in stereo too! Just flip the switch and the basic radiating surface. Send your check to KODAK Corporation c/o Virginia Lamn, 4219 N. Washington Porta, Westlake, OH 44102.

Malibu, CA 90265. Please add $3.50 postage and handling per pair.

FOR MORE information, write to: FREE CATALOG
SOUND IDEAS, Dept. 5P, Box 340, Cary, N.C. 27511.

High End Audio DISCOUNTED!

SCHLive BLACK, 9/10/92. The Power of Analog, New York. $4.95. (812) 794-5100. FREE Catalog.

ABATE HIGH ESOTERIC PRICES - CLOSEOUTS Audio Research, GMR, QKI, Luxman, Super, Sony, Advent & others. For list write: STEREOPHONIC, 107 Third Ave. S.E., Cedar Rapids, IA 52401. (919) 365-3387.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS from schematics, your artwork or ours. FREE Drilling and quoting. Assembly services also available. Write: Production Development, 1320 Water Street, Browndale, PA 15417.

QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS, MULTI-TRACK EQUIPMENT, PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS, ACCESSORIES, Competitive Pricing! Prompt Delivery! Knowledgeable Staff Service Facility! Credit Cards Accepted. FREE CATALOG. SOUND IDEAS, Dept. SC1, Box 340, Cary, NC 27511. 1-800-334-2487, (NC - 919-467-8462).


LAST CHANCE FOR KODAK QUADS. Attention Quad System owners. Here's your chance to buy KODAK Quad products normally $59.95, now only $32.79. KODAK KQ7400 normally $55.00, now only $39.00. Phase 2 - 2 usually $155.00, now only $59.00. Original K/ 3 normally $29.00, now only $41.72 and the PRO-Q normally $75.00 for only $41.15. Remember these quad photos work in stereo too! Just flip the switch and the basic radiating surface. Send your check to KODAK Corporation c/o Virginia Lamn, 4219 N. Washington Porta, Westlake, OH 44102.

Malibu, CA 90265. Please add $3.50 postage and handling per pair.

FOR MORE information, write to: FREE CATALOG
SOUND IDEAS, Dept. SC1, Box 340, Cary, NC 27511.

High End Audio DISCOUNTED!

SCH Live BLACK, 9/10/92. The Power of Analog, New York. $4.95. (812) 794-5100. FREE Catalog.
If middle-of-the-road pop (as represented by, say, Barry Manilow) is to rock-and-roll what soft rock is to itself, a comparison (admittedly an imprecise and probably endlessly arguable proposition), then ABBA is about as far to the right as most rock people are ever likely to let themselves go. Everybody likes ABBA, whether they'll admit it or not, even hard-core punkers, and it's not hard to see why. Apart from the vague kinkiness of their act (sex is clearly being sold, but hardly anybody can figure out what kind), these palindromic Swedes do pop kitsch with rock overtones better than any of their competition, and though some of their stuff may verge on ickiness, their best songs have a kitchen-sink eclecticism that offers something for almost everybody. If we must have disposable music, this is probably as good as it's ever going to get.

ABBA's new MCA videodisc finds the band lip-synching twelve of their better-known numbers (this appears to be a collection of made-for-TV promo films) in a variety of silly settings ranging from fake discos to a snowy Scandinavian wilderness right out of a Woody Allen Bergman parody. None of it is terribly imaginative, but it is endearing in a doopy way. One gets the feeling that the group really can't—or maybe won't—distinguish between a hard day's night and a long day's journey into night: they're true cultural populists.

Technically, the package is a mixed bag; photography and color are fine, but the sound is a trifle boxy. Also, while the effect of real stereo with home video (I played up) is impressive in and of itself, a comparison with ABBA's audio records reveals that a slight constriction of dynamic range has occurred somewhere between Stockholm and Los Angeles. Considering that this group ranks as a giant of Swedish commerce (right up there with Volvo), one would think they'd have kept a little closer watch on this front—there being no reason I can think of why a narrower dynamic range should have been necessary. Withal, however, it's a fun record, a more than reasonable first purchase for those of you with brand-new videodisc players.

For amateur a- & r persons who may be wondering "Why ABBA?", it should be noted that the major stumbling blocks in the way of getting popular artists onto home video right now are the music-publishing conglomerate that it is, not only owns all its own material but is well able to finance its own flyer into the videodisc future without insisting on Fort Knox as a down payment. And so, though many established artists are dying to try videodisc, they can't perform their own stuff without someone else's okay. ABBA, caged multinational conglomerate that it is, not only owns all its own material but is well able to finance its own flyer into the videodisc future without insisting on Fort Knox as a down payment. Ah, Art! Ah, Commerce!

In my November 1981 review of Loretta Lynn's new MCA videodisc I pointed out that although the album was marked "stereo," it was in fact mono. A new stereo version has now been released, so if you want to add the coal-miner's daughter to your video library and plan to feed the sound through your stereo rather than your TV set's mono speaker, be sure to check before you buy.

—Steve Simels

ABBA. ABBA (vocals and instrumentals). Gimme, Gimme, Gimme; Knowing Me, Knowing You; Take a Chance on Me; Money, Money, Money; Eagle; Voulez-Vous; Dancing Queen; Chiquitita; Does Your Mother Know; One Man, One Woman; Name of the Game; Thank You for the Music. MCA DISCOVISION 74-006 $19.95.

[Image of ABBA with text: "Video Review" and "Abba"]
The Bose® Model 501™ Direct/Reflecting® loudspeaker.
A less expensive way for you to enjoy the legendary clarity and spaciousness of our 901® speaker.

For more information, write Bose Corporation, Dept. 58,
The Mountain, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending. © Copyright 1980 by Bose Corp.
The Sound of Koss is no longer something you have to keep to yourself.

You no longer have to limit your listening to stereophones to enjoy the incredible Sound of Koss. Because now you can get the optimum loudspeaker system, and the Sound of Koss, in any Koss CM series system you choose.

KOSS CM 1010

Here's the ultimate 2-bandpass system. The Koss CM 1010 has a unique passive radiator to enhance the lower two octaves of bass. As well as a special 8-inch woofer to increase the midrange frequency response up to 3500Hz. And with the CM 1010's 1-inch dome tweeter, you get the highest energy output, and lowest distortion, of any tweeter on the market.

KOSS CM 1020

No three bandpass loudspeaker system currently available offers the benefits of the Koss CM 1020. Its dual ports improve cabinet tuning and structural stability. And its 10-inch woofer provides a 3db gain in efficiency, as well as flat response over the lower bandpass. In addition, the CM 1020 uses a 4½-inch midrange driver to capture all the energy and presence of this critical bandpass. And the CM 1020's unique 1-inch dome tweeter produces the highest energy output and lowest distortion of any tweeter currently available. Indeed, the Koss CM 1020 is the 3-bandpass loudspeaker system you really have to hear to believe.

KOSS CM 1030

The Koss CM 1030 represents the ultimate in 4-bandpass loudspeaker systems. It includes a 10-inch woofer, mass aligned dual port system, a parallel midrange system with two 4½-inch drivers, and both a tweeter and a 1-inch treble tweeter that feature a unique acoustic transformer. Each has been carefully and specifically designed to produce the optimum spectral characteristics of their respective bandpass. Uniting the CM 1030 into a total system that represents the ultimate in loudspeaker technology, is a unique, quasi-second-order crossover network. In all, the CM 1030 is so amazing, no other 4-bandpass system even comes close in bass, midrange or high bandpass performance.

KOSS CM 530

Setting entirely new standards for bookshelf speakers is the Koss CM 530. Whether you place them horizontally or vertically, they deliver perfect mirror imaging, an incredible degree of dispersion, and the breathtaking Sound of Koss.

KOSS PRO 4/TRIPLE A

Write us, c/o Virginia Lamm for a free copy of our full-color loudspeaker catalog. And when you visit your audio dealer to hear the incredible Sound of Koss loudspeakers, take an extra moment for a private listening experience with the world famous Koss Pro/4 Triple A. Once you've heard the Sound of Koss for yourself, you'll know why hearing is believing.

KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212. International Headquarters Milwaukee facilities: Canada, France, Germany, Ireland
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